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This thesis focuses on an educational event. In my capacity as an ordaineci officer 
of a Salvation Amy Coiiege For Officer Training, a Workshop was established to design 
its curriculum. The initial impetus for this came fiom a desire to have a process by which 
its cumdum could be approached with greater clarity and purpose. 

As this event was approached through the Doctor ofMinistry progamme, 1 
reflected on those issues that mounded the curriculum of this college. For reasons w hich 
wdi be detded in this thesis, 1 wondered what might occur if the process of design was 
more intentionally connected to the craft of teaching rather than primarily to 
administrative decision-macing. The resdting Workshop and thesis depicts what 
happened, and my perceptions of that event. 

The Workshop took place over a period of seven months, and involveci the officer 
Staff of this coiiege. Employing rny understanding of adult learning, the Workshop inviteci 
their input into the design process. As we proceeded, its various sessions were both 
enerpized and overwhehed by the task. EvenMy its goal was revised, and various 
accomplishments were attained. In particular, cnteria were constructeci to guide the 
formation of the achial curriculum. This work was wfflcient to effect important changes in 
the college. When it commenceci the training of cadets in the foliowing September, the 
college had a new curriculum in place, dong with an educational structure reinforcing that 
cumculum. 

In reflecting on the Workshop, it became apparent that during its various sessions, 
important changes were taking place. Perceptions, which both afEmed and questioned 
some of my initial assumptions, underwent personal and corporate transformation. How 
those perceptions changed, and their effects, cod tu te  the central focus of this thesis. 



AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL STATEMENT 

My formative years were spent in Hamilton's East End. This location put our 
family not too far fkom the city's steel companies, and the neighbourhood playground. 
Both came to play important roles in those years, as did the music of The Salvation Amy. 
When it got too dark to play touch football or sandlot baseball, a trombone waited for 
scales to be practised. School was in the picture, but not in the dominant foreground. 

Sensing my own lack of interest in an industrial fiiture, I returned to high school at 
the age of twenty-one. A number of unexpected events opened the door for studies at 
university, and in my mid-twenties I graduated from McMaster University and commenced 
teaching History and Physical Education in one of Haoiilton's high schools. 1 enjoyed 
teaching, but sensed a deeper desire to engage in biblical studies. Questions of both myself 
and my students prompted that desire. An opportuni@ presented itseifto study at Trinity 
Evangelicai Divinity School, in Chicago. Mer two years, and M g  appreciated that gift, 
I returned to Hamilton, and taught Music in another of its high schools. 

The matter of vocation continued, and &et much thought 1 offered myself for 
ordaineci officership in The Salvation Amy. Training for that vocation cornmenced at 
VirtuaiIy the same time as my rnarriage. In Salvationist tradition, both spouses are required 
to be ordained, and thus train in one of its colleges. Our appointments together included 
senrice in various Saivation A m y  congregations, as weii as being on the statf of its coliege 
in Toronto. By the t h e  of our second appointment to the c o k e ,  1 had completed a 
Master of Divinity, and was interested in the Doctor of Ministry Programme at the 
Toronto School of Theology. 

This programme enabled me to bring three important strands together: my interest 
in education, my love for theology, and my commitmeat to The Salvatioa Amy. They 
have been special gifts to me, and 1 offer this thesis as a gift to them. 
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I mal1 a moment in the early stages of this programme when I wondered what 
" coilabo rative" meant . Rather than an abstract definition, however, the following people 
have given substance to the word, and the outcome of the thesis: 

BU Porter and Noma Stuckless at the College For Officer Training Library, and Flo 
Curzon at the George Scott Railton Heritage Centre, for resources too numerous to 
mention, and jelly beans in endless supply; 

Cheryl Lynch who as the Education Department's secretary Iearned to recognize voices 
from a faint tape, and produced a trmcript which made my reflections possible; 

The officers of the Coilege who risked this venture with me, and its P~c ipa l ,  Doug 
Moore, whose trust cannot be measured; 

Members of my Collaborative Learning Group - Anne, Muriel, Abigaii, Brice, Val and 
Selma who welcomed this Sdvationist into its üfe, and made Tuesday momings something 
to anticipate; 

Members of my Ministry Base Group, who helped to ground this project in Salvationist 
tradition fiom the begùullng, and tumed our monthly Thursday nights into fun moments; 

Members of my Thesis Conmittee - Pat Jackson, Abigail Johnson and George Schner - 
who perceived something in this project not always visible to me, and patientiy prodded 
until the chisel did its work; 

Lloyd Hetherington and Dorothy Bond, dong with the staff and f a d t y  of the Wüliarn and 
Catherine Booth Coilege who adopted this project with their own encouragement, seeing 
its larger purpose; 

The Toronto School of Theology, and those who have worked hard on behalf of its 
Doctor of Ministry Programme, for providiag a rich educational opportunity and lasting 
fnendships; 

My son, Colin, and daughters Kristen and Alison, whose long telephone c d s  made it 
possible for me to work without too much interruption, and two brothers, Lome and 
Brian, who share this uniqae teaching vocation. 

Cynl Boyden, whose fiiendship has wntinually brou* vocational perspective. 
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PREFACE 

My fkst day of school is still embedded in my memory. My rnother took me to the 
front door of Queen Mary Public School and oriented me so that 1 could find my way 
home. At the end of the moming 1 foliowed her instmctions, but became hopelessly lost. 
After wandering Hamilton's East End, I M y  located myselfand made my way home. 
The problem, of course, is that while 1 entered the school through its fiont door the 
teacher let the class out the back door. 

This thesis is based on an educatiod event in a Salvation Amy college. For 
rasons that will become evident, a Cunicuhun Workshop was established in order to 
create a design process for its c u m c h .  The preparations, experiences and reflections on 
the Workshop constitute the essence of the thesis. My intention is to enter the thesis 
through the door of those traditions integral to it; fiarne the Workshop, with its 
institutional, persomel, theoreticai and theologicd fàctors; narrate the Workshop's aory, 
with partidar attention to the various adult learning methodologies employed; view the 
Workshop's data, with an emphasis on the lem used in my analysis; and then engage the 
Workshop with those traditions that led into it. 1 trust that this map wiiî help to navigate 
the journey. 

Language is a factor in the thesis. First, Salvationists have created their own 
symbotic world, induding a unique vocabdary. 1 have sought to stplain this world in the 
text, but a glossary has been added in the appendix to help the reader. Second, 1 have not 
altered the data when quoting participants in the Workshop. 1 have sought to be inclusive 
in my own writing, but to faithfully represent the voices of those who took part. The 
participants have provided me with pseudonyms by which to be named in the thesis. 

Appendices include the foilowing : the Thesis Proposal; a giossary; j o u d  
questions used in the Workshop; summary tables of theory used and effects noticed. 



Chapter 1 

LOCATING THE WORKSHOP 

In the summer of 1989 1 commenced a new appointment as a Salvation Army 

otiicer. This appointment positioned me at the Army's Coliege For Officer Training, in 

  or ont o. ' Aithough 1 had served there previously, this time I went as the college's 

Education Otticer. A number of responsibilities were mine in this capacity, but one task 

assumes the focus of this thesis. This research then is based on my practice of ministry as a 

Salvation Amy officer in its Toronto training coilege. 

In my role as the cokge's Education Officer, 1 gave oversight to its academic 

curriculum. However, it becarne evident to me that no clear process was in place to form 

the curriculum. When the opportunity came to consider an "action in ministry" for the 

Doaor of Mkistry Programme, this issue domkated my thinking. As wiil be detailed in 

the thesis, a Curriculum Workshop was instituted in order to rnake the curriculum design 

process more intentional. 

The Workshop took place at the coliege's Toronto adâress, 2130 Bayview 

Avenue. There is a tendency though for Salvationists to speak metaphoncally of this 

location, and rder to its training tradition as "2130." This resonates with David Kelsey's 

view that theologicai education, 

'Salvation A m y  terminology is often unique, and therefore a tactor in this thesis. Some 
tenns will be explaineci within the body of the thesis, and a glossary is provided in 
Appendix B. 



always takes place in some concrete location, in some particular school whose 
unique identity is rooted in its history, in some tradition of piety and theology, in 
its local cuiture, its ways of being fmanced, its ways of governing itself, its 
relations to a denomination, and its relation to the academic discipiines' "gudds."* 

While the Workshop was clearly set within the tradition of "2l30," it also drew on other 

traditions. In particular, the stories of theoiogical education and adult learning converge in 

important ways on this project. Because of my conviction that ail learning takes place 

within a tradition, I will commence this thesis by depicting those traditions that feed into 

the Workshop. I will then disclose how they weave into my personal story, and become 

factors in my approach to the Workshop. Thus, this opening chapter locates the 

Workshop within the context of its traditions. 

Soon after the Salvation Army adopted its name in 1878, the eldest son of its 

founders wrote to his mother: 

Ifthis ship is going to iive out the storms ought not the whole strength and skiü of 
everyone aboard to be concentrated on the one great want, organization of the 
rank and file, and trainiag of the o f f i d 3  

The year was 1879, and the transformation of the revivalia Christian Mission into the 

'Catherine BramweLl Booth, Booth (London: Rich and Cowan, 1933), 132- 
133. 



Salvation Army raised many concems for its leadership. BramweU Booth viewed the need 

for trained leadership as essential to the Movement's h u e .  

The Saivation Army originated within the mat& of many Victorian England 

dynamics: deplorable social conditions in its cities; revivalist movements in the church; a 

disaffêcted Methodist preacher pursuing his callllig; hancial supporters who recopked 

Wiam and Catherine Booth's leadership; and a jingoistic age where tak of war came 

easy.' One evening in 1865, Wfiam Booth accepted an invitation to preach to a crowd in 

the streets of Mile End Waste, London. His preaching so impacted both Listeners and 

organizers that a momentary invitation was stretched into weeks, and then months. 

Eventually, this Tent Mission evolved into the East London Christian Mission, then into 

The Christian Mission, complete with s t a  buildings, and magazine. 

During the decade d e r  1865, William Booth sought to work within the revivaiist 

vaiues he knew. The late 1870s. howwer, ended that attempt. Murdoch contends that 

during t his tirne, 

Booth recast the Christian Mission, formed with a Methodist conference polity, 
into a military system. The general superintendent and the conference became a 
generai and a war coun~il.~ 

The move to give Booth autocratic control was met with some opposition. Various 

mese dynamics are documented more fûlly in two recent works: Gien. K. Homdge, 

. . - 190Q (Godalming: Ammonite Books, 
1993), and Nonnan H- Murdoch, of the ( K n o d e :  The 
University of Tennessee Press, 1 994). 

'Murdoch, 88. 



mission leaders lefk, but enough offered sutncient support for him to implement the 

changes. Concurrently the Mission's adherents embraced a militant vocabuiary and style. 

For instance, when Elijah Cadman invited Booth to Whitby in November of 1877, he 

bded its leader as "General of the Hallelujah amy. "6 By 1 878, the transformation was 

completed, and the Christian Mission became The Salvation Amy. 

Bramweil Booth's conceni for trained officers in this Army, as noted above, 

stemmed from a number of emerging &ors. Early wangelists were young, barely in their 

late teens and early twenties, and ofien illiterate. Attempts were made by some leaders to 

take this new Movement in directions its founders did not approve, and when the Amy 

spread to the Provinces of England the oversight o f f d  by proximity to London was 

threatened. Bramwell Booth thus felt both a need and a responsibility to train the Army's 

own leaders. 

From its inceptioa, the Sahation Army has lived with ambiguity regarding the kind 

of training its officers shodd experience. Despite the fact that Waam Booth and his son, 

Ballington, had bief exposure to a seminary education, the Movement developed a 

distrust of it. As early as 1877 George Scott Railton, who was a vdued member of the 

Booth M y  in those days, wrote that "the training question dernands a solution. But," he 

goes on to say, 

6Murdoch contends, "Booth's speeches indicate that he was idluenceci by nsing 
support for the military and the volunteers in the decades preceding rechnstening of his 
mission the "sdvation army. " Murdoch, 10 1. 



I shall always 1 trust continue dead against any approach to a coilege sort of thing 
which cannot ever be justifieci fiom scripture experience, and can never produce 
anything but parsons. We want to train men like us, without time for self, always at 
it, and yet always being fed and stoked up as they fly? 

Murdoch believes that Wfiam Booth developed a revivalist's nispicion of formal training 

which, from that perspective, took the fire out ofgood preaching. Thus, although this 

founder 

opened training institutes for Salvation Amy officer candidates in 1880, proposed 
a University of humanity, and accepted an honourary degree fkom Mord,  he never 
abandoned his revivalist's distrust of education8 

Distinct phases can be discerned in the development of Salvation Army training. 

An embryonic attempt in 1879 placed ten young men with Ballington Booth at the 

Manchester Temple Corps. Little seems to have corne of it. In 1880, however, the Booth 

family moved and their previous home was renovated to make room for t k t y  women to 

iive and train under the leadership of a Booth dmghter, Emma. Remarkably, the Principal 

of this first training home, called the Training Home Mother, was nineteen years of age! 

Soon after, a similar Home, under the leadership of Ballington, became avdable for an 

equal number of men. 

These early schools, however, could not keep up with the demand for evangelists 

in this expanding Amy. In 1882, a decision was reached by the Armfs leaders to 

purchase the former London ûrphan Asylum, at Clapton, renovate and transfomi it into a 

'~emard Watson, M e r  S a  (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1 WO), 38. 

"Murdoch, 2. 



National Training Barracks and Congres Hall Corps. Now the Amy could train six 

hundred cadets at a the ,  evenly divided between men and women. 

Training in the new Barracks engaged cadets in a variety of activities. They 

listened to lectures, vkited slums, and spent most evenings in Salvation Army meetings. 

However, little attempt was made to define boundaries for the duration of training. Cadets 

entered and lefi Clapton as they were deerned fit. Such training lasted anywhere nom a 

few weeks to six months. 

The inadequacy of this approach became apparent, and in 1886 a second phase 

commenceci with a "Revised Training Program." Cadets now entered in six month 

intervals, and altemated th& learning between the National Barracks and smaller Training 

Depots or Garnisons in outlying Provinces. For three months they heard lectures on such 

topics as the Book of Genesis and " Jog Trot ûfi icers." Bramweii Booth estabfished the 

focus to be the "training of the heart," so cadets met with suprvising officers "with a view 

to discovering and remedying weaknesses of character and partidars in which 

improvement could be Cadets spent their evenings in various "evangelistic 

stations" around London, bdore returning for sleq at 10:ûû p.m.. This -son training 

was foiiowed by three months of field work where cadets were formed into "squadrons" 

such as the "Flying Column" to engage in "sakation warfare." Writing in an 1887 Report, 

Herbert Booth, another son of the Founders, summed up the system as "practiw for the 

%erbert H. Booth, "The Training Home Anouai and Report of the Centrai Division for 
the Year Ending, November, 1887." (Saivatioo Amy, ed.), 8. 



world needs a people who make their religion an every-day practicd affair." 'O At the end 

of these six months, the new oficers were appointed to th& poa. 

This system underwent other rwisions during the 1 890s. Intemational 

developments led the Amy f5om a strict revivaiïst or evangelistic t h s t  to other 

expressions of mission. An embryonic Amy in Canada paved the way for work with 

aicoholic women when a rescue home was opened on Victoria Street, in Toronto, in 1887. 

Such efforts evoked the name "Damnation Amy" nom some, but the Toronto Globe 

wrote: 

Whatever opinion individuals may have of sorne of the rnethods of the Salvation 
Amy, no diffierence of opinion can exist regarding the admirable work done in 
their Rescue." 

Similar shelters opened for homeless men and women in England, leading eventually to 

structurai changes within the Movement. Murdoch argues that a decline of influence in 

London ~ n i e d  the Amy in the direction of becorning "a religious sect with a social 

-ce ministry" in order to regain lost gro~nd.'~ Roger Green, howwer, views these 

critical years Wientiy. In his estimation, William Booth's 

theology of redemption was much more inclusive in his later theology &er 1889 
than it had been eariier, and, for better or worse, Booth and his Amy would be 
perceived fiom that time onward as a man and a movement engaged in social 

'%. Booth, 9. 

"Quoted in R Gordon Moyles, J'he Blood and Fue m C d  . . (Toront O: Peter Martin 
Associates Limitecl, 1977), 64. 



redemption on a much larger scaie and with a fider vision of such redemption than 
had been present thus f a  in either The Christian Mission or The Salvation Amy." 

To adjust to these trends the A m y ' s  leaders instituted a Social Refonn Wui& and created 

a social stream for training cadets. 

While it is &dent that many members of the Booth family exerted an influence on 

the formation of the Arrny's training, Bramwell Booth emerged as its chief architea. As 

the eventual Chief of the Staff he appointed key persomei, shaped Nmculum and policies, 

lectureci, led Spirihial Days, and even planneci menus. In 1904 he introduced two 

important revisions to the training programme. Fust it became cestfaüzed in Clapton, 

because soldiers in the Ganisons tended tu l a v e  the work to cadets. As well, the training 

penod was extended to almost ten months in order to deepen the quality of learning. 

Bramweii Booth intended this revision to act as a mode1 for other Salvation Amy training 

centres around the world. In Wiggin's estimation, this phase 

closed the period of experimentation in regard to this most important aspect of 
Salvation Anny procedure. The main fiamework of its provision for the supply and 
training of its officers was now set for many years to corne, although, as wodd be 
expected, there has been development in curridum, in mivlner of teaching and in 
giving cadets practice in a d  field work. l4 

As Salvation Amy work developed inteniationaily, so did its training systern. 

Colleges were established in Germany, Japan, Switzer1an4 Bombay, Calcutta and Tshoxa, 

I3~oger J. Green, War On Two From Th-tive Theology of W& BooPtB 
(Atlanta: The Sdvation Army Supplies, 1989), 95. 

14A.rch R Wiggb, The of The Salv- vol. 4,1886- 1904, (New 
York: The Salvation Anny, 1 964),2 1 1. 



South Africa Bramwell Booth, who succeeded his father as Generd, calleci for the First 

International Training Staff Cound, in 1925. Forty six delegates arrived in London, 

representing forty Training Garrisons which were commissioning 1,600 officers annuaily. 

The editor of the Council's document notes that "as the Cound progresseci, every 

comrade fiom overseas felt that he had been withdrawn fkom the triiutary to the 

source. "" AS one of his last public acts, Bramwell Booth laid the stone for a new 

International Training College at Denmark Hill, in London. One year later, in 1929, he 

was declared medicdy unfit to lead the Amy by its High Council, a nucleus of 

international leaders. The Amy Sunned this painfid transition of leadership, and so did its 

colleges. l6 

The Canadian training system rdected the pattern established in Britain. Its first 

Training Home, or Garrison, was opened in 1887 at the YorkviUe Corps in Toronto. But 

by 1900 a number of such centres were located across Canada. A new college opened on 

Davisville Avenue in Toronto, in 1915, while the following year witnessed a sidar 

opening in Wepeg. These facilites trained officers for the two Temitones, Canada East 

and Canada West. The Depression forced the closure of Canada West as a separate 

l 'uiternatio~ Headquatters, p v  
. . 

by International 
Headquarters (St. Albans: The Campfield Press, ad.). v. 

"1929 represents a most important moment in Salvation Arrny history, and one that is 
still debated. At issue was the matter of succession to the General and Bramwell Booth's 
health. He sought to name his succasor, but international leaders resisted. They calleci the 
first High Councii, deposed Bramwell Booth, and named Edward HiW as the third 
General. 
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Territory, and with it the training college. This lefi one college for the nation, and a 

separate coiiege in St. John's, Ndoundand. 

Subsequent int emational dynamics shaped officer training. For instance, the 

Second European War closed d o m  the Anny's college in Hoiland, and curtailed training 

in Britain When that War ceased, however, attention was given to this Amy's training, 

and by 1955 the Movement's Year Book acknowledged forty-three colleges in operation, 

with programs varying between nine and fifteen months. Marking seventy-five years of 

training, Francis Evans viewed the Army's "basic training as the same dl the world over."" 

That bore some mith until 1960, when a W e r  change took place. At this the, a 

two year training program was iatroduced in many Salvation Amy Territones, especially 

in the Western world. The Canada-Bermuda Temitory adopted this program, and in the 

spring of 1962 moved its Toronto facilities fiom the Davisville Avenue site to its address 

at 2 130 Bayview Avenue. Thus, it is evident that the Amy's training has developed 

through modeis depicted by cliffirent names: Home, Gamson, and CoUege. WiIliam Booth 

did envision a school beyond these training models, however. In 1904, at the Army's Third 

International Congress, he spoke of a University of Humanity 

having its main Wmgs in England and the United States, with atnliated CoUeges 
throughout the world, and to provide it with ûfFicets of every rank capable of 
supplying the training needed for the discharge of wexy variety of work at present 
engaged by The Amy, or in which Ï t  rnay feel cded upon to engage in the 

 rancis A. Evans, "Seventy-five Years' Training of OfIEicers,' in J'he S-on 
Year Book: 195 5, (London: Salvationist Supplies and Publisbg, 1 W6), 39. 



fùture. 

Evidence exists that talks took place between his daughter Emma and Mrs. Leland 

Stadord of San Francisco to explore this possibiiity. The talks broke down, and eventuaiiy 

Mrs. Stanford was instrumental in the founding of Stanford University. * One wonders 

what rnay have developed had those conversations been more f i t fu l .  

It was this college tradition that 1 entered as a cadet in 1972, and was nibsequently 

appointed to as an officer. The Army's training system has its own unique history and 

values, and it was within this tradition that a partidar issue of curriculum design arose. 

Thus, the way the Salvation Amy embodied the Christian gospel, and envisioned the 

training of leaders for its mission, assumed a critical role in the Workshop's location. 

While the Workshop took place w i t b  the setting of a Salvation Army College For 

Ofncer Training, I wouid also locate it within the tradition of theological education. As 

will becorne aident within the Workshop, this association was challenged. But 1 think it 

important to locate it here for a number ofreasons. First, some of the college's cadets 

studied at other theologid wlleges and seminaries in Toronto, when exempteci nom our 

l'The substance of this is contained in a "Proposal for a World University for the 
Cultivation of the Science of Humanity in Co~ection with the Salvation h y , "  by 
General WiIliam Booth (Salvation Amy, n-d.), 2. 

%ymond A Dexter, "Officer Training in the Salvation Army: An Institutional 
Analysis" @. Ed. diss., Stadord University, 1962), 17. 
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courses. Second, various stafFinvolved in the Workshop had been educated, and currently 

were being educated, at those same institutions. 'ïhird, those who taught at the college did 

so with theological disciplines in mind. Finally, my own programme of studies was located 

at a theologicai institution, which would inevitably Sect  my approach to the Workshop. 

Thus the conversation about theological education had a voice in tbis event. 

From its ioception, education has characterized the Christian tradition, and its 

roots in the Bible. The gospels, for instance, depict Jesus teaching in different setthgs 

through parables and didogical discourse. If there is no clear demarcation between his 

preaching and his teaching, neither is there between his teaching and his actions. When he 

ate with outcasts, Jesus "taught" the nature of grace. He also anticipated that his followers 

would be characterized by teachhg, as evidenced in Matthew's gospel: "Go therefore and 

make disciples of ai l  nations, . . . and teaching them to obey everythuig that I have 

commaaded you" (Mt 28: 19-20)? Luke describes the church soon after Pentecost as 

consisting of those who "devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching" (Acts 2:42a). 

There is evidence in the New Testament that teaching roles eventualiy took on the notion 

of an office, such as elder and bishop." The Pastoral epistles, in Osmer's view, sought 

leaders who offered "authoritative teaching that stands in continuity with the apostoiic 

20All biblical quotations in this thesis have been taken nom the New Raiseci S M  
Ver& (New York: M o r d  University Press, 1991). Aboreviations used are those tisted 
on page xwii. 

2'See for instance Titus 15-9. 



heritage. "n 

The manner, however, by which the early church's teachers hifilled their task was 

influenced by cultural f o m  of education. When Cl-, bishop of Rome, wrote to the 

church in Corinth in AD. 90, he addressed it in the f o m  and language ofw&ia. Having 

its roots in the Hellenistic world, paideia olighdy combineci athletics with a study of 

Greek poets in order to cultivate good citizenship in young men. Eventually its public 

dimension disappeared, but the emphasis on forming a person's character did not. Just 

over a century later, Clement of Alexandria and his student, Origen, t w k  the term further. 

Paideia came to characterize not just a form of education, but the very nature of Christian 

faith itself. Thus "very eariy in the history of Chnstianity," as Kelsey puts it, "paideia was 

simply built into the very way in which Christianity was understood by Christians 

them~elves."~ The formation of persons was integral to the Christian faith, and education 

was integral to that formation. 

The emergence of universities years later enableci a teacbg office to develop 

? Richard R Osmer, A T- (Louisville: WestminSterlJohn Knox Press, 
1990). 68. It should be noted that Osmer views two trajectories developing within the 
early church. One is concemed with structure, and is more c l d y  noticed in the Pastorals. 
The other is wncerned with Spirit, and is voiced in the Johmine Wntings. In his 
estimation, "the stniggle between structure and Spirit has characterized the teaching office 
throughout church history." Osmer, 73. 

%avid H. Kelsey, m- (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishg 
Company, 1993), 1 1. 
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dongside that of the bis hop^.^^ Theology, the form of that office, becarne a recogkable 

fadty dong with law and medicine, if not the dominant hcuity. And if theology 

concerned itself with a saving knowledge of God, it also took on the methodologies of the 

university to develop a discipline, or theory of that knowledge. During this penod, 

according to Farley, "the distinction between theology as knowledge and theology as 

discipline becomes sharpened. 

Following the Reformation, Protestant clergy were educated with the needs of this 

movement in mùid. niough character was still criticai, an important shift placed greater 

emphasis on the development of leadership skius. This resulted in a pattern of studies 

which has persisted into the modem era: bibiicai, doctrhai, histotical and practical. 

The emergence of the modern University brought fiirther changes to theological 

education. The spirit of inquiry spawned by the Enlightenment r a i d  questions about 

theology's reliame on authoritative texts, and an authoritative church. Increasingiy 

through the eighteenth century, the challenge was to juste the place of theological 

education in the University. This came to a head with the founding of the University of 

Beriin in 18 10. In order to secure theology's place in this university, Friedrich 

Schleiennacher argued for its contributon to the training of a clergy usenil to the nation. 

2%ornas Aquinas, for instance, "distinguished between the magrsreriium catheukae 
pastordis, the teaching minisüy of the bishops, and the magisterium cathedkae 
magtstruIli, the teachhg ministry of the theologians." See Osmer, 79-80. 

=Edward Fatley, Ib&gia (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983), 34. 
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This rationale took hold in both Europe and Amerka. The goal of preparing leaders for 

the church provided the focus of UNty for increasingiy autonomous academic disciplines. 

Theologicd education in Canada took on its own feanires due to the nature of 

denominationai and t r d e n o m i n a t i o d  movements, and the role of the provinces in 

higher education. Robert Choquette, for instance, traces the "Oblate assault" in the 

Canadian Northwest. Bearing similarities to Salvation Amy experiences, a nineteenth 

century shortage of priests in France and Canada 

cwtailed the training of seminarians in order tu get them ordaineci and into the 
rniaistry. Theological midies were reduced to a minimum. Church leaders justifieci 
their actions by arguing that what mattered was a priest's saintfiness and Wtue, not 
his kno~ledge .~~ 

More currently, theological schooling has assumed unique forms with such expressions as 

Regent College in Vancouver, the Approved Teaching Centre relationship between the 

University of Manitoba and the Canadian Mennonite Bible Coiiege, and the Toronto 

School of ~heo logy .~  

26Robert Choquette, me 0-n C&s Northwea (Ottawa: University of 
Ottawa Press, 1995), 12. 

"Several chapters are dwoted to evangelical schools in John O. Stackhouse, Jr., 
E-e Tw- . .  . (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 

1993). For a more general treatment see his "Respectfully Submitted for American 
Consideration: Canadian Options in Christian Higher Education," nial- 17 
(Spring 1992): 5 1-71. A series named "The Study of Religion in Canada" has been 
published in order to mate  an aweness of the state of religious studies in Canadian 
institutions. One book in the series describes, among other developments, the Approved 
Teaching Centre relationship between the Salvation Armfs Catherine Booth Bible College 
and the University of Manitoba. See John M. Badertscher, Gordon Harland and Roland E. 
Milier, -us S-ba a~askatchewan:f & Art R e  . . . . - - 
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Howwer, various concerns have been raised over developments in North 

American theological education. First, its locus of authority shifted f?om the institutional 

church through the university to the various disciplines that infonn teaching. 'The 

relationship between such disciplines and the tasks of ministry can be fiuitfiil, but it can 

also contribute to a loss of theological identity. For instance, Paul Pniyser lamented the 

tendency of pastors in the 1970s to be-so caught up with a psychological fiamework that 

they capituiated the one gift they could b ~ g  to a r e ,  its theological dimension. A chical 

psychiatrist himsell; he observeci that when pastors and psychiatrists met, "the theologians 

sat at the feet of the psychiatrie Gamaliels and seemed to like it, with only some occasional 

theological repartee."= Edward Farley has voiced his concern that once the unity of 

theological studies 

is replaced by a reference to professional hctions, the ra t iode  for each discipline 
is not its theoIogicui character, its relation to Christianity or Christian fhith, but its 
contribution to the training of professionals." 

Second, theological education's coTnrnifment to spiitual formation shifted fkom 

one o f d t y  to the margins, as its goal was increasingly defined by the tasks of 

ministry, and leaders were equipped for those tasks through professional disciplines. 

(Waterloo: WiIfied Laurier University Press, 1993). 

"Paul W. Pnryser, m- As DiaoopshaaO . . (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 
1976), 23. 



an impasse in considering theological education as character formation. The 
presence of critical methodologies and a fùnctiodst account of ministry combine 
to inhibit or, more likely, prevent the advance of the idea of the serninary as a 
school of moral development .M 

Thus theological education wrestIed with its cornmitment to the church it serves, 

the xhools in which it exists, and the disciplines that Uiform it. At root lies a question of 

identity: What is theological about theological schooiing? As wili be noted in this thesis, it 

is my conviction that the Salvation Army faces a similar question about its own schools. 

Yet this tradition, with its rich history and curent expressions, constituted important 

coordinates for the location of the Workshop. Its precise contribution, and the Workshop's 

contribution to theological education, will constitute part of this thesis. 

Much of modern Canadian history has b e n  characterized by an interest in the 

education of adults. As the twentieth centwy openeci, waves of immigration from Britain 

and Europe brought citizens for whom so much was new, such as geography, language 

and labour skilis. The Salvaîion A m y  was deeply involved in its own emigration scherne 

fiom Britain, made possible by its intemationai Even during the voyage across 

%derle D. Strege, "Chasing Schleiennacher's Ghost: The Reform of Theological 
Education in the 1980s," chap. in - 0 1 0 1  FonnatiQB ed. 
Richard John Neuhaus (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1 WZ), 124. 

31Gordon Moyles estimates that eventualty close to two hmdred and f B y  thousand 
may have emigrated under the Anny's auspices. Some questionable handling of finances 
eventuaiiy u n d d e d  government confidence in the A m y ' s  place in this pl= See 



the Atlantic, immigrants were instructed about the ways of their adopted land. Churches, 

various agencies and eventually Boards of Education responded to the need for immigrant 

adults to leam. But the development of compulsory education for children at the same 

tirne had the effect of lessening a correspondhg coIlzmitment to adults. This reality held 

util after the Second War, when new technologies necessitated new educational 

prograrns in the workplace itself. By the 1990s significant educational enterprises grew 

with the need for job retraining, continuhg education, and the need for studies to take 

place while students remaineci employed. 

Sharan Merriam traces the beginnhgs of adult education as a distinct discipline to 

the publication of a book in 1928, d e d  Alan Thomas, howwer, 

considers that with the 1959 publication of J. Roby Kiddls How Ad- "seK- 

consciousness with regard to the distinct nature of the learning of adults was 

established. "" The titles of these books, and the forming of a discipline, suggests an 

attendkg shift fkom children to adults, and f?om teaching to leaming. Educators have 

Moyles, 13 8-149. See also Empire Reconsmiction: nie WQ& of . . 
n C o w n  D- 1903-1 97 L. (London: Migration House, n-d.). 

"S. B. Merriam, "Adult Leaming: Where Have We Corne From?" chap. in Bn Uj&t& 
n Publication of the New Directions for Addt and Continuing 

Education, ed. Sharan B. Memiam, no. 57 (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1993), 
6. The book in question is E. L. Thomdike, E. O. Bregman, J. W. Tilton, and E. 
Woodyard, (New York: Macmillan, 1928). 

M. Thomas, "The New Wodd of Continukg Education," chap. in C m  
eachine8dults, ed. T h e h  Barer-Stein and James A Draper (Toronto: Cuiture 

Concepts Publishers, 1993), 30. 



disthguished pedagogy, how children leam, from andragogy, how adults leam. 

Increasingiy educators view those terms dong a spectnim rather than in separate 

compartments. There does exia though a selfkonscious movement, with its dominant 

personalities, publications and tradition, focused on addt leaming. 

Early th inhg  on the nature of adult educatioa was influenced heavily by 

psychological insight S. This is reflected, for instance, in the work of Malcolm Knowles, 

whose underlying values are s u d e d  by Daniel Pratt as: 

(1) a mord axiorn that places the individuai at the centre ofeducation and 
relegates the coUective to the periphery, (2) a beiief in the goodness of each 
individual and the need to release and trust that goodness, (3) a beiief that leamhg 
should result in growth toward the realization of one's potemiai, (4) a belief that 
autonomy and seIfdirection are the signposts ofadulthood within a democratic 
society, and ( 5 )  a bekf in the potency of the individual in the face of social, 
politicai, cultural, and historical forces to achieve ~e~direction and fulfilrnent.u 

Although overcorning a strong objectivist view ofknowing, he has, in Pratt's estimation, 

consistently "proclaimed an ideology of middleclass Arnerica with an ernphasis on self- 

reliance and ~e~tiilfilment in which private interests overshadow public ends. "" 

Gradually the dominance of a psychological infiueace was countered by other 

disciplines, such as sociology and criticai thiaking. In 1970, for instance, the B r d a n  

educator, Paulo Freire employed the term "conscientization'' to advocate a "Pedagogy of 

%aniel D. Pratt, "Andragogy A f k  Twenty-Five Years*" chap. in m m k u h k  
L-, Publication of the New Directions for Adult and Continukg Educatioo, 
ed. Sharan B. Memam, no. 57 (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Pubiishers, 1993), 2 1. 

* 



the Oppressed" which takes seriously the social and political factors that dehumanize 

educatio~.'~ Freire was highiy critical of a "banking" approach to education, whereby the 

oppressed passively received the values of those in control. In his view, 

To no longer be prey to [oppression's] force, one must emerge nom it and tum 
upon it. This can be done ody by means of the praxis: reflection and action upon 
the world in order to transforrn k3' 

In addition, the educational involvement of UNESCO led to a t 980 definition of aduk 

education: 

The entire body of organized educational practices . . . whereby persons regarded 
as adult by the society to which they belong, develop their abfities, enrich their 
knowledge, improve their technical or professional qualifications or turn them in a 
new direction and bring about changes in their attitudes or behaviour in the 
twofold perspective of full personai development and panicipation in balanced and 
independent social, economic and culturai d~eloprnent.~' 

In 199 1, however, Jack Mezirow introduced a book by noting that, "A disturbing 

fault iine separates theories of aduit 1e-g nom the practice of those who try to- help 

adults l e a ~ ~ . " ~ ~  Acknowledging his own indebtedness to Freire, Mezirow's work on the 

transformation of meaning perspective seeks to integrate various perspectives in 

psychology, sociology and philosophy. For him, "the formative leaniing of cbildhood 

36~aulo Freire, ofthepress4 (New York: Continuum, 1990). 

 anadi di an Commission for UNESCO, 1980. Quoted in Thomas, 24. 

"lack Mezirow, Transformstive of Ad& LeamipO (San Francisco: lossey- 
Bass, 1991), xi. 
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becomes transfomative learning in adulthood."* Patricia Cranton defines such 

transforrnative leaming a s  "the development of revised assumptions, premises, ways of 

interpreting experience, or perspectives on the worid by means of criticai self-refle~tion."~' 

This thesis wiU document the importance of this view of leaming for the Workshop. 

Aduit learning took on significance for this project because Satvation Army 

training coiieges had undergone an important shift with respect to its own leamers in 

recent decades. As note& cadets of the early Amy were in their late teens and early 

menties, and vimially all single. By the time of the Workshop, marrieci cadets, including 

children, were housed in five self-containeci residences, while single cadets were in the 

minority. As well, the average age of cadets had risen to those in their early thirties.12 In 

addition, the Workshop itselfinvolved the coiiege's officer staft: includllig myseE who 

were adults. Thus 1 approached the Workshop with an awareness that it had to do with 

adults, and adult education. 

'%en Baillie aclcnowledged a similar phenornenon at the Coiiege based in Chicago, in a 
paper deüvered at the National Training Seminar in Boulder, Colorado in 1 993. In his 
address he observed that "much of the time we have made srnall adaptations to our 
training system in order to minimaily accommodate changing circum~fances. . . . We have 
not yet taken our entire systern and re-created it for older cadets and for manied cadets." 
See "Things Are DSerent Now," 3. 
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Personal S tor~r 

It is evident from the preceding sections that the various traditions converging into 

the Workshop touch my personal story. 1 engaged in this project as an ordained Salvation 

Amy officer. My roots run deep in this Movement. AU of m .  grandparents emigrated to 

Canada as Salvationists, just prior to the First World War, my materna1 great-grandfather, 

at least, came under the auspices of the Salvation Anny's emigration ~cherne.'~ My 

mother's f d y  eventudy settled in Wmdsor, Ontario, while my fkther grew up in 

Hamilton, his birt h place, and mine. My own form of paideia developed through our home, 

Hamilton's minor league sports program and schools, and the formative power of the 

Salvation Amy. 

The Salvation Army held a magnetism for me until my mid-twenties. As a boy 1 

leamed to re-create the biblicd stories in a Swday School sand tray, and play the 

trombone in a Salvation A m y  band. A growhg distance, though, with some of the h y ' s  

symbolic We, such as its unifonn, and a desire to think more critically about the Christian 

faith prompted me to reconsider my place in it. Despite exposure to other faith 

expressions, however, 1 found rnyself coming back to this Movement, knowing that the 

treasure of the gospei is housed in "clay jars" (2 Cor 4:7). In my early thimes, several 

strands wove together to create a sense of &g to Salvation Army officership. The kst 

43 1 have a copy of a letter written by him in 1954, in response to a request fiom one of 
his daughters. In it Tom Jones describes his initial meeting and conversion in the Salvation 
h y .  



involved a desire on my part to work with this Army. Despite my rnisgivings, 1 had known 

it shce childhood and appreciated its contribution to my Me. 1 wanted to have some part 

in its ftture. Second, I believed 1 could make a contniution to the Anny. As 1 considered 

my sense of cMm, or giftedness, it seemed to me that 1 might help in some way. Third, 

I experïenced a growing sense of what-I mght to do with my Me. Later, 1 came to 

understand this in relation to the way Jesus spoke of his own sense of necessity, such as 

the response to his parents when found in the temple: "Did you not know that 1 must be in 

my Father's house?" (Lk 2:49)? 1 believed a certain claim existed on my Life with respect 

to the Army. So in Septernber, 1972, dong with my d e ,  1 entered the Toronto Coilege 

For OtFcer Training as a cadet. Nearly two years later we were comniissioned and 

ordaineci as Salvation Anny officers, and appointed to a corps in Drumheller, Alberta. 

1 depicteci myselfin the Workshop as a "tentative Saivationist" at various moments 

in my life. But that sense of &g developed over the years of officership. At one point, 

for instance, I resonated with Richard Neuhaus wheq rather than viewing "ought" as  

oppressive, he arguexi that it is "the highest exercise of fieedom to decide on what is our 

duty. "" 1 came to a similar appreciation of Frederick Buechner's understaading of 

%s is expressed especialIy in Luke's gospel where Jesus voices a conviction that he 
"mua" (Greek dei) do certain things, like visiting the home of Zacchaeus (Lk 19: 10). 1. H. 
Marshall co~~ments that "Behind Jesus' surnmons lies a necessity imposed on him by God 
(dei); the implication is that a divine plan is being worked out-" See 1. Howard Marshall, 
The Gowel of L& (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978), 697. 

"Richard John Neuhaus, Freedom For (San Francisco: Harper and Row, 
1979), 136. 



vocation: "The place God calls you to is the place where your deep gladness and the 

world's deep hunger meet."& This dynamic of caliing worked itseifout in such corps 

appointments as D d e l i e r ,  Calgary and Fort McMurray, Aiberta. In 198 1, my wife and I 

were appointed for the first time to the officer staff of Toronto's Coilege For Officer 

Training, as Sectional Officers, which involved pastoral oversight to a group of cadets, as 

weil as some teaching. Then in 1984, we were appointed to a corps in Winnipeg, before 

retuming to the coilege again in 1989. This time 1 came back in the capacity of Education 

Officer, giving oversight to the academic program of the college. 

My educational joumey reflects a similar complexity. The early decades of the 

twentieth cenhiry witnessed the introduction of vocational programmes into Ornario 

secondary schools. Goodson and Dowbiggin contend that, 

what began in some institllces as a sincere campaign to provide usefbl schoohg for 
adolescents whose skiils were more mechaaical than academic emerged as a 
specific type of schooling which often reinforced gender, ethnic and socio- 
econornic inequalities." 

When 1 graduated from elementary school there was no precedent for university studies 

witbin o u  M y .  Hamilton was a "steel city," and my grandfhther operated a fieet of 

transport oiucks. My mother worked part time in a clothiag store, and my fàther moi-dd 

. . 
'6~rederick Buechner, W- A (New York: Harper and 

Row, 1973), 95. 

47?vor F. Goodson with Ian R Dowbiggin, "Vocationai Education and School Reform: 
The Case of the London (Canada) Technical School 1900-1 930. " chap. in 

(Toronto: OISE Press, 1994), 62. 
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porcelain innilators. Consequently, the decision seemed appropnate that 1 move into the 

technical Stream of high school. At the age of sixteen, 1 graduated nom grade twelve and 

began work in industry as a draftsman. It did not take long before I realized that this was 

not how 1 wanted to spend my Me. Doors to alternatives, however, seemed closed until 1 

retumed to high school at age twenty-one, and completed grade thirteen. As it happeneci:' 

a mathematics teacher took an interest in my fbture, and suggested that 1 contact the 

University to see if they would admit me without the modem language requirernents. 

McMaster University was prepared to do that, so for the next three years 1 worked 

towards an arts degree. 1 graduated in the mid-sixties, when teaching jobs were avdable. 

History and physicd education were my first teaching responsibilities, but I also became 

aware of a desire to study theology at a graduate level. In part, questions of my own high 

school midents were pushing me to a deeper level of learning. So 1 enrolled at Trinity 

Evangelical DiWity School, in Chicago, for two years, then retumed to HamiIton to teach 

again, this t h e  in music and history. Whiie I enjoyed teaching 1 recognized that my 

interests lay in theological books rather than musicai scores. 1 have since envisioned my 

vocationai track like the structure of a sermon that moves, "Not this not this, but this!" 

Thus 1 commenced my officership in 1974 without having completed the Master of 

Divinity that 1 began in Chicago. An opportunity to complete that program presented itseif 

"1 have corne in time to view this moment through the bibficai notion of providence. 
For instance, the phrase "as it happened" is also used to depict Ruth's encounter with 
Boaz. See especially Ruth 2:3. 
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when 1 e v e d  at Wianipeg, in 1984. The Faculty of Theology, at the University of 

Wuullpeg, offered the final year of that degee, idealiy suited for me. So while fidfilhg 

responsibilities as a corps officer, I completed the M. Div. in 1988, twenty-one years after 

the first course at Trinity. More signiscantly for this project, these final courses introduced 

me to an intentional adult leamhg modei. Integration between my practice of ministry and 

course leaming was encouraged. 

Shortly afker amving in Toronto in 1989,I explored the Doctor of Ministry 

Programme at the Toronto School of Theology. In the late summer of 1992, at age fifty- 

two, I met with seven other students for its orientation retreat at Magara Falls. Although 

many expressions of ministry have interested me over the years, this programme offered a 

way to integrate my calling as an ordained Salvation Amy officer and educator. 

lll&aE 

As 1 considerd various options for an "action in ministry" in the D. Min. 

Programme, the matter of the cokge's curriculum assuneci importance. The task of 

establishing the curriculum was carried out by the few rnembers of the Education Council, 

which 1 chaired." In my first few years as Education 086cer, we approached its formation 

by Iistening to vuious concems that had been raiseci during the year, sustainhg our 

cornmitment to international policies for Salvation Amy coîîeges, while juggluig 

' m e  collegels administrative structure is developed more completely in chapter 2. 
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additional requests that had been made either by Salvation Amy administration or our 

own officers-in-training. A number of factors heightened the need for a clear process of 

cumculum formation, 

First, there was a lack of continuity in st&g the college. The average length of 

an officer's appointment to the Toronto college was l e s  than three years. Between 1989 

and 1994, when 1 formulated my Research Proposai, four individuals had m e d  as 

Principal of the coilege. Stability of staBhg, which can be so important to a curriculum, 

suffered immenseiy. 

Second, social complexities added pressure to the coiiege's curriculum. For 

instance, at the time of considering the action in ministry, the Salvation Amy moved in the 

direction of computer-based financial programmes for its officers. This meant that training 

in both cornputers and related programmes was reqwed at the college. As weU, 1 received 

a letter from a Divisional leader who pressed for the curriculurnumto mandate leamhg in 

pastoral issues surrounding violence against women. 

Third, a growing complexity characterized our own learners. As has been noted, 

cadets were entering the coiiege much Iater in We, and more ofien than not married, with 

children. Ln addition, their education ranged nom high school graduates to Unnersity 

graduate students, while many had been away 60x11 f o d  schooling for a number of 

years. It had becorne increasiagly difiidt to form a curriculum for such a vaiety of 

leamers. 

Fourth, 1 encourageci our teachhg staffto consider the implications of having 
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adults as lemers. Yet it became apparent that the college's own teachers were not 

seriously considered in the formation of the curriculum. Most staffwere excluded fiom 

nich processes as we had, and the Education Council teaded to decide with little critical 

thinking brought into the discussion. I was asking teachers to include th& leamers when 

planning, but they were largely excluded fkom the process of the curricuiumts fonnation. 

l'bus each spring 1 experienced the need for a clear process of cmicuium design. 

These occasions became for me what Miller-McLemore and Myers have cded "the lived 

moment." Contrasting models of quantitative and qualitative research, they speak of such 

a moment as "a leitmotif representing, in one quick picture, a centrai concem to which 

persons can return in reorienting themsehes to the heart of their i n q u h ~ . " ~  My research 

grew out of such a renimng moment when 1 sought a clear and appropriate process for 

curriculum design. 

As 1 thought about tlns "ïved moment" various questions surfaceci in my thking. 

What wouid happem, for instance, if the curriculum could be formed as an intentional 

educational exercise? Would there then be more congmity between its fonnation and its 

implementation? With this in mind 1 posed my research wncern this way: 

I want to invatigate the effkcts of employing adtilt leamhg theory on a 
proeus of curriculum design at The Sihration Army's CoUcge For Offïcer 

%onnie J. Mer-McLemore and Wfiam R Myers, "The Doctorate of Ministry as an 
Exercise in Practical Theology: Qualitative Research With Living Human Documents," . . . .  . 

ofme-d T r m  11 (1989): 11. 



Training, in  oro ont o." 

In order to pursue that concem 1 planned and implemented a Cuniculum Workshop at 

Toronto's College For Officer Training. It took place fkom the EiIl of 1994 to the late 

It is evident that various traditions converged on this Workshop, and they were ail 

an important part of my own Me. 1 was caught up in the story of Salvation Axmy colleges, 

both as a cadet and later as  one of its staff, 1 experienced theological education as a 

student in Chicago, Winnipeg and Toronto; and much of my own institutional leamhg had 

taken place in adulthood. 1 learned, in Michael Polanyi's words, to "indweil" the traditions, 

to so live inside them that 1 attendeci to the task at hand through the~n.'~ Each tradition 

had its own sense of authority and community, but 1 iearned in various degrees to work 

fiom within each one. The Workshop's uniqueness has to do with what happeneci when 

those traditions came together in one went. Therefore, 1 would locate the Workshop at 

the intersection of the traditions of Salvation Army colleges, theological education and 

adult education, with the realization that these traditions were embodied in my personal 

story. 

- - - - - - - 

"The fidl text of the Research Proposal is included in Appendix A 

'%esdie Newbigin employs Polanyi's insights especidy in relation to language. For 
instance, when we l e m  to use a new word, "we idbeell it, as the surgeon does the probe. 
We are tacitiy aware of it, but focally we are attending to the meaning we are aying to 
convey." See Lesslie Newbigin, The Go- a P m  S* (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdrnans, 1989), 34. 



Chapter 2 

FRAMING THE WORKSHOP 

Whde the first chapter located the Workshop in relation to its various traditions, 

t his chapter wiil create its fiamework from those hctors more immediately involved. The 

fiamework wïll be constnicted from the Workshopfs institutionai, personnel theoretical 

and theological components. This reflects my conviction expressed by Freire that, 

AU educationai practice implies a theoreticai stance on the educator's part. This 
stance in turn implies . . . an interpretation of @umaDity) and the world. It could 
not be otherwise.' 

The Workshop was set within a world, and this chapter fiames that world. Before coming 

to that firamework, it seems appropriate to comment on key words used, especially rny 

understanding of theology and various educational terms. 

T h e o l o ~  However else 1 might fhme the Workshop, 1 believe it is necessary to speak of 

it in relationship to God. TO do so is to h e  it theologically. Aaselm's depiction of 

theology a s  "faith seehg understanding" fits my own story. Nurtufed in a Christian 

M y ,  faith, in the sense of active trust in God, has been a constant in my Me. 1 claim no 

dramatic conversion story, nor subsequent enCounter with God. There has, however, been 

an awareness of seekiag to understand that W. As noted in the previous chapter, the 

questions of young students were a fictor in pursuing a graduate education in theology. 

'Quoted in Pratt, "Andragogy Aiter Twenty-Five Yexus," 22. 
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Later on, rny experiences in officership rai& new questions and led to further education. 

My fiiith, active in Salvation Amy ministry, seeks understanding in the foliowing ways. 

First, theology involves the use of language. However one might actuaiiy 

encounter Go4 ard engage in other forms of cornmuIlication, theology intentionally 

works with words. It thus involves the cl* and ambiguity of language. It also 

recognizes the history of language, thus the history of theology. My own working 

language is English, but 1 am conmeci that my theological vocabdary reflects biblical 

meanings, and not simply cultural meanings. . 

Second, theology depicts the relationship between any phenornenon and God. An 

assumption here, of course, is that God has some relationship to this Workshop; 1 wüf 

corne to that matter later in this chapter. 

Third, I approached the Workshop viewing it as an integrated response to t h e  

questions: How wodd it be fhiW to the biblical stoq? How would it be appropriate to 

our context? And what kiad of effects might it have? Some comments are in order on each 

of these questions. With respect to the &st, 1 understand the biblical story to be integral to 

God's identity. That narrative with its drama of creation, the intrusion of evil, the gracious 

movement to restoie this world to Godself and ourselves through the mission of Israel, 

focusing M y  on Jesus of Nazareth, constitutes the plot of saivation. That stoiy as 

gospel continues today through the Holy Spirit empowering the mission of the church, 

until one day God will coosummate this drama. 1 take the bibtical story to be unique, and 

disclosive of God. The issue at hand is how this disclosive story can be related to this 



Cumculurn Workshop. 

The next question raises the matter of context, for the Workshop offers its own 

context for h e a ~ g  the biblical story. 1 worked with the conviction that there is no "pure 

gospel" that simply needs to be transiated into our context. The existence of four 

"gospels" in the New Testament demonstrates the biblicai insistence that the Christian 

story needs to be contextualized, to address hearers in their o w  locations. Bwm makes 

a valid point when he argues that, 

A gift that canot be recognized as such can hardly be a thoughm or valuable 
gift. God, in o f f e ~ g  Godself, would certaidy take the t h e  and effort to make that 
offer relevant. We, as church, who represent and continue Godls work in the 
worid, can do no iess than God ifwe are tu be faithfid to our basic v~cation.~ 

The Workshop will take place in a particular denominational and educationd context. The 

gospel as gifl demands that this context be taken seriousiy. 

The final question has to do with the effécts of the Workshop. What ciifference 

might it make? This question draws on both an understanding of understanding, and of the 

Scriptrues. David Kelsey notes that "'To understand' something in some context is to have 

some abIlities in relation to that 'something'."' If 1 t d y  understand the laws of the highway 

I wili not pass the vehicle ahead when there is a solid line on the pavement. Whüe 

understanding need not always mean agreement - there may be times when it is 

2Stephen B. Bevans, Models of Co- TheoLQpy (Maryknoil: Orbis Books, 1992), 
1 o. 
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appropriate to cross a solid line - it is reflected in our behaviow. Charles Wood States this 

moa strongly when he says, "One's understanding is one's abilities, and the measure of 

one's abil'ïes is the exercise of them."' In addition to this consideration, the bibiicd 

witness insias on changed behaviour in response to the gospel. Jesus invites us to so 

discern a person's faith: 'But as for what was sown on good soil, this is the one who hem 

the word and understands it- who hdeed bars f i t "  (Mt 13:23). Paul too concludes his 

Inter to the Romans with an appeal that his readers "not be conformeci to the world, but 

be transformed" (Rom 12:2). The Wesleyan tradition, from which the Salvation Army 

developed, emphasizes hoiiness as a way of Me. Thus for a number of reasons my 

theology includes the notion of personal and social change as an integral dimension. In 

other words, the outcome of the Workshop is an important factor in aaming it 

theologically . 

These introductory comxnents express a stated theology; my subsequent reflections 

on the Workshop will provide opporhinity to speak more of an operative theology and to 

refhe my theologicai M g .  

c: Some comments are in order concerning the educational terrns 

used in this work, especialty learning, teaching, curriculum and education. There are few 

accepted dekitions of these ternis, but 1 will distinguish them this way in anticipation of 

. . 'Charles M. Wood, The F o d o n  of C w  U- (Valley Forge: Trinity 
Press International, 1 993), 1 7. 
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the Workshop. 

I take "learning" to be the change that takes place in one's understanding. Such 

understanding is not intended to be defhed in a narrowly cognitive way, for understanding 

impiies appropriate usage or behaviour. Leaming can be intentionai or accidental; it can be 

voluntary or involuntary. Patncia Cranton distinguishes different kinds of learning, 

depending on their goals. She speaks of subject-oriented leamhg which seeks to acquire 

content, consumer-oriented leaming which seeks to fiilfil personai needs, and 

emancipatory-learning which seeks to fke perrons nom forces that dominate their lives.' 

Theologically 1 take leamhg to be integrai to biblical fkith. The invitation of Jesus to 

discipleship is essentidy one to leam: "Take my yoke upon you, and l e m  from me" (Mt 

1 1:29). Transformation in understanding is an essential part of that learning. 

The term "teaching" wili refer to that intentional activity designed to evoke 

leaming. As with leafning, there is no one way to envision teaching. For instance, 

nurnerous metaphors have been suggested to depict teaching, f?om banking to coaching to 

parenting. Each image impiies something about the teachuig task. Cranton understands the 

teacting role in relation to the kind of learning envisioned. A subject-centred teacher 

cornes as the expert with an authorkitive role, the coasumer-oriented teacher is more of a 

faciltator acting as a resource person for the student, while the emancipator-tacher 

Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1994), 10-20. 



provokes critical thinking in order to effect change! Theologically 1 take teaching to be an 

integral task within the church. Jesus cailed himself teacher, and was so addressed by 

others. The early church held teachuig to be both a charism, and expressive of an office. 

The teaching t ask continues today . 

Whm 1 use the word " c ~ c u l u m "  it wiii refer to the way teaching-leamhg 

encotinters are structured. The word itself stems Eom the Latin for "race course," and as 

David Kelsey notes, "used rnetaphoncaliy, cuniculum ought to designate something 

singular, a unified movement of study.'" As with Iiterature and architecture, curricuium as 

structure bears meaning. The Workshop will explore that meaning for the college and the 

-Y - 

Finaily, 1 take the  ter^ "education" to refer to the process by which these various 

dimensions are brought together. It is an overarching tenn which, in Osmer's words, 

"focuses on a community's systematic and intentional effort to transmit and woke 

knowledge, attitudes, values, and SUS that are deemed worthwhüe."' The Workshop was 

an educational activity in that it sought to design a curriculum by keeping the teaching- 

Iearning dynaxnics in the forefront. Having offered these introductory cornments I wiil now 

frame the world of the Workshop. And in creating a fkamework for the Workshop I will 
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begin with a wide angle lem and set the Workshop Ui its denominational setting, then 

narrow that lem to the coliege, and M y  to the Workshop itself 

e MW-: The Workshop took place at a Salvation Army College For Officer 

Training. It was therefore set within the tradition of the Salvation Amy, and within the 

Canadian context of the Canada-Bermuda Tetiory. In Salvationist thinking, a Territory 

may consist of a nation, part of a nation, or inclusive of a aumber of  nation^.^ This 

Temtory's Mission Statement reads: 

The Salvation Amyy as an intemationai movement, is an evangelical branch 
of the Christian church. 

Its message is based on the Bible; its ministry is motivated by love for God 
and a practical concern for the needs of humanjty. 

Its mission is to preach the Gospel of Jesus Christ, supply basic human 
needs, provide personal cou~lseiiing and undertake the spiritual and moral 
regeneration and physical rehabilitation of ail persons in need who corne within its 
sphere of infiuence regardless of race, colour, creed, sex or age. 

Thus the Workshop was set within a Movement in the Christian church, whose mission is 

integrai to its identity. 

One personal conviction underiying this Workshop is that, however else the church 

may be characterked, mission is integral to it. The church's identity is caught up with the 

God of the biblical story, who is a God of mission. The trinitarian God of the Bible moved 

in love beyond Godseif to create this worid, and act in gram to seek its redemption f?om 

gThe 1994 Year Book lias 98 "wuntries and other territories" where the Amy served 
at that tirne. See Stanley Richardson, ed., -v Y- Bo& 1994 (Miiton 
Keynes: Powage Press, 1993), 41. 



evil. John's gospel expresses the biblical witness with the conviction, "For God so loved 

the world that he gave his only Son" (Jn 3: 16). That same gospel articulates the 

corresponding mission of the church when the risen Christ bestows the Holy Spirit on his 

disciples: "As the Father has sent me, so I send you" (Jn 20:Zl). 1 concur with David 

Bosch's conviction that, "the Christian faith . . . is întrinsically mis~ionary."'~ Thus the 

Amy, as an expression of the church, is appropriately concerned with mission, and that 

mission is, in Nedigin's phrase, "rooted in the gospel itself."" 

1 also agree with Bosch when he argues that "one's thedogy of mission is always 

closely dependent on one's theology of  alv vat ion."^^ Thus the Army's understanding of 

salvation becornes critical for understanding its mission. It seemed ironic when, at the tirne 

of formulating this project, an editorial in an international publication for Salvation Amy 

officers lamentai that the word "salvation" was regrettably absent fkom our mission 

statement. This key bibiical tenn, with its notions of healing and- reconciliation, and 

embraced by our m e ,  did not h d  a place in our language of mission. Its editor put it this 

way : 

The Salvation Amy stands as our titie, but how does that relate to what we 
actually do? 1s it enough simply to say thst our name indicates our purpose? If so, 
do we need separate mission staternents at A?'' 

'"David I. Bosch, Transfonninn (Maxyknoil: Orbiq 199 1 ), 8. 

''Nedigin, me C i l e l  in a P w  S o c i a  1 16. 

l2Bosch, 393. 

" ~ a v i d  Dahiel, "Our Stated Mission," ne Ofticer 45 (Jamiary 1994): 1-2. 



Historically the Amy has gone through Mirent phases in its understanding of 

saivation. Its early mission was characterized by a revivalist gospel concemed with an 

individual's relationship with God. Wùliam Booth wrote to Salvationists in 1879 saying, 

We are a salvation people - this is our specialty - getting saved and keeping saved, 
and then getting somebody else saved . . . until full salvation on earth makes the 
heaven within, which is fhaily perfécted by the fidl salvation without, on the other 
side of the river." 

DuMg the 18809, as noted in Chapter One, this fledghg Army moved beyond a revivalist 

emphasis to include half-way houses for ex-convicts, homes for alwholics, and a fight 

against the age of sexual consent in Britain. This led Booth, in 1889, to daim a revision of 

his understanding of the gospel. Writing to his officers, the General spoke about his 

that 1 had two gospels of delivetance to preach - one for each world, or rather, one 
gospel which applied to both. 1 saw that when the Bible said, "He that believeth 
s h d  be saved," it meant mt oniy saved fiom the miseries of the future world, but 
kom the miseries of this a h .  lS 

This tension between a revivalist and social mission bas continued into the modem 

era. A planning d o c m  published by the Social Services Department within the Canada- 

Bennuda Taritory acknowledges it. "The disjunction," it says, "between social seMces 

''Quoteci in Green, War On Two Fronts. 4 1. 

'william Booth, "Salvation For Both Worlds," m e  W d  S (January 1889): 2. 



and Corpdevangelism in the Salvation Army needs to be mended."16 Structurdly, the 

Army developed different departrnents giving oversight to either our corps or socid 

ministries, and even the various social d s t r i e s  were departrnentalized. The same 

document, however, also speaks of the Amy's "spirituai and social redernption,"" 

implying that social redemption is something dBerent than spiritual redemption. The Army 

then has embodied a fiagmented notion of salvation in its language, structures aad 

mission. Approaching the Workshop I was convinced that saivation was a primary and 

crucial lens through which to understand the Amy's mission. But in light of the above 

factors, the M y ' s  view of salvation needed attention. 

At the same tirne, howwer, 1 approached the Workshop with a concern for the 

notion of the Movement as an "Amy." nie first chapter notes how the Salvation Army 

functioned with military language and poiity even before it adopted its name in 1878. The 

Booth and mernben of the mission feit themselves to be engaged in warfare. EvenMy, 

"Amy" became a root metaphor for this movement, exercising innuence on its music, 

structures, and methods. Deshler believes that, "Creating metaphors is an act of naming 

the world and thus is an act of power."" However, voices in recent years have criaqued 

'6Temtorial Social Services Council, n e  of Car@ Dr& 17 (Septernber 1992 - 
October 1993), x. 

25 - emphasis mine. 

"David Deshler, "Metaphor Analysis: Exorcising Social -GhostsN chap. in F o s t m  

(San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1 WO), 3 1 1. 
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this metaphor and its power. Brian Wren, for instance, writes, "Pacifist or patriot, we 

know - or ought to know - that war is hell. How cm heu serve as a metaphor for the work 

of God?" lg Harriet Crabtree observes, corredy I believe, that 

rnany have rejected the concept of w&e as a metaphor for the Christian 
endeavour because of a conviction that it fosters violent attitudes and triumphalism 
in those for whom it becomes ~ornpelling.'~ 

Within the Army itsec concerns had been raised about the life of this root metaphor. 

Some Salvationists wondered if the Amiy's rnilitary structure marginalized the voices of its 

nonstficers. ûthers questioned the way the metaphor affected our notion of community. 

Like other amies, those who leave can feel they have betrayed sornething. This metaphor 

evoked a symbolic world with flags, music and d o m .  A difficulty is that these symbols 

can become an end unto themselves, rather than a means to that end. Thus 1 approached 

the Workshop aware that the "organiring image" of Army had its critics within and 

without. There existai a vahed tradition of the metaphor, both within Scxipture and the 

history of the church, including the Salvation Amy, but its effects were questionable. 

Several factors helped me to rethhk the term. First, Paul Minear demonstrates the 

richness of New Testament images with respect to the church. When one of those images 

'gQuoted in Harriet Crabtree, m e  C w e :  T r w  Metaphors and . . . . 
Harvard Dissertations in Religion, Nurnber 29 (Mheapolis: 

Fortress Press, 199 1), 90. 
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dominates to the exclusion of others, there are dangers. 1 agree with Avery Dulles when 

he argues that 

Because images are derived nom the hi te  realities of experience they are never 
adequate to represent the mystery of grace. Each model of the Church has its 
weaknesses; no one should be canonized as the measure of aii the rest." 

Whatever validity rested with this metaphor, it had to be wrnplemented by others, and 

open to critique. 

Another consideration lay in the nature of metaphors themselves. Sandra 

Schneiders notes the tensive nature of metaphors, which hold together both a sense of "is" 

and "is not." In this instance, the Salvation Anny is, and is not, an arrny. For Schneider, a 

metaphor can be either banaIized or literalized to death. ifit is repeated so ofien that the 

image loses its capacity to surprise or tease our imagination, it dies of banality. Lf, 

however, the "is not" pole is ignored, the metaphor becomes so literalized that it distorts. 

Such a "literalized metaphor is the cancer of the religious imagmation, powemilly and 

pathoiogically at ~ o r k ' ' ~  A valid use of this image would need to take its metaphoric 

nature seriously: it both is and is not an m y .  

Another helpful factor came with a reading of Mark's gospel as a model of 

ideologicai wahre. Ched Myers adopts Webster's understanding of ideology as "a 

systematic scheme or coordinated body of ideas or concepts about human We or 

''Avery Dulles, M o d e l s  (New York: Doubleday, 1987), 3 2. 

"Sandra M. Schneiders, me Revela- (New York: HarperColh Publishers, 
1991), 30. 
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culture."" He wants though to ask on whose behalfideological discourse fiinctions, 

because "it either legitimates or subverts the dominant social order. "" Mark according to 

Myers, 

is taking dead a h  at Caesar and his legitimating myths. From the very first line, 
Mark's literary strategy is reveaied as subversive. Gospel is not an inappropriate 
title for this story, for Mark will indeed narrate a battle. But the "good news" of 
Mark does not herald yet another victory by Rome's amies; it is a dedaration of 
war upon the political culture of the empire? 

By healing (saving!) the blind, lepers and women - a i l  excluded nom the power structures 

of Israel - Jesus engaged in a form of ideological warfare. His ministry became a threat to 

the Roman and Temple systems of power, and ultimately led to his cnicifkioa. Mark 

symbolicaliy depicts judgment on those systems when he says "darkness came over the 

land" for three hours (15:33), and the "curtain of the temple was tom in two" (15:38). 

Myers assesses this: "in the discourse of Mark, the very moment of Roman tnurnph - the 

cross - is revealed by apocaiyptic symbolics to be in fact the moment of Rome's defeaVZ6 

The gospel declares the cross to be a "victory" over those ideologies that oppress. In 

Walter Wink's translation of the apode Paul, "Unmaskiag the Principalities and Powers, 

God publicly shamed them, exposing them in Christ's triumphal procession by means of 

=Quoted in Ched Myers. S t r m  
. .. (Maryknoll: Orbis, 1988). 18. 

24Myers, 18. 

%yen, 124. 

26~yers,  426. 



the cross" (Col 2: 15). Wink concludes fkom this that, "It is now possible to enter any 

darkness and trust God to wrest fkom it meaning, coherence, r e ~ ~ f t e c t i o n " ~ ~  1 understood 

Jesus to be thus engaged in ideological warfare. 

The Salvation Army's history, in fact, illustrates just this kind of ideological 

warfhre. For instance, early Salvationists became aware of the tragedies caused by making 

matches with phosphorous chemicals. The phosphorus disfigureci the faces of those who 

made the matches, including children- But the poiitical and economic system of late 

Victorian England did nothing to challenge that procedure, even though a safer method 

was known. The Salvation Army decided to purchase a factory, and make matches - 

safely." In so doing, it engaged in ideologicai wufiare against the "principalities and 

powers" of its day? British parliament, in response to public reaction, passed a law 

forbidding the older method of making matches, and once that was done the Amy 

dropped its involvement in this scheme. The 1990s contain their own ideologies which 

oppress people, institutions, and creation. 1 approached the Workshop with a conviction 

n ~ a l t e x  Wink, -e Powerg (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1 W2), 140. 

29S, Robert Sandall, of Sah- Vol. 3: 1883-1953, (Nav 
York: The Salvation Army, 1955), 124-125. 

3"The phrase, "principaiities and powers," is the apode Paul's. It has, though, received 
fresh treatment fkorn Walter Wink in a triiogy of books, includiag Power~, in 
which he demonstrates the New Testament's way of speaking about the spirituality of 
systems. Ched Myers makes the comection between this perception and Mark's notion of 
warfare. See t h e t r o m  

. . 
438. 
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that it was possible to imagine the mission of the Anny as an army, to speak of salvation 

as ideological warfare.'' 

Thus, preparation for this project enableci me to rethink the meaning of the name, 

Salvation Amy. Each term on its own had its critics, and together they seemed to create 

even more tension. Sahation carries with it notions of healing, recondiation and 

wholeness. Amy carries with it such notions as enemy, conûict and suffering. Like the 

nature of metaphor itse& our very name was tensive. Metaphors Iive as long as that 

tension exists; 1 was prepared to enter the Workshop Living with my own tension between 

Salvation and Amy. Reflection on this wiU enable me to discem the degree to which the 

Workshop itseif was an expression of salvation, and engaged in warfbe. 

The C o r n :  While the Workshop was set within the Movement hown as the Salvation 

Amy, its more immediate setting was the Toronto College For Officer Training. The 

Canada-Bermuda Territory utilized two such colieges, wÏth the other iocated in St. John's, 

Newfoundland. In addition, the Toronto college had oversight of a satellite campus in 

Montreal, estabiished for the training of Francophone cadets. 1 had limited involvement 

with the Montreal campus, and Wtually none with the St. John's coiiege. Thus the 

Workshop and this research project focused essentiaUy on the Toronto cuiiege. 

The nature of the Movement implied both territorial and international 

"Lesdie Newbigin expresses a similar notion this way: "The church has to unmask 
ideologies." See To Ta (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 199 l), 74. 



accountability for the college. Temtorially, the Principal reported directly to the Secretary 

for Personnel, who was also a member of the Cabinet. Intemationdy, the college 

consthteci part of an network of training colkges, each of whom was responsible to the 

state that 

The supreme aim of training shall be to develop officers of such Blood and Fire 
spirit that they will be enabled to sustain and advance the purposes of The 
Salvation 

More spec5callyY those regulations state that the "programme should produce officers 

who know God . . . b o w  themselves . . . [and] know thei. mission."" international 

policies then have a clear goal in mind for the training colleges, the development of 

Two maners arise out of this awareness. First, at the time of the Workshop I 

would suggest the college's programme was intended for church leadership, not the 

broader education for rninistry. The distinction of Charles Wood is helpfd here: 

Ministry . . . is the gift and responsibility of di Christians. Indeed, it is the gift and 

3 2 ~ h e  Salvation Amy, > for- T r w  S a l v b n  Army 
. . 

(London: International Headquarters, 1991), 7. There have been only slight 
changes in this statement over the years. Its 19 12 edition r d :  "The object aimed at in the 
course of Training shall be the production of Blood-and-Fire Clflicers; that is, Otncers 
possessing the spirit oÇ and able to sustain and advauce the interests oc The Salvation 
Amy in al l  its varieci departments and throughout ail its borders." 



responsiibility of all hurnan beings to render senice to one another, to other 
creatures, and thus to God. . . . The ministry of church leadership [is] . . . to enable 
the church to be the church, to guide Christians, individualiy and corporately, in 
the exercise of their vocation? 

It was my conviction that a distinct education for church leadership had a place within the 

Amy. Leadership is learned, and 1 believed that the ultimate goals of that education would 

have a bearing on the way it was carried out. 

Second, the puticuiar mode1 of officer underwent changes over the years, so that 

by 1994 that matter needeâ to be raisited. In its early history, the Anny's coiieges were 

clearly designeci to develop "evangelists." These officers would be appointed to a corps 

with the intention of engaging in evangelistic ministry for anythmg from a few months to a 

year, then move on to another tom. One early Canadia. officer, Emma M a n ,  logged 

twenty-two appohnents within just sixteen years, fiom Picton, Ontario to Harbour 

Grace, Newfo~ndland.~~ An early leader justifieci this kind of evangelism with the 

conviction that, 

Nothing . . . disconcerts the enerny so much . . . than a sudden change of fiont, and 
a renewed attack &er exchange of leaders d ofien decide the fortunes of a fi&, 
or even turn a seexning repulse into a decided Mctory." 

At the time of the Workshop, however, territorial policy stated its intention that officers 

YCharles M. Wood, 4 .- . 
(Valley Forge: Trinity Press 

Intemationai, 1994), 1 1- 13. 

3%foyIes, 26-27. 

xQuoted in Moyles, 26. 
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receive no more than three appoinûnents within the first ten years of officership, and work 

towards the goal of f i e  year appointrnents. In other words, a shift in the mode1 of 

officership had taken place, especially with respect to corps officership. A much greater 

emphasis was placed on a "pastoral" model, necessitahg tma and time in order for the 

officer to acwmplish her or his task. Reasons for that shift are cornplex. The matter came 

up in the cokge's Self Study, but no concrete work had taken place on the issue. Thus the 

Workshop commenceci with an awareness that ou- model of leadership was an issue. 

It is dso important to understand how the college's programme fits into the &y's 

process of "callingl' officers. When a Saivationist expresses an intent to becorne an 

ordaineci officer, he or she would go through an eight year process. In the first year, the 

person was screened at the Corps and Divisional level, where the candidate was best 

known. From there the process moved to thetemitonal levei where a response was given. 

If accepted, the candidate was responsiile to complete some basic lessons in Bible study, 

Salvation A m y  bistory and doctrine, and assume some pracfical expaiemes in leadership. 

The candidate entered the coifege in a ftture September, when the wilege year begins. 

The next two years were spent in training as cadets. When ordained, new officers had five 

subsequent years in which to demonstrate their character and abiiities More being 

"confirmedm in th& officership. M g  this tirne, the officer attended two residential 

workshops, and completed two courses of study. His or her officership then came under 

consideration, and if accepted was "prornoted" to the rank of Captain. 

Roy Oswald framed various denominational approaches to calling depending on 



where the screenîng emphasis lays. He names hm, "fiontend loading, middle loaduig, 

and back-end loading" approaches. According to Oswald, 

Front-end loadhg denominations placed a heavy emphasis on screening applicants 
before they were ailowed to enter seminary. Middle-loading denominations did 
their heaviest screening while aspirants were in semhary and in field work. Back- 
end loading denominations concentrated screening efforts on the post-seminary 
period." 

Within this fiamework, the Salvation Anny cal1 process has bem, in my estimation, a 

"fiontend loading" process. While some screening took place during the two year 

programme, and the h e  year "confkmation" perioâ, it was my perception that the greater 

weight was placed on the process before coming to the college. Once an "aocepted 

candidate," it was very ciifficuit to remove persons fiom the c d  process. They left jobs 

and homes in order to corne to the coilege, but their contribution to the )inancial cost of 

training was minimal. The A m y ' s  hvestment in their training made it f i c u i t  to remove 

them nom the pro- easily. 

When cadets &ed at the coilege for training, they commenced a two-year 

programme. Io fact, it lasted closer to twenty-two months, in that it began Labour Day 

weekend, and concludeci near the end of June in the second year. However, Cadets did net 

corne simply as individualS. Each entry of cadets formed a Session, and was given a 

sessional naw. For instance, in recent years, sessions have been called Crusaders for 

Christ, and Witnesses for Cbxist. The two sessions in training during this Workshop were 

37Roy M. Oswald, Fuiduip for Tomprrods C M  
. . (New York: The Alban 

Institute, 1993), 2. 
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named the Messengers of Hope, and the Messengers of the Tmth. These names were 

international, and each session in the Canada-Bermuda Territory bad a Sessional Song, 

composed just for it. It was anticipated that each session would move through the 

programme together, thus f o d g  a strong seme of unity. 

It is also important in aamllig the coliege to realize the different mode1 of cadet 

corning to it. Early Salvation h y  colleges were designed for cadets who were Young, 

single and without much f o d  education By 1994 that bad changed drmaticaily. The 

average age for the Messengers of Hope and the Messengers of the Truth was 29 years. In 

total, 53 cadets enterai the college that fidi, of whom 1 1 were single; 2 1 marriecl couples 

came with 39 children in residence. Educationally they came with at least high school 

equivaient; some had diplornas in Human Services and Recreation Facilities Management, 

while others held undergraduate degrees in such areas as Civil Engineering and Sociology. 

a few held graduate degrees in Business and Theology. Such changes were refiected in 

renovations and additions to the campus7 such as Daycare fkibies and W y  apartments 

instead of single rooms. Of the 53 cadets that year, 32 held more than one generation's 

eXpenence within the Army; the remainder were fht genemtion Saivationists. The 

average length of soldiership, or fidi mernbership in the Amy7 was 8.4 years in one 

session, and 1 1 years in the other. The increase in average age was consistent with 

seminanes in other Christian d e n o ~ o n s ,  as was the &al status. One Merence 

within the Army was a decreasing emolment of singie women, while other denominations 

indicated an increase of single women in their theological schoois. It is clear then that the 



coliege was working with a cadet mode1 vady Werent eom its early years." 

The training programme itseffwas set out in broad strokes in the international 

"ûrders and Regulatiom." Its components were developed under three main categories: 

Spiritual Development, Education, and Field Operatioas. Academidy, the 199 1 

document States that the programme should include such basic subjects as: Bible; 

Docnine; Salvation Amy *dies, such as history and admlliistration; Pastoral rninistry; 

Platfonn ministry; Church and Society, including ethics; Evangetism; and Church 

gro~th.'~ By outlining such areas, international guideluies also suggest the 6eedom and 

responsibility for each Territory to contexhialize its training. International standards have 

thus been set; but they have not been accredited by any academic body. In this Territory 

howwer its training colieges have developed a relationship with the Catherine Booth Bible 

College, such that new officers c m  receive credit for approximately one-third of its 

undergraduate degree in Biblical and Theological Studies." But the parameters of the 

programme have been set out by the Amy's international training qstem. 

The Toronto cokge was adminstered at the time of the Workshop by swen 

councils: Persomei; Cadet; Home (which was concernai mallily with the experience of 

381nf~miation for these coments were derived f?om a summary portrait of the sessions 
published by the P ~ c i p a l k  office for each appropriate year. 

?Es Bachelor of Arts degree is M y  charterd by the Province of Manitoba, and 
accredited by the Accrediting Association of Bible Colieges. 



residentiai Iiving); Business; Education; Field; and Administrative. The international 

trainhg system viewed the various c o d s  coming together through the office of the 

Principal, and the Administrative Council. Of importance to this project was the realization 

that this structure distinguished "education" from "field." Education was viewed prunarily 

as class room leaming, ofken named "academics," while the field programme concerned 

itselfwith the application of that leamhg in ministry. The degree of cohesiveoess, in my 

experience, depended much upon personalities. Stmcturally, though, a cadet's leaming and 

practice were fiagmented. 

As Education Otncer, my responsibilmes included the formation and supervision of 

the academic programme. This included such tasks as the namiag aad sequencing of 

courses, thetables, grading policies and teaching personnel. At the time of the Workshop, 

a cadet took rquired and elective courses over the twenty-two month &ne M e .  As 

Kelsey observes, "The wer-present danger is that a @en number of such courses adds up 

oniy to a clutch of courses and not a course of~tudy."~l Wbde the had an 

overarching goal of preparing officer leaciers it did not, in my estirnation, f'unction as a 

"course of saidy." This becarne evident when new courses were proposed, or existing 

courses questioned. A clear rationale was not available to guide ou- thinking and work. 

Questions of value and relative importance of any course came to the foreground, and the 

tirne-bound nature of the pro- became a clear Wor. Attempts to consider cornputer 
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training, or leaming in f d y  violence placed pressure on that curriculum. These stniggles 

enabled me to understand the theological dimensions of a curriculum. 1 concur with Kelsey 

that one place to look for the theological commitments of a school "is the structure of the 

curriculum it requires of its students and the relative richness of the courses it offers 

thern."" The growing complexities of officer leadership sought to add to a cadet's 

leaniing, but the t h e  hune of the programme remaineci the same. Choices became 

theological issues. 

Thus while the coiiege grew out of a nch tradition, it fàced issues arising nom its 

context. The changing faces of its cadets and the changing roles of its officers in the 

contemporary Canadian context raiseci questions about the very mode1 of the coilege. 

Those dynamics were felt keenly in the formation of its Cumculum 

The Wor-: My fiamework thus far began with the wider lem of the denomination and 

moved to consider the couege. Its fimi component wiii be the Workshop itseif. In order to 

cany out this research, a Workshop was planneci for the Toronto coilege for the period 

between September, 1994 to March, 1995. Even to depict this event as a "workshop" 

hplies  a certain mode1 of education. In contrast to, say, a lechire or symposium, this 

educational event wouid ask its participants to mate  sometbg, a new curriculum for the 

college. Thus the totality of the event was named the Cumcuium Workshop. 



Several questions fkamed the Workshop: Who wodd participate in it? Where 

would it take place? When would it occw? What kind of methodologies would be 

incorporated into it? The rest ofthis chapter wili dwelop responses to these questions. 

One important decision involved the question of participation: Who should be 

included in the Workshop? It seemed plausible to include cadets and those who worked 

with new officers, such as supenising officers and laity. But 1 was also convinceci that 

those who tau@ the curricuium should be most involved in its formation In this respect I 

agreed with Comelly and Clandinin that 

ai l  teaching and learning questions - ail curriculum matters - be looked at fkom the 
point of view of the involved persons. We believe that curriculum development and 
curriculum plannuig are fundamentaily questions of teacher thinking and teacher 
doing. " 

In my view, the ofncer staff  of the coflege wnstituted those who were most "involved" in 

its implementation, even though all did not teach courses. If others were to be added, 1 

viewed this as a decision to be made during the Workshop as an expression of our adult 

leamkg methodology. Therefore, the Principal reguired the college's officers to participate 

in it. This implied that each officer's presence in the Workshop came as an "appointment." 

In some respects that flew in the fàce of a thnist in adult leanllng theory that looks for 

adults to choose their level of in~olvernent.~ But this exercise was viewed by the Principal 

"F. Michael Conneiiy and D. Jean Clandinin, Teachers 
(Toronto: OISE Press, 1988), 4. 

%s is reflected in the following: "For the most part, the adult's attendance at leaming 
programs is voluntary in the sense of being noncompulsory. However, he may feel that 



as essential to the colege, therefore ail officers were expected to take part. 

While everyone came as officers, they did so with important differences. For 

instance, their length of officership varied from six to over forty years, b ~ g i n g  diffkrent 

perspectives. due to Mirent levels of experience. But th& value for the Workshop rnight 

be pamdoxical. Brundage and MacKeracher put the matter this way: 

The past experience of adult-leamers must be ackuowledged as an active 
component in 1 e a . g  respected as a potential resource for leanilng, and accepted 
as a valid representation ofthe leamer's experience. Past experience can be both an 
enhancement to new learning and an unavoidable obstacle." 

One of the ways their experiences might block learning concernai the degree to 

which they felt themseives to be an "impostor." Stephen Brooffield notes the way many 

adult students repon "a perception of impostorship. Students within forma1 education Say 

that they should not really be there, that they are somehow imposton."" A few weeks 

before the Workshop wrmnenced, 1 conducted a briefworkshop for new staff  on teaching 

adults, and that "syndrome" became apparent in their apprehensions. Thus it seemed 

important to me that 1 keep this in rnind as 1 planneci. 

extemal conditions over which he hm no control are forcing his to attend a leamhg 
program against his wishes. In such circumstances, adults wili behave as ifthey were non- 
voluntary leamersi with the same problems as turn up in children's wmpdsory Iearning 
programs." See D o d d  H. Brundage, and Dorothy MacKeracher, 

n to Pro- (Toronto: Ministry of Education, 
1980), 19. 

"Brundage and MacKeracher, 3 5 .  

"Stephen D. Brooffield, nie T-k (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1990), 44. 



1 was convinced that another diffiêrence among participants would be their 

"leamhg styles." This notion has been developed by David Kolb who understands leaming 

to consist of a cycle of various stages. M e r  some concrete expenence, leamers reflect on 

it, concephialize it, then plan some new action in light of it. In Kolbts view, each person 

tends to emphasize one of those stages, thus tu have a "leanhg style."" The previous 

summer, the staffworked through the Kolb fiamework together, but 1 did not want this 

grid to dominate the Workshop so that it, rather than the task of designing the curriculum, 

became the focus. It did help me, though, to be aware of such factors as the need for 

reflective time to complete journais. 

While each staff officer came to the Workshop as required, they came with a 

wealth of gifts and personalties. ûfthe eighteen participants, ten were women and eight 

were men. Five had been traiued in the St. John's college, and a few of us were train& in 

the older 84 Davisville Coilege, prior to 1962. Some of the staff entered training virtuaiiy 

out of high school, while others had worked in other vocations prior to becoming a cadet. 

Five participants had an undergraduate degree, and four of those five ha4 or were 

workmg on, a graduate degree. One officer spent some of his formative teen years in 

Pakistan, while another spent hers in India The staff inchdexi seven married couples, wo 

of which had officer experience in M c a .  Thus, these @teen Saivation Amy ofncers, 

bound together by their cornmitment to this Movement, became the key personalities in 

"David A Kolb, 
. . 

(Englewood CMs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1984), 
especidy 77-78. 
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the Workshop . They will be identifid in later chapters through the pseudonyms they 

provideci, except for myseK and they wili become more M y  hown through the narration 

and viewing of the Workshop. 

A second question concemed the Workshop's location: Where and when would the 

event be held? 1 felt it would be best held on the collegels campus. Any other location 

would involve travei, and thus be more disruptive for the staff, especidy parents who had 

lunch with children at the college. Facihies at the college off& two choices. One room, 

though smder, contained new tables and chairs more suitable for adults. The other, while 

more spacious and coloumil, had old style lechire desks. I settled on the larger of the two 

rooms, because it had better acoustics, wanner colours, and offered more fiexibility for 

movement. I felt some ambiguity over the choice, and as it turnecl out, so did others. But 

it was a place to start. Developments wilt show the Workshop's site to be a matter for 

discussion. 

A related question had to do with timing: When would the Workshop take place? 

Before it began, I ciradateci proposed dates to the staf f  in order to look for potential 

conflicts. As an adult. I have appreciated knowing about events ahead of t h e  in order to 

plan. The original plan calleci for fhe sessions before Christmas. with the remainhg five in 

the new year. This would enable the Workshop to be completed More our last semester 

commenceci, in case a proposed mode1 could be put More Salvation Anny administration. 
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Stephen Brookfield speaks of the "rhythm oflearningMu and the issue of timing 

presented aspects of that. The Workshop would coincide with the coliege's demanding 

phases, such as late November and Decernber, as well as the "low" time of Janiiary. 

Sessions planned for immediateiy after lunch codd pose a difEcuity for the concentration 

of some. Therefore 1 planned a break in each session, and recognized that physical 

movement wodd need to be a part it. 

The intervals between each session - usually about two weeks - would faciltate 

transcription of the taped session, entering of other data into the cornputer, such as jownai 

entries, and time for personal reflection and planning. I wondered ifthese intervals wodd 

make it diicult for the staff to stay focused on the task. 

The precise t h e  of each session became an issue before the Workshop began. The 

Principal and 1 agreed that Wednesday &emoons would bring the fewest intemptions in 

scheduling. 1 envisioned sessions of about two and one-half hours. But if we started too 

soon after lunch, parents would be late because the coflege's Daycare did not open util 

1 :O0 p.m. If we started later we would miss the traditional coffee t h e .  Some aspects of a 

coliege are sacrosanct. Therefore I put these thoughts on a memo, and invited sta f f  

reaction Their respoases led to a shortened session of two hours, but a concession to 

arrive meen minutes later for coffee. Participation in the Workshop began by sethg its 

 hile advocating responsiveness to such rsythms on the part of the teacher, 
Brooffield also acknowIedges that they can be dysfùnctional and need to be challenged. 
Brookfield, S p  57. 



time fiame! 

As mentioned, the interval between sessions provided t h e  for refleaion and 

planning. This task was assisted by occasional meetings with the Collaborative Leamhg 

Group of the Programme, and my Thesis Conmittee. In particular, 1 met with my Facdty 

Director between every session. Responses fkom each of these sources was vahied, and 

incorporated into my work. 1 consider such feedback extremely important for myseif as an 

adult leamer. 

The final question with which to fhme the Workshop inquires about those adult 

leaniing theories ernployed in it. While various methodologies were planned for partidar 

sessions, some were envisioned for the whole of the Workshop. These foUowîng 

comments address those methodologies utilized throughout the Workshop. 

First, one theory States that adults increase their sense of ownership in leaming as 

they have input into decision making. Cranton argues that the 1970s mode1 for doing this 

abdicated the educator's responsibility to the lemers. Believing that some fom of "leamer 

empowerrnent" is necessary in order for critical reflection to take place, she believes that, 

"Decision &g carmot be turned over to leamers, yet leamers must experknce some 

control over decision making in order to feel empowered."" As indicated earlier in this 

thesis decision xnakïng for the cumicuhim lay p e  with the Eâucation Council, 

consisting of one-third of the staE Thus a goal in the Workshop was to enable all staEto 
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have opportunity for sipniacant input into decisiors about the cWriCU1um. My Thesis 

Cornmittee offered helpfùi feedback here, and 1 planned to invite stafhggestions early in 

the Workshop. 

A second issue involvingpower emerged. As 1 imagineci our stafhngaged in this 

exercise, 1 r&ed that their power differences wouid likely mate  an uneven playing field. 

Some, for instance, aiready had experience working with the cumdum by virtue of being 

on the Education Council. Also, our authority structure came into play: 1 wondered how 

wiilu,giy Captains might question Lieutenant-Coloaels, if a new staff  member might 

question an experienced member, or whether the Assistant Field Coordinator might 

challenge the Principal. The last item tumed out to be the leasî of my &&es! 

Therefore I planned two things to help the balance of power. First, educators 

beiieve that even seating arrangements can express power. Rows of &dents fixing a 

teacher imply a view of learning where the teacher is the expert, thus exerting power. In 

addition, seating arrangements can be linked with the kinds of leanhg intended. Peter 

Renner, for instance, believes that "acquisition of knowledge" lends itseifto tables and an 

arrangement with a "head of the table." Other learning domains, such as "skiil and attitude 

development" encourage the use of chairs and other forniatons. 1 opted for a "horseshoe" 

arrangement which 1 hoped wouid engender more Wty of power, and more personal 

communication. Thus there was no visible centre of power, apart from those moments 



when 1 stood to lead the session.' Second, 1 thought it best not to begin the Workshop 

with the curriculum itself. Some staffhad very linle experience or understanding of it, and 

that would only reinforce an "irnpostor syndrome." It seemed to me that their experience 

of officership, including that of king cadets, was s h e d ,  but the curricuium was not. So 1 

planned the Workshop seeking to address the matter of power. 

Seating arrangements, in and of themselves, would not encourage the involvement 

of ail participants. Educators speak much more about the relational environment in the 

class, which becarne a third rnethodological consideration. Brwkfield expresses the matter 

this way: 

Underlyuig aii sigdicant leamhg is the element of trust. Trust between teachers 
and students is the afZective glue binding educational relationships together. . . . 
The more profound and meanin@ the learning is to students, the more they need 
to be able to trust their teachers? 

Currently in my sixth year of this appo&ent, 1 believed there was important txust 

between the staff and me. Whatever personai differences existe& I experienced respect 

and trust fkom my colleagues. However, I had not worked with them in this more explicit 

teaching relationship before. Therefore it seemed to me essential that they experience the 

Renner notes that research on seating is based on the notion of eye contact: the ease 
of eye contact increases interaction. It seems to me7 however, that "eye contact" is a 
cultural factor. Some cultures show respect by rehing direct eye contact. Given the 
Workshop's lack of ethnic diversity, it does have some validity. Peter F. Renner, a 

or's SurvivaL[Cif 2d ed., (Vancouver: PFR Training Associates Ltd., l983), 13- 16, 
44. 
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Workshop as a place in which th& questions and insights were welcomed and respected. 

In my view, this was a deeply theologicai issue. Mark's depiction of the relationship 

between Jesus and the Twelve is one 1 find significant: "And [Jesus] appointed twelve, 

whom he also aamed apodes, tu be wzth him ( M c  3: 14, emphasis mine). The relationship 

between Jesus and his disciples was critical, and created an atmosphere in which questions 

about parables could be asked, and arguments about status could be fiameci. I hoped the 

staffwould experïence a similar respect fiom me in order to respond freely in the 

Workshop. 

A fourth methodology concerned the role 1 wodd assume in the Workshop. 

Cranton believes "the roles that adult educators adopt are deriveci fiom their perspective 

on leatning, whether or not that perspective is articulateci or even con~cious."~~ As noted 

earlier in this chapter, the educator's role depends on whether education is understood 

fkom what s he calls subject-centred, co~lsumer-oriented, or reformist perspective. If 1 

approached the Workshop as subject-centred, my role would be that of the e q e r t .  Thus, 1 

would set the agenda, act as an expertise on d c u i u m ,  and establish criteria for 

evahiation of the Workshop. From the consumer-oriented perspective, I would facdz~ate 

the Workshop as a resource person or manager. In a reformist role, 1 would view 

education as "the rernoval of imperfections, fdts, or errors," by examining assumptions at 

work Such a role seeks "the ernpowerment of individuals and groups; through 
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empowement cornes individual change and, potentially, social a~ t ion . "~  In this role 1 

would be a CO-leamer. 

In reality 1 was not an expert in curriculum design; but 1 was probably more 

knowledgable than others in both practice and theory. The purpose of the Workshop was 

not intended to meet the needs of the staff, but I was inviting their deep participation. 1 did 

approach the Workshop as a CO-learner, with the intent of change, but to view my role as 

an "equal participant" would be misleading. TheologicaUy, I approached the Workshop as 

a leamer, and a leader. 1 viewed my own charisrn of leadership through the insight of 

Leonardo BoE 

The specific hct ïon  of the hierarchy (those who are in leadership roles) is not 
accumulation but integration, making way for unity and hamiony among the 
various senrices so that any single one does not trip up, drom out, or downpiay 
another . 

My role, however, raised a fifth consideration, an epistemological question: How would 

my role as a participant affect my role as a leamer? 1 did not approach the Workshop 

believing there was a body of objective knowledge about c u m d u m  which could be 

applied without r d o n  to our coliege. Conversations with various educators led me 

to realize we were not alone in seeking a way to design curriculum. The Workshop though 

would take place within various traditions, depicteci in the fit chapter ofthis thesis. 

Those traditions would provide objective referents for our work. As weil, 1 came to the 

14~eonardo Boe  ÇhYIEb: C- Powa (New York: Crossroad, 1990), 164. 



Workshop as one leaniing to "indweli" the traditions. As I type at the cornputer keyboard, 

1 am tacitly aware of my kgers executing commands, and more focally aware of the 

meanhg of the words; I am "indwehg" the task. Drawing on the work of Michael 

Polanyi, Lesslie Newbigin sees paraüels betweefl the way tradition works in the scientinc 

and Christian comrnunities. He believes that the Christian tradition, 

iike the scientific tradition, embodies and canies fonvard certain ways oflooking 
at things, certain models for interpreting experience. . . . Like the scientist, the 
Christian believer has to l e m  to indwell the tradition.5s 

This epistemological question is addressed more theologically elsewhere by Newbigin: 

the great objective reatity is God but he [sic] is aiso the supreme subject who wills 
to make himself known to us not by a power that would cancei out our 
subjecbivity, but by a grace that c d s  forth and empowers our subjective GCuIties, 
our power to grow in knowledge through believing. We believe in order to 
understand, and our stniggie to understand is a response to grace? 

Because of the presence of traditions, there wodd be a strong objective pole to the 

research By indwehg these traditions there wodd be a strong personal element. 

Sixth, 1 approached the Workshop as an eclectic tacher. By this 1 mean that 1 

approached the sessions prepared to use a number of methodologies as seerned 

appropriate. Any methodology would be determined in part by the purposes of the 

session, and men then the unpredictable nahue of teaching required an openness on my 

part. That did not mean, however, that 1 wodd approach the teaching task without a 
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rationale. S tephen Brooktield advocates a "critically responsive teaching. " According to 

BrookfieId, this 

is teaching which is guided by a strongly felt rationale but which in its methods and 
forms responds creatively to the needs and concems expressed by students." 

I would approach the Workshop as a critical teacher, which meant that 1 would encourage 

the questionhg of assumptions without jettisoning the traditions that were ours; as a 

responsive teacher, who would take seriously issues raised by participants; and as a 

teacher, conversant with the traditions which formed the Workshop. 

Paulo Freire has drawn attention to the metaphors through which we teach. His 

work in literacy led him to be very critical of teaching that "banks" knowledge in the minds 

of leamers because it does not help the leamer to question the assumptions held by that 

fom of "banking." George Schner argues for a "pareming" metaphor, in that a teacher can 

"help the midents to be in conversation with the tradition of which one is a part."5g 

Brooffield views teaching as "the educational quivalent of white water rafting," and 

classrooms as "arenas of confusion where the teachers are gladiators of ambiguity."" The 

cokge in which this Workshop takes place is a training college. That metaphor can evoke 

a fom of education inadquate to the needs of ministry because it presupposes a body of 

"Brooffield, 23. 

"George P. Schner, * .  
(Kansas City: Sheed and Ward, 1993), 

137. 



knowledge and skilis which one simply needs to master in order to engage in ministry. My 

own conviction is that this metaphor can be redeemed, but the question needs to be asked: 

Trained in what and how? Since this was my first such Workshop 1 would hesitate to say I 

approached it as a traîner. Reflections on the Workshop would provide opportunity to 

under stand my operative metaphor. 

Finaliy, in contrast to a techmcal rationality, Donald Schon hvours what he names 

'reflection-in-action'. In his opinion, schools educatùig professionals 

have assumeci that academic research yields usefbi professional knowledge and that 
the knowledge taught in the schools prepares students for the demands of real- 
world practice. Both assumptions are coming increasingly into question.' 

Taking architectural learning as his laboratory, Schoa advocates a " reflective practicum, " 

where students leam to refiect and be coached on their designs as they go along. With 

respect to this research, the Workshop constituted a "reflection on action', in that the 

sessions were bracketed off fkom the college in such a way that they were not intended to 

effect changes during its time frame. At the same time the Workshop wodd also be a 

'reflection Ni action' in that we would adjust and plan the Workshop as we went along. In 

this respect we would be like a jazz ensemble leaming to improvise with the materiais at 

hand. As Sch6n depicts this process, 

Improvisation consists in varying, combining, and recombining a set of figures 
within a schems that gives coherence to the whole piece. As the musicians feel the 
directions in which the music is developing, they make new sense of it. The 

60Donald A. Schon, v v e  Pr- (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass 
Publishers, 1987), 9-10. 



reflection-in-action on the music they are collectively making - though not, of 
course, in the medium of words6' 

Jackson Carroll draws on this understanding of learning with respect to the place of 

competence in Christian ministry. e s t e r s  as "refiective practitioners" require a kind of 

competence which 

involves the capacity to act in situations of ministry in terms of her or his 
existentid knowledge of Cod . . . and the wisdom of the Christian tradition of 
wtiich the rninister is a primary bearer, which direct attention to particular goals or 
ends as desirable? 

Thus the ongoing planning, the reflection b ~ e e n  sessions, the adaptability towards 

methods, and the goal of redesigning the curridum through the work of all participants, 

would constitute a form of reflection-&action. This thesis constitutes what Schon c d s  

reflection on this reflection-in-action "so as to produce a good verbal description of it."63 

The fiamework thus constructeci in this chapter sets the Workshop within a 

Movement committed to mission, but whose name aroked diffkrent notions of that 

mission; and fiames it withlli the world of a Salvation Anny college, struggliog with its 

vision of leadership. The Workshop wiU bring together various adult leamhg 

methodologies with the college's diverse staff. I hirn now to the task of narrating that 

62Jackson W. Carroll, "The Professionai Mode1 of Ministry - 1s It Worth Saving?" 
T h e o l o p i c a l 2 1  (Spring 1985): 31. 

"Schon, 3 1. To the readers and examiners of the thesis he goes on to say: "and it is stili 
another thing to be able to reflect on the resulting description"! 
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Chapter Three 

NARRATING THE WORKSHOP 

This chapter wilI depict the Workshop's story. 1 draw upon its various sources of 

data, such as the transcript of the sessions, participant journals, and my personal planning 

notes and jounialling, in order to teil the story. It wiil be conveyed fiom a personal angle 

of vision, and incorporate theory used with the dialogue and action of each session. As its 

narrator, 1 will convey my perception of the Workshop's plot, including its ditncult 

moments, its huning point and its accomplishments. 

Session One: The Workshop's first session took place on September 28, 1994.1 was 

convinced that the way an educatiooal event starts and finishes is important. That 

conviction was formed by the opening retreat of the Doctor of Ministry Programme and 

the course on "Aduit Learning in the Church."' Thus 1 planneci the opening moments with 

are.  

When everyone was present, 1 inviteci the Principal to offer imroductory 

comments. While the Workshop had been disaissed with &on other occasions, I 

believed it was important to set this event within the authority structure of the college. 

The Principal conveyed his own sense of anticipation because this moment "represents 

some possibilities . . . for us as a stafFto do some unprecedented things." He 

'This course, SMP 75 10 S at the Toronto School of Theology, was taken as part of my 
programme in 1993, and superviseci by Professors Bill Lord and Lonia Bowman- 



acknowledged the penonal costs invohed, but prayed that the Workshop would be 

"owned and blessed by God." 

My first comments introduced the words "Cunicdurn" and "Workshop," and ways 

they could take on meaning in the next few months. After outlining the schedule for the 

session, Marguerite comrnented: "We also need a time between lunch and the Workshop 

to use the washroom as well!" 1 took t h e  then to explain the recordhg of data for the 

thesis, and the nature of its confidentiatity. Participants were invited to assume the roles of 

"Detective," a person who would look for assumptions, and "Questioner," a person who 

would be invited to ask questions during the session. Brooffield views such roles as a way 

of dealing with the "overtalkative" in a class,l but 1 viewed them as a way to &are power 

and begin the task of critical thinking. Mer some hesitation, Lorie agreed to be the 

Questioner, and Laura took on the Detedive role. Finally 1 introduced the j o u d s .  As 

weli as important feedback for my planning, the journal questions would provide reflective 

t h e  for participant leaming. If1 wanted them to leam fiom the experience, 1 needed to 

provide time for their reflection on it.2 

Because 1 believed that an educator should state important working assumptions to 

I begin this Workshop with the assumption that everyone has some contribution to 
make to the creation of our curricuhim. Others may dso have a contribution, but 

 rooffi field, The &j&l T e ,  106. 

%eflecthe questions used for each session can be found in AppendBr C. 



yours is vitaily important. Let's have some fun doing it! 

That fiamework tumed out to be cntical for my reflections on the Workshop, in that it 

was both endorsed and challenged by the st& It was an assumption of greater magnitude 

than 1 realized at the the, as wiIl becorne evident in the next chapter. 

Following these introduaory moments, we turned our attention to a primary goal 

for the session. It seemed unwise to begin with the curriculum itseK so 1 starteci with our 

experience of being cadets. This was sometbhg we ail shared; experience with the 

curriculum was not shared. As a way of introducing this, and b ~ g u i g  the objective and 

subjective poles of this project together, I commenceci with my own story: "Two 

important events happened in the t3i11 of 1972. Canada beat the Soviet Union in hockey, 

and 1 entered this wilege as a cadet." Participants were then invited to fom triads in the 

chairs provided and take a few minutes to describe what it was k e  for them to enter a 

Salvation Amy coliege as a cadet. This was intended to comect their stories with the 

Workshop, without assuming that we knew each other. 

While the plenary group totded eighteen people, 1 approached this exercise with 

smaller groups in mind so that everyone would be able to have a voice. Once I sensed they 

had spoken, each group was piven a sheet of newsprint and asked to d e  responses to 

three questions: 

1. How are today's cadets the same as when you entera and how are they 
different ? 
2. How do you account for the differences? 
3. What sigdicance does this have for us as a cokge? 
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Keeping Ui mind the rhythms in leanilng, we had a break just before 200 p-m., at which 

time staffwere inviteci to place their own cadet pictures on the w d ,  alongside pichues I 

had placed of m e n t  cadets. 1 hoped this wouid create a visual community, b ~ g i n g  past 

and present together. Laughter accompanied the photos. 

Back in the plenary formation I invited the Deteaive and Questioner ifthey had 

anything to offer. The Detective declined, but Lone in her role as the Questioner asked: 

"1s Ray alone in his feelings about being a tentative Salvationist?" A few answered; 

eventually Karlos countered with some humour, "Tough question. My question is, Can we 

have a different questioner?" 

Following this, we focused on the similarities between cadets pst and present. 

Such areas as a sense of cailing, the fear of rneasuring up, and bving by the same schedule 

were mentioned. As we exploreci differences, such aspects as age, education and authority 

were mentioned Erica expressed her conviction, formed by teaching a course on family 

violence, that cadets today seemed to be coming nom a more abusive background. 

The second qyestion opened up ways of accounting for these differences, such as 

society's valuing of education and emphasis on economic secunty. When we turned to the 

si@cance of this for the college, Laura acknowtedged that we were not g&g cadets 

at the beginnmg of their moulding, so to sp& where you're going to make them 
or mate them. . . . So it meam . . . there has to be that consultation and 
cooperation with what is already there. 

Peter, in his concem for the,  suggested that the "field . . . can becorne a monster that cm 

swdow up everytbg in this college." As a means of trymg to draw other voices into this 
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conversation I suggested the group only ask questions for a few miautes and not seek to 

answer them They responded: "Does the Saivation Amy want another Bible Coiiege, or 

do they want this to remain the Training Coilege?" (Gary); "What do you mean by the 

field swallowing up [everything]?" (Sarah); "What is our real purpose for being here?" 

(Busboy). 

Wanting to honour her role, 1 turned to the Detective and asked ifshe wanted to 

examine assumptions being made. Laura did: "1 guess that we're assuming here that we 

know what wetre dong, or you're asçuming that we iaow what wetre dong." Mer seeking 

some clai-ification she added, "That we're qualined to be part of this exercise." I invited 

staff to name other assumptions they thought were at work. 

To bring this first session to a close I sketched a bnef history of Sdvation Amy 

colleges, beiieving that few would have this background. Then a tentative definition of 

cUmculum was given as "what we intentiody do to help these cadets become ordained 

officers." Before providing time to work on theV reflective joumals, 1 indicated two 

questions for them to think about in anticipation of the next session, having to do with our 

first appointments. Foilowing joumailing tirne, 1 invited any questions about tiiture 

sessions, and read fiorn Luke 1:14 Luke's phrase, "it seemed good also to me" resonated 

with my own motivation for the Workshop. Mer prayer we conchideci the first session. 

Foiiowing this and sub~e~uent sessioos, 1 gave the tape to my secretary who typed 

it with a computer. 1 took the joumais and any other resources used and entered them hto 

my computer at home. Eventually the various stranâs of data were brought together, and a 
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hard copy created for my reflection and planning; 1 began to realize just how much data 

there was to work with. As weil, 1 met with my Faculty Director after this, and each 

subsequent session, to reflect on it. I came out of the kst session pleased with the level of 

the staffs involvement. 

Session Two: The room was set up for the next session, on October 12, in a marner like 

the fht. On one part of the white board I placed a number of quotes gleaned from the text 

of the opening session. This seemed an appropriate way to make connections with that 

session, and give a visual indication that participant contniutions were vdued. Thus they 

were remuided of tirnes when individuals expressed such comments as, "We are stfl using 

the same desks" (Barb); "My assumption is that ou- philosophy of training is oot the 

same" (Marguerite); "One senses that there are more cadets coming fkom a hurting or 

abusive situation" (Erica). 

As weU, 1 hhioned fishiag "nets" made of string and cut various sizes of holes in 

it, placing them in various locations at the eont of the room. Pictures of galaxies also 

dotted the board. This was done to complement the opening t h e  of worship, based on a 

reading of Ephesians 4: 1-17, which 1 hoped would carry into the session. My intention 

was to reinforce this text with visual images. 

A Detective and Questioner were sought. Peter offered to raise asmptions and 

Karlos offered to question, but begged off because he thought it should be a woman. 

Nobody else offered to take the role, so I did not pursue it. 
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At the Iast session's conclusion, 1 expressed my intention to explore our initiai 

appointments as officers complementing our memones as cadets. My own story provided 

a way into this segment, as 1 narrateci my first fd season on the prairies in Drurnheiler, 

Alberta. During the harvest in the Badlands, 1 &ove a truck for a Salvationist. His 

combine trandemed the wheat to the truck, and 1 took it to the eievator. Months later his 

M y  cailed me to the hospital, where 1 discovered quickly what it meant to stand beside 

a dying man, and feel very helpless. Couid the coiiege have prepared me for that moment, 

I asked? 

Inviting participants into their fornier tria& I asked them to take time for three 

things: Share a memory nom their first appointment; imagine the kind of world our new 

officers would face upon ordination; and indicate how they would üke the coiiege to equip 

them if they were cadets again. 

When they came back to the plenary formation, 1 asked the statf  to go around the 

circle and respond to the third question, in order to give weryone an opportunity to speak. 

They suggested such desires as: "To be able to meet with people and help in a very 

practical way" (Alice); "leam somethmg about death and dyingn (Fiona); "sort through 

ethical decisionsu (Erica). 

Seeking to build a bridge to the next exercise, 1 developed the word "equip" fiom 

the Ephesians text, indicating its nch imagery to mend bones, fishing nets and wnstnict 



new world~.~ Then 1 expressed the conviction that God had equipped this college with a 

staff to so "equip" its curricuhm Our Detective, Peter, chdenged that assumption, based 

on the Army's international guidelines. 1 aclaiowledged the challenge, but asked that it be 

brought into the next exercise. 

One of the major thmsts of the Workshop had to do with sharing decision-making 

power. An underlying conviction, expressed in Chapter Two of this thesis, was that the 

staffwould corne to a greater sense of ownership of the curricdum as they shared in its 

decision-making. At this point, 1 wanted to open up the Workshop's process and invite 

participant input. My approach was based on a method called "conceptd mapping." This 

tool, developed by David Deshler, is designeci to assist with the relationships between 

concepts. Thus, in his words, 

concept maps assist us in transforming linear material into more hoiiaic visual 
imagery and therefore help us to e v h t e ,  synthesize, and perceive in new ways.' 

To facilitate this I distributed 4 X 1 1 sheets of paper and iwited the staff to d e  anythmg 

we mzghi do in the Workshop that would help create a new curricuium. They placed their 

suggestions on the board at random. 

Once wrnpleted, we began to map them into clusters, by Iookiog for connections 

or common thmes. 1 asked participants to chwse one cluster and, in a group devoted to 

' ~ h e  word for "equip," which is Antdsmos, was used in both the secdar and biblical 
world with these meanhgs. 

bavid Deshler, "Conceptuai Mapping: Drawing Charts of the Minci," chap. in 
i .  . . (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1991), 338. 



that choice, indicate why we ought to deal with this issue in the Workshop. Confusion 

surrounded this request, and it took more time to c l f i  my intention. Eventually7 

howwer, groups fomed and narned their clusters with phrases or questions: 

1. What is mandateci for us? 
2. What is the identity ofour college? 
3. We aeed to consider teaching dynamics. 
4. Focus on cadets. 
5. Investigate the m e n t  curridum. 
6. What cadets ought to be dohg. 
7. Issue of tirne. 

Remaining issues were gathered under "MisceUaneous." 

In order to map these issues into a more hierarchical structure, participants were 

asked to apply a "logic of design" to their work. An architect, according to Schon, must 

eventdy move nom "what if?" to the Ievel of cornmitment. One way to approach this is 

to aslq Ifwe did this. what then would happa? "In this sense," according to Schon, 

there is a literal logic of design, a pattern of 'if. . . then' propositions that relates 
the cumulative sequence of prior moves to the choices now codionting the 
designer.' 

Tirne was getting short by now, but in the pl- participants didogued: 

Ifyou take this fht, it &es some reality to this exercise we're doing (Peter); So, 
untit you h o w  how you got the cuniculum you've got . . . (Laura); Ifwe are 
meeting a need now, it's not important how or why it was established (Graham); 1 
think, for me . . - 1  need to h o w  what areas of the amiculum we are @ee to look 
at in depth . . . because 1 don? want to spend hours looking at somethiug over 
which 1 have no control (Lorie). 

We were within minutes of our stated closing time. 1 suggested they could complete their 

'Schon, q e  Pra- 
. . 

6 1-62. 
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journals on thei. own and retum it the next day. In addition, 1 indicated that 1 would take 

their clusters and questions to plan the next session. 

Participant journais expressed what 1 felt as we left the session They indicated a 

real lack of understanding of our curriculum. Barb's journal wondered if participants redy 

understood the leadership style I was taking, and Busboy simply said, "1 found this session 

a bit nebulous and cannot reaily comment in any 'real way' on the obscure questions." 

1 was helped in meeting with my Faculty Director who chuckled that ody one 

person found it nebulous. 1 approached the third session convinced of my need to stay 

with the issue of design. 

on T h e :  Taking the data fiom the second session, planning began for the next, held 

on October 26. It seemed important to me to respond to a couple of issues. First, the d e s  

of Detective and Questioner needed clarification, so between sessions 1 sent a memo out 

to the staff describing Uieir nature and purpose. Peter and Karlos offered to assume these 

roles without hesitation. Second, a question was raised about the Workshop's purpose in 

the last moments of the previous session. Various responses were offered, but Gary's 

1 think Esther's question deserveci a fÙiier answer and an acknowledgement that 
this is direaly related to your graduate -dies as well as being a practical tool for 
effective training management in the future. 

1 considemi it Unportant to respect tbis perception, and spent s few moments eady in 

Session Three cl-g it. me one who raised the question was sick, unfortunately, and 



could not be present. 

The third session began with a song which was composed for the opening of the 

new training facilties in England, in 1882: "O Thou God of Every Nation." It was a 

f d a r  Song to Salvationists except for one verse which was omitted nom our Song 

~ o o k 6  That verse speaks of the dedication of the new training fàcilities. I chose this in 

part because of Fions's concern that we seem to sing "outside" music at the expense of 

Army music. This song wouid put us inside our own tradition. 

1 plamed this session with three questions in rnind, which reflected the 

conversation based on the conceptual mappiag of Session Two. In relation to the 

curriculum: Where are we now? How did we get here? Where are we going? Sensing the 

"directional" nature of these questions 1 put a rnap of Southeni Ontario on the board as a 

visual adogy. In response to a concern expresseci in Barb's journal, I distriiuted outlines 

of today's session and copies of documents to which 1 would refer. 

My first intention was to respond to the question, Where are we now? On the 

white board 1 sketch4 the joumey of a cadet through our programme fkom orientation to 

ordination. It was a simple sketch that depicted sernesters, and various summer and winter 

assignments. I assumed most staffwere famiüar with this and that it wouid lead us into an 

exercise related to curridum Before leaving this, though, 1 asked ifthere were any 

6~arly Salvationists wmed to avoid the language of the church, so caiîed its "Hymn 
Book" a "Song Book." This Song is #622 in S ~ O O  Bo& of 
(Verona, N. J.: The Salvation Army, 1987). 



observations. What foliowed caught me off guard. Karlos began in his Detective role: 

"There is an assurnption that I wonder ifwe make that this constitutes 'training'." Others 

continued the conversation: Peter noted that "training is reaily a Me long process"; Bah 

asked, "Are we convinced that this is the mode1 that works?"; Esther inquûed, "Shodd 

our ordination maybe be a Iittle later on rather than at the end of the two years?"; and 

Lorie wondered "ifwe shodd work at making commissionhg . . . more of a launchhg into 

something that's forever"; then Laura cautioned, "but we need to remember . . . that when 

cadets are commissioned . . . [they] often go out there aione." What 1 anticipateci as an 

introduction to a task, developed into a rich conversation about the Army's "cd" system. 

Stephen Brooffield underlines the importance of these teachable moments when he says, 

If students regard as some of the moa sign<ficant gaias or outcornes of their 
leaming those insights or skills that were not part of the declared educational 
agenda, then teachers must be wary of stickhg to such agendas at di costs.' 

Sensing the end of that moment 1 turned to the plaaxled task. As the s t a f f  came into 

this session, they were in* to locate themselves in various parts of the room according 

to their primary department. Using newsprint on the wd they wrote responses to this 

request: "List ALL the things cadets do this fâll semester when viewed through your 

departmental glasses." A couple of reasons prompted this approach. F i ,  as addts, they 

have different responsibilities before they corne to the Workshop, thus tending to arrive at 

diffèrent times; but they also value their the ,  so a rneathBful start is appreciated. Second, 

'Brooffield, The T e e  63. 



1 wanted them to arrive at a more inductive understanding of our curriculum, rather than 

me simply stating it. When they moved back to their various departmental locations and 

placed an asterisk beside those advities which they thought related to curriculum, they 

walked around the room to glance at other responses, which included tasks fkom every 

department. Coming back they offered their observations: "It's ail curriculum," said 

Marguerite. Continuhg she said, "1 think that sometimes we have the glasses that ody 

what happens in the classroom is curridum." Conversation focused on aspects of coilege 

life that constituted curriculum. 

Having considered the first question, Where are we? 1 indicated my intention to 

move to the next, How did we get here? To begin, 1 gave the staff copies of the class 

schedule nom the Toronto colleges in 1894 and 1946,' then asked for observations. 

Together we noted the sense of development between the two. I drew attention to those 

factors that had shaped the development of training wilege cwricuium, such as 

personalities and policies. Our Detective, Karlos asked if "there was an w p t i o n  at 

work here that we know what those policies are?" That question prompted M e r  

concerns from Bab: 

Does THQ have anything, wrinen policies that guide our coilege? . . . 1 guess 1 am 
just thinking of the question that was raised in the first session, Who has the 
power? And as 1 Listen to this, 1 kuow we have al1 of these documents, but then 
people can take them and interpret them. Some people cm exert a lot of power. 

'Training in 1894 lasteci seven weeks, and every momemt of every day was scheduled 
with some activity. By 1946 the training programme was ten months, and the curriculum 
iists the various courses taken during that tïme. 
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We could have stayed with this discussion, but we were wel beyond the anticipated break 

tirne. 1 chose to take a break knowing that one question stii l remained. Sensing the rhythm 

of a class is important, but not always easy. 1 was helped in m y  judpent by Raymond 

Wlodkowski who understands such a moment this way: 

Rhythm is the pacing of the content, process, conte- and sequencing of learning 
experiences - the timing* balance, and repetition of when we do what we do. 
Largely it is an intuitive and aesthetic process that draws upon our seositivity tu 
ourselves, our leamers, and our abject matter.' 

Mer the break the third question came into view: Where are we going? I 

acknowledged a spin on this question: Where should we be going? Part of my hope in 

these moments was to help the staff realize our collective power to shape the curriculum 

within international guideluies. I shared the results of an international study of Salvation 

Amy training colleges made available in 1993. Again, questions about access to such 

documents dominated discussion. As we came to the close of üiis session, 1 suggested that 

this third question shouid assume the focus for session four. We concluded and joumals 

were given to participants. Because of the shortage of tirne, some took thern to complete 

them after the session 1 left this session with a fair amouut of energy, hu ia ted  by its 

conversations. 

As 1 journaIled my own reflections on this session, 1 noted that. 

I am concerned that discussion is dominated by a few, and that there are those who 
seldom step in. . . . 1 want to do some work around methodology to see i f1  c m  

%ymond J. Wodkowski, t~ohvation 
. . (San Francisco: 

lossey-Bass Publishers, 199 1), 145. 



corne up with a few things there. It's tnie that adults have the right not to 
participate, but 1 cadt help but think that after a while their sense of involvement is 
gouig to drop off 

As weU7 the Principal spoke with me about the need to "capture" this work in 

order to produce a mode1 for amidum.  Behind this concem lay a more personai matter- 

Within the past few weeks, my spouse and 1 received word f?om THQ that we were being 

considered for appointments at Catherine Booth Bible Coiiege, in Wdpeg. The Principal 

was aware of this and that began to put pressure on the outcome of this project. It was 

impossible to create clear boundaries between this research and other events as  is the case 

Session Four The fourth session of the Workshop took place on Wednesday, November 

9. In preparation for it 1 invited the stafFto think of an image or word they thought 

expressed the curent cwricuium. When they arrived, those images were placed on the 

board for ail to see. The List included the fouowing: diverse; diversifiecl but overlappuig; 

hectic; Topsy; mosaic; learnuig; rushed; somewâat h o w n  and misunderstood; kids 

learning to swim in an overcrowded pool. As noted in the second chapter, 1 believed that 

narning the present situation was important." Mer praying, 1 asked ifthe participants had 

any questions about the iist of images. Busboy was uncertain about the meaning of 

"Topsy," and although Barb didn't know the story, responded that "it brings to mind the 

'OSee page 39 in Chapter Two, and the referace to David Deshler. 
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image of something that has sort of grown and grown out of control." Marguerite, who 

knew Uncle Tom's C*" added, "Topsy just grewed and grewed and grewed. She had 

no mother, she had no father, she just grewed." 

1 then sought to cl* an issue coming out of the previous session. It was aident  

from jounials that some suspicion surrounded my use of documents. 1 sought to alleviate it 

by assuring the staff that I was not coming to the Workshop with "iafomtion up my 

sleeve," but that this information seemed important in light of questions being asked. 

A review of the Workshop to this point seemed necessary, so 1 sketched its 

"joumey," but added a question that came out ofa journal fiom Session Three. Erica 

asked where the Holy Spirit was in ai i  of this, and 1 appreciated the question because the 

functioaal role of God in our niniculum was important to me. 

Towards the end of the previous session we questioned, "Where are we going with 

the curridum?" As I reflected on the couvemation, 1 found myseifbreaking it into two 

related questions: What ought we to be doing in our curriculum? How can we do it in 

twenty-two rnonths? It was important to me that any Vhat" question be kept in tension 

with 'Wow." Here 1 found myseff resonating with Fred Craddock when he says, 

1 grow more and more conMnced that the total chculuxn of the church . . . 
should wrestle with the Christian fàith as 'how.' Every 'what' desaves 

"Hamet Beecher Stowe, I[ncle Tom's Cabd (New York: Bantam Books, 1981). The 
reference is to children of slaves raised by speculators, and thus never knew their parents. 



consideration ody as it serves the overarching question of how to be Christiani2 

1 invited the staff to imagine that we were a college "starting fkom scratch," and 

did not need to assume the existence of semesters and courses. Taking the international 

goals of trairllngyL3 they were to think ofjust one aspect ofwhat it meant for a cadet to 

"know God" (or thernselves, or their mission), and why. Then they were to indicate how 

that might be achieved in twenty-two months, including how we would know whether 

they had learned this. My instructions evoked confusion: Charles lamentai, "We can plan 

on any one c u r r i c u î ~  but . . . some of them will not l e m  what you wantn; Karlos 

querieci, "So we are Iooking at just one side of the coin here?"; and Barb asked, "Do you 

want the groups equally distributeci?" 

Eventually they moved into groups, then reportai back to the plenary. Anticipahg 

this discussion, 1 planned to use a technique to encourage greater participation fiom all 

members. The approach was to give each person three pennies with the instruction that 

they place a penny on the floor each time they wished to speak, and once th& pennies 

were used up so was their opportunity to speak.14 1 hoped it wodd also prompt some fh. 

The t h e  groups conveyed their initial responses, and 1 UMted ody questions of 

'%xi B. Craddock Over- (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1 W8), 12. 
Craddock's concem in this book is to reflect on the inthence of the listener in preaching. 

"As indicated in Chapter Two, it is the intention that cadets "how God, know 
themselves, and know their mission" 

'%e exercise and its rationaie is outlined in Renuer's, -Theof s S u ~ v a l  Kit, 
45. 
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c ldcat ion at fkst so that a l l  groups couid be heard without prolonged discussion. The 

kst groupl* indicated that "a knowledge of the Word of God" was foundational to 

knowing God. They suggested approaches to the study of Scripture, including "trips to the 

Holy Land." The second groupI6 focused on "character formation" in order for cadets to 

"know themselves." This was important "because God calis us to be tratlsfonned people 

and reflect that in community." They envisioned this taking place in s d  groups, with 

"both peer and selfevaluation." The nnal groupl' addressed what it meant for a cadet to 

"know his or her mission," by suggesting the need to "produce an officer who is able to 

articulate the essence of the Anny." Among the "hows," they would "lay emphasis on 

doctrine, and make strong emphasis on the song book, because our doctrine is very largely 

found in our songs. " 

After providing opportunity for questions of clarification, 1 asked if they found any 

dserence between responding to the What or the How question: which was easier, or 

more dBicult? 1 was thus asking them to reflect on the work they just did. Charles said, 

"We had a car, but not a map." 1 invited conversation amund the relationship between 

What and How, but it bogged down. At various points in the next few moments I 

indicated my own lack of clarity: 

"This group consisted of Gary, Anchor, Busboy, Fiona, Alice and Charles. 

'%s group consisted of Bah, Lorie, Laura, Peter and Marguerite. 

"This group consisted of Erica, Diana, Graham, Kados and Sarah. 



1 am wondering where this is going; Pm feeling some ambiguity in di ofthis; I am 
feeling somewhat at sea, and I'm not quite sure where [this discussion] has gone, 
and where it is going. 

In the midst of the Three Penny exercise, Peter threw two pennies d o m  on the fioor 

saying, "Pm surprised Field is not screaming. . . . It's afi assumllig that cadets are 

receptacles and they've got to get this information and inspiration." At one point, Karlos 

said, "1 think we b o a  have to go at this exercise again." While some joumals thought 

the session valuable, others reflected my own sense of disorientation with such reflections 

as: "sense of hstration of the total group" (Marguerite); "the vague concepts that 

surfiiced" (Charles); "it felt codbing" (Laura). Marguerite journalleci, "Where does the 

administration of our coiiege . . . see the Workshop going?" 

A few days Iater, after meeting with my Faculty Director, 1 j o d e d  some 

thoughts nom this session: 

The last session (#4) is still a p d e  to me. 1 thought both questions had potential 
to generate M e r  focus. But once we got into the large group with th- the 
process staüed. 1 have severai huches: 

1.  It was t w  process onented, in that it explored the relationship between 
content and teachg styles. 
2. It did not tap their passion for goals. We are a very task onented group, 
at least that is my perception The design of this curriculum is pararnount; 
most everything else is secondary. George asked if this refiected our 
tradition.. Can't you just hem Booth say to Bramweii: Go and do 
something! ! l8 

"This last statement refers to an ahost mythic moment in Salvation Amy history 
when WiIliam Booth became aware of men sleeping under the bridges of London. Whm 
he questioned his son, Bramweii, and discovered that he also knew, the fathets response 
was abrupt: " WeU, go and do something! " Bramweil did. 
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Subsequent chapters in this thesis will enable me to reflect more thoroughly on such 

moment S. 

Session Fivc: The fifth session, on November 23, was the last before Christmas, and came 

at a very busy t h e  in the collegels schedule. This reflects the denomination's experknce of 

Christmas, with its special efforts for families in need and the raising ofmoney. The 

coilege too plays a part in aii of this. 

The transcript of Session Four became an important tool for my reflections. I 

wanted to read it in order to look for threads 1 may have missed in the a d  conversation. 

In so dohg it seemed that participants were expresshg a hope not so much for a finished 

cumculum as for some criteria upon which to base a cmiculum. That offered a sense of 

direction for this session, although there was a spirit of discouragement to which 1 wanted 

to respond. 

In approaching this session I also became aware of the Iimitations of time for the 

Workshop itself Looking ahead it became apparent that dates for planned sessions in the 

new year wouid be impacted by the absence of staff at officer retreats.lg One aitemative, 

duded to in Matguerite's jour* was to combine two dates into one longer session. And 

'gSalvation Army oEcers are expected to take part in retreats held each winter. These 
retreats are designed by each Division, but staff fkom the coliege can choose one of several 
held at the h y ' s  Conference Centre at Jackson's Point. In th is  instance, our stdfchose 
retreats in such a way that there wodd be si@caxtt absences on these two Workshop 
dates. 
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if we were to do that, the possibility of taking the Workshop to another location wfkced. 

Thus it seemed important to draw the staffinto p l h g  the future of the Workshop. 

1 commenced this session with prayer, and read the parable of the two bdders 

fiom Luke's gospeL2* Luke's version of this parable hdicates that the builder "dug deep" in 

laying the foundation for the house. I expressed my conviction to participants that while 

we may not be witnessing much of our building above ground yet, we were digging deep 

and doing important foundationai work 

Mer outlining a potentiai course for this session 1 iadicated two adjustments. 

First, 1 dropped the roles of Detective and Questioner. As weii as lack of volunteers, it 

seemed to me that 1 did not give sufliciient attention to these roles in the actual 

discussions. 1 also thought that assumptions and questions were raised without the help of 

these roles. Second, conceni was expressed by Enca that the journal questions 1 asked 

were not always hefpnil. Thus 1 invited participants to him the journal page over and write 

a more open-ended response instead of feling bound by those questions. In making these 

adjustments 1 sought to be responsive to issues raised in the Workshop and be a w- 

iearner . 

1 also approached this session feeling a need to restore hope in the Workshop's 

task Brooffield notes the "dekate balance teachers need to strike between supporthg 

'"Lk 6:46-49. In this instance, however, 1 read k m  Eugene Peterson's trans1ation, % 
Messape (Colorado Springs: Navpress, 1993), 1 3 3. 
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and challenging st~dents."~' Intersecting these two tactors into a quadrant, he visualizes 

high challenge and support leading to growth or connrmation, but high challenge and low 

support tend towards stasis ifnot retreat. The previous session indicated the aatPs 

perception of a high challenge hchg us; 1 felt some need to support them. Sensing the 

interest in cnteria for a curriculum, 1 read back through the Workshop's transcript with an 

eye to their suggestions. From that exercise 1 gleaned a number of criteria they had already 

mentioned in the course of the Workshop, and put them together on one page. They 

included such remarks as wanting a curricuium that: took into account the kind of cadet 

that cornes to us; makes learning manageable withui the t h e  avdable; respects the 

curent curriculum. Mer reading through nearly twenty items 1 invited observations. Barb 

said that "what amazes me is that we weren't even . . . trying to do this." Marguerite 

acknowledged a "kind of ovenvhehg feeling. . . . How can ail of this be . . . put in 

place?" Gary sensed their "inter-relatedness." Conversation explored other criteria 

mentioned, untilI thought it time to resume a task gken the staffupon entry into this 

session. 

The staff had been Mted to develop a portrait of fùture officers under the 

headings of A New û£iicer's Understanding, Skilis, and Chstacter. After a few minutes of 

group work they brought their thinking on newsprint to the plenary formation. This gave 

them an opportunity to observe each other's woriq and add to the porerait. 

21~rooffield, m e  S m  T e e  83. The author acknowledges his indebtedness here 
to the work of Lmy Daioz. 
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Then 1 sketched the deveiopment of theologid education, and its tendency to 

polarize those aspects of understanding, skills and character. Barb, in her joumai, thought 

I "assumed our CFOT is related to theologicai education and its history." But 1 opened 

this matter up to participants for discussion. They expressed convictions about the 

college's strengths and weaknesses in relation to these aspects. In Kados' view, "we do 

better at the being and doing than in the understanding"; Lotie countered, "1 feel sadly that 

maybe the area of wedmess is more in their character. " But Esther wondered whetfier we 

can "really develop a person's character." Conversation turned more towards the way the 

staff themseives sought to integrate their own understanding, skills and character. Wit hin 

it, Barb alluded to the discipiing of Jesus and the Twelve, and Peter drew attention to the 

role of the Holy Spirit. 

Time became a factor, so I drew this conversation to a close, invited a break, and 

retumed to plan the fùture of the Workshop. I placed two questions before thern: Where 

would you like this Workshop to be at its final session? What do we need to do to make it 

happen? As we& 1 outlined my concem about the impact of retreats and the possibility of 

a fùli day's session in Jamrary. Laura expressed her conviction that "ifwe can at least get 

the criteria it would be a sense of accornpiishing something s i ~ c a n t . "  As we exploreci 

this, the matter of iacIuding other participants became an issue. Some saw merit in 

bringing either cadets or other officers into the Workshop. ûthers questioned this in light 

of the group's achieving as much as we had. Evenhially we agreed to a full day for one 

session in Jmuary, but in order to honour time 1 inviteci them to use the j o d  to indicate 
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their preference of location. Later 1 discussed their responses with the Principai, and we 

agreed that the sixth session could take place for a full day away fiom the coliege's 

campus. 

With the Workshop past its half-way point, 1 took advantage of the month of 

December to stand back fiom its irnmediacy. Time permined some reading and reflection 

around the notion of criteria. 1 also wanted to give more time to our fâmily, especiaily 

with the return of our eldest daughter f?om a four month sojourn in Los Angeles. But the 

intensity of Christmas in a Salvation Army institution was s a  evident with aü the extra 

activities that took place. 

w n  Sk:  We entered the s ix th  session on January 4, barely back fiom the Christmas 

break. 1 stiil felt some personal tiredness, and 1 sensed that same tiredness in the s t s .  

There was little option but to continue in light of Officer Retreats approaching. 

For worship I read the account of the questionhg scribe and Jesus, from Mark 

12: 28-34. anticipating fùture discussion about character and action. Then it seemed 

appropriate tu 'gather some strands" of the Workshop to this point, recognizing the 

interval since! our last session. Already 1 was depicting the Workshop as a "journey." 

Eventualiy 1 brought recent concem together: that we work towards criteria for a 

curriculum, and uiat we focus on the portrait of a new officer. One of my goals in this 

session was to see how such a por t r t  wuld fiction as a criterion for the curriculum. So 

the staff were invited to r e m  to th& original triads and develop the qualities they sou& 
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in an officer's knowing, doing and chamter. In addition, though, I asked them to respond 

to the question, Why? For each quality they were to think of the rationde for it. My hope 

was to seek a clear rationale for criteria, and not simply Esten to the loudest voices. To 

assist them 1 distributed gleanirïgs of their rernarks tiom prwious sessions that seerned to 

suggest criteria for officer qualities. 

Back in the plenary formation the various groups spoke to the task. Peter 

responded for his group: "We said that an officer should be a lover of souls. . . . We felt 

that was important because it was to be tme to our name and nature and spirit of the 

Army." Graham spoke for the next group: "what we want to produce at the end of the 

two year period are people of integrity." Enca's group spoke of the need to view training 

as "a beginning . . . a foundation." Laura larnerited that her group "flunked. . . . 1 had ali 

kinds of responses fiom people . . . but not enough time to coiiate the responses." But her 

group did speak of integrity, and servant leadership qualities because "these represent 

Christ, they mode1 his character, and they bis comma~ds.~ 

HaWig heard their initial responses 1 wanted to keep pushing the notion of 

rationale for their choices. "Why is this important in 1994?", 1 asked. As the conversatio~ 

continueci, 1 kept asking the question. From Patricia Cranton's perspective, 

Good critical questionhg mates a sense of di~eq~brium,  which Mezirow . . . 
would describe as a trigger event for transforrnative learning and which leamhg 
theorists would describe as a prereqyisite for leamer inv~lvement.~ 

"Cranton, 11- f r R e  173. 



As the conversation developed it becarne evident that participants had taken the 

Workshop's concerns ïnto the Christmas break. They asked questions of others, and 

brought responses back. An ability to manage tirne, for instance, was important because in 

Marguerite's perception "people don't want you to waste th& time." Peter continued: 

"That's right. They want a bigger bang for their buck." I sensed a shift in focus fkom the 

officer to that of a corps and after discussion about that I took it a step fbrther: "What 

about God? 1s our understanding of God changing, or does it need to change?" There was 

a moment's silence und Busboy responded with, "My sense . . . is that we in the Saivation 

Army are perhaps going through an identity crisis. 1 dont think we know what we are any 

more." EventuaUy 1 sought to take this conversation and connect criteria to nimculum, 

keeping the question Why? in view. Various attempts were made at this, but time 

prevented fbrther discussion. 1 indicated a tentative booking of another location for a fidl 

day's session on January 18, and closed with prayer. 

As I joumalled my own refiections der  this session, 1 expresseci conceni that we 

had " hit a wd. " I was conscious of the Eitigue present, even a .  a personai level. 1 

wonderd how much Laura's journal spoke for others: 

I came to the Workshop with a tïred, over-loaded, scattered mind. Consequently 1 
wasntt able to focus or concentrate weii. . . . My ody obsewation/feeling . . . was 
that we seem to be at a stage of information overioad: too many lists, sheets, 
accumulatecl input. It seemed hard to wade through everything. . . . We need some 
way to simpl3y . . . aii the info into a workable fhmework. 

A few cadet situations contributed to my own jounialling. One of my classes spoke 

out against the work they were being asked to do within the college. Then one afternoon a 



young motha came to see me about dropping out of the brass ensemble 1 conducted. 

Probing her request, she then broke into t a u s  over the dilemma of wanting to be both a 

good mother and a good student. I wrote: 

How 1 hope we can corne up with a curriculum that wiU enable our cadets to say, 
These are the most delightful and stimulating years of my life to this point. 
Theological leaming has been that for me in other settings; why can't it be that way 
for us? . . . I want these last few sessions to count. Something neecis to change. I 
have no doubt that I will l e m  &orn the whole experience, including its 
shortcornings. But 1 reaily do want a Merent curriculum in place next year. . . . 
But 1 am beginning to realize just how mammoth this task is. 1 am beginning to 
think that one of my tasks just now is to help make this project manageable. It 
would be cmshing for staff if after dl this time and effort we found ourselves more 
deeply mireci in coafusion. 

on Seva: 1 approached the full day session on January 18 with apprehension. Only 

two sessions would remain after this, and I did not know just what could be accomplished. 

Jounials 6om previous sessions indicated an "ovenvhelrning" feeling with respect to the 

task. As 1 thought about this stage of the Workshop it seemed timely to offer a more 

personal vision with respect to curriculum. In Charles Wood's metaphors, "Theological 

reflection invoives a dialecticd relationship between vision and discenunent."" My own 

perception of the Workshop was that we had thus fàr "di~cefned" the various elements of 

the curriculum. This was an opportunity to synthesize concems into a new mode4 or 

vision. 

%harles M. Wood, V i i d  (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1 M S ) ,  69. 
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Much planning went into this session. One ofthe fkst things 1 did was to invite 

Laura and Graham to plan Our tirne of worship. This was their first year on staff, and 1 

sensed their passion and gdts concerning worship. 1 also looked for ways to involve a few 

of the staEwhose voices tended to get lost in conversations. Fiona and Anchor agreed to 

look after refieshments at the new location, and Alice went with me to work out details 

with this church. 1 also invited representatives from Field, Perso~e l  and Education to do 

some homework with respect to the cumculum and time. 

We commenced with the worship planned by Laura and Graham. They had 

obvîously given much thought to this, drawing on texts and images used thus far in the 

Workshop, and their own remces .  One prayer asked that God's "love WU unite us into a 

fellowship of discovery." They wncluded with Augustine's prayer: "Help us to know Thee 

that we rnay t d y  love Thee; so to love Thee that we may M y  serve Thee, whom to serve 

is perfect freedom. " 

Marguerite followed by waiking us through cadet experiences in relation to the.  

Staff in her Perso~el  Department had contacteci various cadets, who logged a week in 

order to reflect their tives to us. 1 asked that questions be limited to those ofclari£ication 

so that we could move to Peter's similar presentation of leaniing commitments in relation 

to tirne. As weil as courses, he outlined a cadet's experience of specid lectures and 

serninars. Finally Sarah visuaJized a cadet's eqerience of field activities. in this brief 

presentation we looked "at the curriculum through the glasses of time." My own rationale 

for this carne 60x11 the constant references to time thus fhr in the Workshop, and the 
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conviction that curriculum is a system; if one aspect of the system changed it would 

prompt change elsewhere. 

Participants were uivited to offer more openaided comments. They gave their 

reactions: Karlos acknowledged, "Pm not sure that 1 can conceptuaily put all of this stdf 

together so that 1 have some kind of a comprehensive picture of it aiiw; and Barb 

recognked that "when you look at the curriculm for two years and look at ail those 

things, no wonder minds get jumbled up." 1 inquùed about the effects of our curriculum 

on cadets and staff Laura chuckled about a cadet looking at a pichire of Graham and 

expressed the impression that it had been taken some years before, only to discover that it 

was just a few months old. Eventuaiiy, Peter said of cadets that, "They're too busy; 1 feel 

guiIty i f1  even cal1 them. You know they're busy - extrernely busy." 

When we came back fkom a break, 1 presented a new model for the curiculum. 1 

began with a theological rationale, drawing on part of the conversation fiom our prwious 

session. I drew attention especiaily to Sarah who said that "the ftture of the Army 

depends on wheuier our mission is Godls mission." 1 took that a linle fbrther by indicating 

that "Gd's mission always takes place in a context . . . in a particuiar geography and place 

in tirne." Thus men the Army's sense of mission has changed in time. The conviction 1 

offered the staffwas that the Amy is "cded to express and embody salvation in our 

world," and the way we understand saivation will affect the way we approach the mission 

of our curriculum. In dweioping this model I used the white board to sketch the various 

compoaents of God's mission in relation to the Army's. 



From there 1 expressed the following convictions as a way of approaching the 

curriculum: 

* We acknowledged in the Workshop that our curriculum was foundational. 
* The capacity to leam is as important as cornpetence in particular skills. 
* There is an interdependence between the international goals of "knowing Go& 
krxowing yourself, and howing your mission. " 
* Christian leadership is characterized by an ability to integrate understanding, 
character and rninistry skills. 
* The college's Field clas offered a way to integrate those various aspects of 
training. 
* The theological concept that brings this together is salvation. 

1 expressed my hope that our cUTncuIurn could be shaped more by a sense of "sabbath," 

which takes seriously the rhythm of work and rest, rather than drivemess. 

I tumed to the matter of mtena by which to make this possible. Stephen 

Brooffield's definition of criteria had helped me, so I spoke of them as "value-based 

judgments that we c o d t  for our estbations of worth and mexit."u With a chart 1 

suggested t hat : 

* L d g  expectations wiü match the time available. 
* Cadets who are parents wiU be considerd when detemiining those expectations. 
* T h e  aiiotted to leamhg outside the classroom wiU Vary according to the nature 
of the course. 

The effect of this mode1 when spelled out in more detail was to drastically reduce 

the number of courses taken by cadets, but hopefuly increase the depth of leaniing. Core 

courses would be clustered by those elements importaut in our tradition: Scriphire; the 

"Stephen D. Brookfield, Peve-m . . (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass 
Publishers, 1987), 200. 
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A m y ' s  tradition; and skiIis of ministry. Consistent integration experiences would also 

bring the matter of spiritual formation into the currîcuîum as an integrai part of it. 

I stopped and inviteci respooses. My own journalling reflects the fragdity 1 felt in 

that moment, w o n d e ~ g  how the proposal might be received. On the whole, however, 

questions and comments indicated a certain energy for the rnodel. Its implications for 

structure within the coiiege was also recognized. 

We broke for lunch and came back in groups to explore the implications of this 

model. The staff continueci to add critena, and in tirne they began to talk about giving 

more attention to this proposal before lune. Graham picked up on the matter of timing and 

said, "My only fear in di of this . . . is that if, percharice, you move next June, what does 

that do to this project?" The Principal, who was aware of discussions with THQ, 

expresseci his conviction that the creation of criteria for the curriculum was an effective 

"way that this whole t b g  s M s  fiom Ray to us. And we carry the ball." 

Once home, 1 had an opportunity to Uiquire how my spouse responded to the day. 

hiring the presentation of the mode11 thought she was subdued. She acknowledged a 

failure to foUow the process of my presentation, and to some extent felt excluded fiom 

that process. She did not feel an integral part of the vision atthough it seemed to help the 

group. The person closest to me felt distmced by my approach to that vision. I was tom 

between the enthusiastic response of others, and her hesitancy. 

FoUowing the seventh session 1 experienced another tension with respect to the 

Workshop. With just two sessions remiuning, any realhtion of a new curriculu11 was 



impossible within the Workshop itself 1 j o u d e d  my reactions on January 3 1 : 

The issue fiicing me today has to do with a sense ofincompleteness as I approach 
the end of the Workshop. After the next session, which wiii deal with THQ, there 
is virtually ody one session remaining, ifwe stay with the tirnetable set out in the 
Thesis Proposai. 1 am tom: If1 stay with that tirnetable, it would make the 
reflections and analysis more manageable. 1 am aiready becoming aware of the 
immensity of the task facing me. . . . On one hand 1 am eager for the Workshop 
itself to conclude. There is, however, a growing concern within me that I would be 
closing the workshop prematurely. And as 1 think about it, a primary reason is 
theological. I would not be content with a design that does not lead to action If, as 
Myers says, "action lies on each side of truth",* then I need and want to take our 
conversations to the level of action. To stay at the level of criteria alone would not 
be adequate for me. 

I met with my Thesis Cornmittee that day, and agreed with their assistance, to stay 

with the research boundaries, and be content with two more sessions for my task. 

The staffhad agreed, in the last session, to corne to the next with a focus on our 

presentation to Temtorial Headquarters, or THQ. While çome participants expressed a 

desire to think about the new mode1 in relation to the staff, two factors influenced the 

decision. First, any suggestion about dividing the Workshop to take on different tasks was 

met with resistance; they wanted to work together. Second, the Principal voiced wncem 

that a new cUfTiculum would need to pass through the approval of THQ. A session 

devot ed to this ta& carried everyone's judgment. 

&six&&: This session was held back at the d e g e ,  on February 15. Since it was 

. . 
=This phrase is more of a personai paraphrase taken fiom Ched Myers, 

Stronp m. His sentence reads, "1 accept the axiom of liberation theology that 
practice must lie on either side ofreflection." 
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scheduled on a Staff Devdopment Day the moming was fke of classes, and participants 

expresseci a desire to have it at that the .  

I commenced the session by recapping the essence of the model proposed, for two 

reasons. First, a s iwcant  amount of t h e  had elapsed between the sessions. Second, 1 

was concemed to ensure my wife's understanding and cornmitment to the project. 

Admittedly, personal reasons were paramount; but her personal contributions to the 

project were deeply valued by me. 1 4x1 indicated that this model was a proposal, and not 

a "done deai." As a model, though, we could imagine taking it to THQ and seek a 

reaction. 

One of my concerns in this session was to overcome any sense of dualism between 

the coilege and THQ. The Ianguage of "we/thmW tended to dominate conversations over 

dEerent issues. So 1 began by asking the staff to name some of the ways THQ had a role 

in the Life of the wliege. They responded with such observations as: appointments, 

hding ,  approval of c ~ c u i u x n ,  acceptame of cadets, approving college sweaters, and 

our homes. 1 sketched a brief history of THQ imtolvement in training coiieges, corn the 

days of Bramwell Booth to the present. Peter detaiied THQ's present involvement at our 

coilege, demonstrating its presence in special lectures, courses and seminars. Part of the 

tension in the cuniculum had to do with what the staff perceiveci as an inappropriate 

amount of time aiiocaîed to THQ. Even as he spoke, feehgs started to emerge. 

1 asked the s t a f  what they heard when they kept thek ears to the ground foiiowing 

a THQ presentation. They mentioned such responses as repetition, a question of 



reIevance7 timing, and presentations that were simply read. 

ui order to approach the THQ issue, it seemed to me that a more playful method 

might help. 1 gravitated to role simulation for a couple of reasoos. First, 1 sensed my own 

craft of teaching was tending towards what Viginia GritEin depicts as playing with a one- 

string guitar." It was the, eom my perspective, to do something different. More to the 

point, Patricia Cranton notes thai- 

Most learners are firmly entrenched in various roles. . . . Experiences that 
encourage learners to take on the roles and hence the perspectives of others cm 
lead to consciousness-raising. Of these, role-playing may be the most commonly 
used strategy. 

The aaffwere invited to form two groups: a THQ Cabinet, and a college delegation. The 

Principal was permitteci to observe the exercise in order to view the kinds of dynamics at 

work for his own presentation to THQ. Peter and Aüce were asked to assume the 

Detective role, in order to look for assumptions. The Cabinet was asked to tell the cokge 

jua what role it thought THQ shodd play in its curriCUIum. And the coliege delegation 

was instnicted to inforrn the Cabinet why THQ was being Iimited to one course of twenty 

classes. 

Members of the Cabinet assumeci appropnate tities, and the "Secretary for 

Persomei," played by Marguerite, expresseci the conviction that THQ needed presence at 

26Viirginia R Gri5n, "Holistic Leaminfleaching in Adult Education: Would You Play 
a One-String GuitaP chap. in The Cr& of T- (Toronto: Culture Concepts 
Publishers 1988), 107-130. 
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the coiiege because "we bring an awareness of the structure . . . and hctions of TKQ . . . 

and aiso an international perspective. . . . And we want a reciprocal loyalty." The college's 

representative, Sarah, achowledged that 

Whüe we recognize the importance ofpresenting the perspectives that you 
addressed eariier, we feel that we could do this in a much briefer amoum of time 
and s t i l l  keep the same importance attacheci to it. 

The ensuing conversation had its playful and terse moments. When the Principal asswned 

a THQ perspective by saying, "You people dont understand how busy we are," Sarah 

stuck to her role: "Wlth al due respect, we are t a b g  about the entire future of the 

Saivation Amy!" A tense moment came when 1 shut d o m  Peter in his Detective role. 1 

had invited Detective responses to the discussion, but felt that he moved beyond bis rote 

to more personal convictions. I h d y  cut in saying, "Let's stay with the presentation, 

airight?" Evenhially he concluded: "and that's ail Pve got." He remaineci silent und the end 

of the session. 1 apologized to Peter ater the session for the spirit in which 1 rebuked him. 

As we brought the session to a close, 1 invited observations. Karlos concluded that 

THQ would be willing to Listen to the coliege's proposai. Esther wuntered: "1 tbink when 

they [THQl hear this, they're going to die. " The emerging thinking fiom the exercise was 

expressed by one member: "while THQ may bave less actual hours in the wllege, maybe 

we're saying that they need to have more hours in the on-going training." Realiting that 

they had spent t h e  in roles, I i n q d  ifanyone wanted to comment wming out of those 

roles. Sensing their completion with the session, it concluded with prayer. 

Soon aiter, I met with the Principal to disaiss the &hue of the Workshop. He 



indicated his intention for it to continue, but also that I be weaued fiom its leadership. He 

was aware of the inmeashg likelihood that my wife and 1 would be receiving a new 

appointment in the spring. W e  had by then been able to talk more openly about our 

Merent reactions to the seventh session. 

Session Nm: The Workshop's final session took place on March 8, 1995. The coiiege was 

approaching the end of its winter semester, so there was a sense of closure there as wefl. 

As expressed at the beginning of this narrative, the commencement and conclusion of the 

Workshop were important moments for me as an educator. While it was not concluding as 

1 had initidy hoped, with a new curriculum, it was important that it nnish appropnately. 

As well as b ~ g u i g  the Workshop to a close, this session aiso needed to act as a bridge to 

the hture. With this in rnind 1 asked the Principal to lead a segment to accomplish this. 

1 came to the session asking two questions: What do 1 need to do for the st& and 

What would 1 like them to do for me? The first thhg 1 did was to express words of th&, 

to the staff, to the Principal who took risks with this researcb, and to my secretary, who 

worked hard translating each session into a typed manuscript. 

A second task, it seemed important to me, was to "harvestn the Workshop's work. 

We had estabLished the goal of detennining criteria for the Cumcuium, so 1 went through 

the data and gieaned various criteria that were fiamed in ou .  conversations. Then 1 narned 

various categories, and arranged them into primary and secondary criteria 1 

acknowledged my own perspective in doing this, but wmted to place this work before the 



group for their response. They were intended as a kind of playful, but workhg, 

doc~ment.~' A few clarincations and critiques were offered dong the way. Once finished, 

Gary questioned the aiterion that suggested structural and personnel changes in light of 

this mode1 saying, "we cannot administrate integration." I acknowtedged the concern, but 

suggested that the administration of the college wodd need to see how the cnteria 

fimctioned as a working document. . 

The Principal took t h e  to Mew the fiiture. He too expresseci thanks to the staff, 

and stated his conviction that "we stand on the threshold of an opportunity." He opened 

up conversation with three questions: Where do we go from here? How do we get there? 

Who's gohg to do it? Both hesitations and commitments were srpressed. Peter voiced his 

conviction that the proposal implied resmxchiring in the coiiege: "Therets no way you can 

get renewal and keep it in the old wine skïn." Gary added that while such changes may not 

have worked in the American colleges, "1 think in Canada we might be able to make it 

work." The Principal concluded with his cormitment: "My purpose is now to take what 

we have done and try to put flesh and bones into it." 

Following a break we returned to reflect on the whole of the Workshop's process. 

Instead of the usual journal questions, I revised them to inquire about th& reactions to the 

whole experience. They were &en the questions before the session? Graham began by 

"See Appendix F for a complete description of the aiteria. 

"See Appendix C for the questions. 
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depicting the cokge as a "sleeping giant" and expressed his appreciation "for the people 

on the staffand for the potentiai that there is . . . to make changes." Barb noted the 

"passion" exhibited in the course of the Workshop. And Gary chided Our use of 

uncornfortable chairs! Busboy expressed his concern "whether we are jua sining down 

and talking and not making thùigs happen." 1 suggested that we might "at least change the 

coffee hour!" But Lorie, who supervised that area added, "You dont know the hoop that 

makes. Let me teil you, changing 15 minutes makes a lot of work." Warning that the 

cntena not become shackles, Peter added his conviction that we "seize the day." 

To bring the Workshop to a close, 1 invited the staff to worship. I approached this 

moment through my work in homiletics, believing that one appropriate way to conclude a 

sermon is to weave your way back tbrough some ofits images. I gleaned music, biblical 

texts and prayers to fashion this tirne, and for one prayer invited the staff to name 

"architects and builders" of Salvation Army training for whom they were gratetùl. This 

time of worship concluded with an older Salvationist song, which wntains a phrase most 

meanuigful to me. It was included in the verse which sings: 

Let the gtorious message roU, 
Roll through every nation, 

Witnessing fiom soul to soul 
This immenile salvation. 

Now I h o w  'tis fiiU and fke, 
O the wondrous story! 

For 1 feel 'tis swing me, 
GmY g l W Y  g l o r ~ ! ~  

3 h i s  Song is #546 in the m e n t  Sonp Book; its author is uaknown. 
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1 felt the depth of the phrase, "immense salvation," as we concluded the Workshop. And 

Lorie went through some hoops to arrange a celebratory coffee break! 

Late in March the design of the college's curricuiuxn resumed through the work of 

a Curriculum Design Conmittee, which reported its work to the whole staff. I was a 

member of the Design Committee, and we utilized the criteria firom the Workshop for its 

task. By the end of Iune a new curriculum was in place, and a new structure 

complemented it. The separate Field and Education Departmats were eiiminated, and one 

Curriculum Department was created, embracing field, class leaming and spinhial 

formation. These were brought under the supervision of a C m i d u r n  Director. A purpose 

statement was fashioned to reflect the auridum's goal that 

cadets will develop the capacity to integrate their understanding of God's mission 
depicteci in the Scriptures, with The Salvation Amy's mission in our world, and 
with the character and cornpetencies required to help realize thaî mission. 

With officer changes that spring, rny d e  and I were appointed to Catherine Booth Bible 

Coilege, in Wepeg.  Five other staEmembers changed as weU: Fiona and Anchor retired, 

Erka and Gr- accepteci an appointment in Scotland, and Charles was appointed to 

Newfoundd. In September 1995 this College For Officer Training commenced its work 

with a new stafS a new structure, and a new curridum, 1 felt a tremendow sense of 

satisfaction knowing this, yet, like another leader in the wilderness, watched that fbture 

take effect £?om a distance. 



Chapter Four 

VIEWING THE WORKSHOP 

This chapter presents my analysis of the Workshop. It begins with an account of 

the process by which 1 arrived at the mnhodology employed, then "views" the data 

through the lem ofthat methodology. As 1 do this 1 will engage my findings with the 

thesis proposal statementl in order to suggest what effects took place using addt leaming 

methodologies in this curridurn design process. By viewing the Workshop this way, I 

will account for its journey and accomptishments. 

S tory of the Anal*: 

During the summer of 1995,I commenceci my refieaions on the Workshop's data 

with an awareness of two sisnifiCaut changes. Fust, the coilege itselfprepared to 

implement a new curridum with a revised administrative structure and a Mixent staff. 

Second, my reflections began in a location other than the Toronto college. As 1 moved 

into my new appointment at Catherine Booth Bible College, I becarne conscious of 

Merent structures and issues. While 1 sensed advmtages to this, 1 was concemed not to 

read rnatters of my new context into this analysis. 

Several aaaiysis options were considered, such as the "pastoral circle" advocated 

'See Appendix A for the Thesis Proposal. I will indicate my findings through the use of 
itaiicized words in this chapter. A summary of these findings can be found in Appendix E. 



by Joe HoUand and Peter Henr i~ t .~  Their method involves a process of action and 

reflection consisting of four elements: insertion; social analysis; theological refleaion; and 

pastoral planning. Ifthis mode1 had been adopted, the Workshop would constitute the 

"insertion," or what they name the "lived expenence" of the p r b u y  data.) As a next sep, 

the Workshop would undergo a "social analysis" designed especiaily to disclose its 

historical and structural relationships: 

Kistoricd d y s i s  is a study of the changes of a social system through tirne. 
Structural anaiysis provides a cross section of a systern's framework in a given 
moment of tirne. A sense of both the historical and structural dimensions is 
necessary for a comprehensive ar~alysis.~ 

By anaiyzing the social structures at work they wodd hope to "move beyond personal 

considerations toward specific structural changes."* While d elements have a theological 

dimension, the third moment in the pastoral circle is more intentionaüy "theological 

reflection. " The fourth moment in the process is "pastoral planning. " Since the goal 

intends to lead to something new, the authors think of the process more as a spiral than a 

circle. Together the various elements create a process of reflection and action. 

In the transition of that summer, however, I read Patricia Cranton's book on adult 

learning, Pro-ve ansformative. With the Workshop 

'~oe Holiand and Peter Henriot, S.J., Soçijii 4nalysis (Maryknoll: Mis  Books, 1983). 

'Holland and H e ~ o t ,  8. 

'Hoiland and Henriot, 14. 

'~olland and Henriot, 24. 
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fiesh in my memory, her language and approach resonated with some of my own hunches. 

If indeed "transformation" was effeaed at the college, how did it corne about? in 

Cranton's view, 

Transfomative leamin8 occurs when, through cntical self-reflection, an ind~duai 
revises oid or develops new assumptions, beliefs, or ways of seeing the world! 

I believed the staffengaged in designing the d c u l u m  with a view of the world, 

especialiy of the Salvation Army and its training coileges. They possessed meaning 

perspectives, or "a set of expectations that is based on past experience."' The experience 

of the Workshop engaged these meaning perspectives, and atkned or questioned them. 

Critical thuiking about assumptions becomes important because, in Cranton's view, 

"distortions in underlying assumptions lead, naturdy, to distortions in the perspectives 

[people] have on the world."' As new ideas and possibilities came to these officers, they 

reconciled or rejected them. 1 began to wonder if participants in this Workshop raiseci 

their assumptions or "viewed the worldn differentiy because of it? And if so what effects 

did that have? 

These considerations prompted me to begin reading the data in a certain way. In so 

doing, a number of thiags beçame apparent. First, the Workshop's members engaged in 

critical reflection. Some of this was orchestrated through the role of the Detective, and 
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questions in the journais. The raising of assumptions also happened spontaneously, as, for 

instance, when one participant asked, "Do we assume that at the end of this training 

period we have produced an oficer?" Second, it became apparent that participants used 

perspectival language through such phrases as, "1 think our perception is that [cadets] are 

older"; and "1 am beghhg to see that." Third, the Workshop assuneci the character of a 

narrative. The data discloses elements of story such as bepinouig. endin& plot and, fiom 

my perspective. even turning point. Connections were made between sessions, and 

participants spoke more encompassingly of "the Workshop." Thus 1 began to view the 

data with a sense of aory in minci, conscious of my own angle of vision, but looking for 

the perspectives of the officer staff. 

Further reading of the data enabled me to sense wmmon themes. Two eady 

threads in its conversation asked what constituted the curriculum, and whether it needed 

to be changeci. 1 began to read the data with a view to discerning what Strauss and Corbin 

cal1 "conceptuai labels." As a first step in conceptuaking data they suggest 

taking apart an observation, a sentence, a paragraph, and gMng each discrete 
incident, idea, or went, a name, somethuig that stands for or represents a 
p henomenon. 

As 1 reflected on the data, it became apparent that various "conceptuai labels" 

were repeated, either by different voices or by the same voice over t h e .  In viewing the 

Workshop 1 chose to name these "perceptud fields." Thus this analysis of the data wiU 

'Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin, &&s of Ouatfaaive -& . . (Newbury Park, Ca: 
SAGE Publications7 Inc., 1 WO), 63. 
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speak of both individuai and shared, or corporate, perceptions. 

As perceptuai fields emerged fkom my initiai reading, 1 sensed them clustering 

around two matters: the nimculum, and the process of the Workshop. This dimension of 

analysis represents what Strauss and Corbin c d  "categorizing," which is "the process of 

grouping concepts that seem to pertain to the same phen~rnena."'~ I presented these 

findings to my Thesis Director in the fd of that year, and, while endorsing the direction 1 

was taking, he encouraged me to look for more intentionally theologicai categories. That 

work continued through the f d  until the foliowing fields and categories emerged: 

1- THE CURRICULUM 

* What is it? 

* 1s it broken? 

* What is its goal? 

* How is it named? 

2. THE WORKSHOP 

* Authonty - Do we have the right to do this? 

* Change - Let's not just ta& about it. 

* Community - Who is doing t h ?  

* Competency - Who is sufEcient for these things? 

* Cntical Thinking 

10Strauss and Corbin, 65. 



* Episternology - Staff convictions about Ieaming. 

* Format 

* Frameworks of perception 

* Hospitality 

* Meaning of  the Workshop 

+ Language world 

* Passion for the Workshop 

* Playfiheu in the Workshop 

* Story 

3 .  THEOLOGY 

* GQd 

* Revelation, including Scripture 

* Tradition 

* Humanity 

* Sdvation 

* Leadership 

* Hope and T h e  

* Church, Kingdom, World 

* Creation 

* Sin 

* Calling and Ministry 



* Experience 

* Context 

As these perceptuai fields were named and clustered 1 wrote menty brief essays 

based on them seeking to make sense of the data. On further reflection I felt somethg 

lacking, and that was the Workshop's sense of plot. The various conceptual labels and 

categories helped, but they seemed static. 1 went back to the data and sought to read it 

with its sense of story in muid. Percephial fields 6rom the beginning and conclusion of the 

Workshop were set beside each other, and 1 looked for change in the perceptions of the 

group and individuais. In so doing 1 became conscious of my opening words in Session 

One, and how they seemed to a a  as a foi1 for participants. 1 looked for ways perceptual 

fields either affhed that staternent, or challenged it. They did! As noted in its narration, 

the seventh session ended up with a renewed sense of energy. But the surpnsing moment 

in my analysis came when the data discloseci sisnifiant s M s  in perceptual fields even 

before the seventh session! Thus pnor to that moment of change there were incremental 

perceptual shifis related to the concems of the Workshop. Foliowing Strauss and Corbin's 

notion of "axial coding" as "a set of procedures whereby data are put back together in new 

ways afker open coding, by making comections between categories," 1 began plotting the 

various fields together.12 1 have m e d  each comection a ccstructural move," and my 

- - - - 

"Sec Chapter Three, p.69, and below in this chapter, p. 1 14. 

LZ They describe axial coding as "a set of procedures whereby data are put back 
together in new ways after open coding, by making connections between categories." 



reading of the data expresses the foflowing conviction: 

1. In the Workshop's early stages, percephial fields emerge that question and 

challenge my assumai fiamework; 

2. At the same the, other perceptual fields endorse that hmework; 

3. WhiIe the Workshop's momentum noticeably renews in Session Seven, 

important perceptwi changes were o c h g  prior to that moment; 

4. These shifts in perceptuai fields, as weil as other fàctors, contributed to the 

various accomplisbments of the Workshop. 

Thus 1 have chosen to view the Workshop through the lem of a particu1a.r adult leamhg 

model. 1 ma it will bring greater integrity to the process of analysis, in that consistency is 

estabiished between the methodologies of the Workshop and its analysis. 

In my narrating of Session One, 1 noted an important assumption placed before the 

stafS in which 1 expresseci both a conviction and an invitation: 

1 begin this Workshop with the assumption that everyone has some contribution to 
make to the creaîion of our cumcuium. ûthers may also have a contribution, but 
yours is vitally important. Let's have some fun doing it! 

In viewing the data that statement, which hctioned as an important fhmework for me, is 

challenged. Thedore, 1 begin this analysis with the conviction that: 

Strauss and Corbiq 96. 



1. In the Workshop's emly stuges. percepfuaifieZds emerge thut question anci 

chaIIenge my ussumedframework. 

1.1 Before the end of the opening session, Laura, in her role as Detective, clearly 

questioned my assumption As we approached its closing moments, she acknowledged her 

own lack of clarity in this role, ami questioned my assurnption 

that we're quaiifid to be part of this exercise. That we have the necessary 
background or information to do it. That our perceptions are accurate and maybe 
that our perceptions are common or somewhat common to the whole. 

While there is much in that response, it r a i d  the issue of qiialification, or cornpetence. 

The data does not suggest that al1 participants question their competency, but a perceptual 

field emerges of those who do. Alice journailed at the opening session's conclusion that 

her tension in the Workshop was, "In aot knowing what is expected of me, and wondering 

if 1 can 'rneasure up'. * Lorie j o d e d  her "sense of the job being too big for me. 

Codidence in others though." She wntiriued, "Perhaps that 1 have not much to contribute 

to the process except keen interest and concern." Sarah especidy voices her lack of 

competency for the ta&. She acknowledges that in response to the opening session, "1 

guess it has brought up the question of where I fit in all of this." Graham expresseci 

enthusiasm but lack of confidence in -If: "1 am excited to be a part of this project!" 

But in the next session he j o d e d ,  "1 sometimes feel inadquate or puorly qqualied to 

have the 'assumed' responsibiiity to be involveci in this curriculum study." It becomes 
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evident in the data îhat personal expressions dealing with competency show up in the 

journais, not in the transcript of the session. This realization holds for other important 

moments in the Workshop. Therefore, I contend that the employment of~~1maIsproved 

ro be an zmportrmt resource for umkrsîandjng the perceptions of parrcpmts. 

Karlos noted the fkquency with which some members participated: "It was 

disappointing that some staffrnembers seem to be reticent to jump in and participate. 

Shyness perhaps." The issue becomes most acute for Peter, when the fourth session 

bogged down during the portrait of officer cornpetencies. He joUIL1iI11ed: 

We need people who have worked and thought this whole process through in 
order to give some red direction to the whole group process. The "total" stafbay 
not be the answer. 

Another dimension of this issue has to do with the way a sense of competency for 

the Workshop evoked similar thoughts about stafbntriiutions to the cdege, and even 

to the Amy. Charles came out of the second session feeiing "that maybe I should not be 

involved in teaching courses." And Busboy, in my view, brings the two together: "The fact 

that the training of cadets is an awesome task, and the question, Who is d c i e n t  for these 

things? " 

As will be noted, it becomes significant in rny estimation to observe those staff 

members who change in thek sense of competency, and why. But there e d s  a clear 

perceptuai field in the Workshop's early sessions that questions personal and group 

competency to carry out the task. My anticipation of what Brooffield caiis an "imposter 

syndrome," is evident in the Workshop's data. Put more biblicaily, 'Who is sutncient for 



these things?" (2 Cor 2: 16). 

1.2 in rny opening words I said, "We are going to expenence a Curriculum Workshop 

together." Moments later I stated my asswnption that "everyone has some contribution to 

make" to the curriCUIumts design. The Workshop was designed so that the whole staff 

could engage in this task, regardless of each person's direct involvement with the 

curriculum. In the, a perceptual field f o m  that questions the value and possibility of 

realizuig the project together. 

It should be noted first that the data rweals the use of communal language by its 

participants. Even before I cornmencd my leadership, the Principal set the tone: 

For me, this is a rather . . . exciting moment because it represents some 
possibilities, 1 think, for us - our school - and for us as a stafS to do some 
unprecedented things. 

Throughout the Workshop, the staff  met in dinerent groupings, such as random triads, 

departmental groups, and the fidl plenary. And while they spoke with a clear sense of 

personal identity, corporate language becornes evident early in the first session, nich as 

when Kartos quipped, "Can we have a different Questioner?" and Marguerite wondered if 

"we should have started with a statement of what our philosophy of training is." J o u d s  

fiom the second session rweded a simüar vocabdary, such as Alice's observation, "We do 

not know as a staffwhat the total curriculum is." Mer the fowth session, Bah reflects on 

our "corporate hstration at this task of creating a curriculum. The struggle and 

hstration belongs to us all. We 'own' it." 



Some of this c o r n m d  language could be amibuted to the fact that a i l  

participants in the Workshop were appointeci to the coiiege as officers. CoUectively they 

are referred to as "staff" or "officer s t a f P  That fàct does not, however, ixnply a sense of 

cornrnunity at a deep Ievel ofknowing. Thus in response to my personal story in the 

opening session, Peter jounialled his conviction that "we are thrown togetIier7 work 

together, but dont really know each other." 

Whatever the Workshop's early sense of community, it was both threatened and 

questioned. As has akeady been observeci, a few participants questioned the contribution 

they rnight make to the Workshop. As well, it did not take long before departmental lines 

created tension. When Peter voiced his conviction that the field "am become a moaster 

that can swallow up everything in this college," Sarah chalIenged him moments later: 

"What do you mean by the field swalfowing up [everything]?" In Session Three I 

htroduced various Salvation Army documents in order to demonstrate the authority 

vested in a college to design its curriculum. The documents themselves, howwer, became 

a matter of concem. Erica joumailed her perception that, 

there wss a feeling - not intentional Itm sure - that made a difference between those 
in the know of certain documents and reports and the rest of us! This did - h m  
my observation - mate  a perceived division - and may create a sense of distnist to 
the red value of our input if some work and thinking has and is already occurring. 

In other words7 what was intendeci by me to evoke confidence ended up undermining 

trust. 1 observe then that the employment of some A I t  methodoogres hud the oppsite 

effect to my intention. 
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When the design process seemed to bog do- in the next session, Peter responded 

with his concern that, 

We need people who have worked and thought this whole process through in 
order to give some reai direction to the whole group process. The "totalf1 M m a y  
not be the answer. 

For at least one participant, the merits of designhg the cmiculum together were 

outweighed by accomplishing the task through those considered quaiified. Thus 

participants spoke the language of community, and many valued it in their responses, but a 

perceptual field emerged fkom a few participants that critiqued its quality and importance. 

1.3 A related perception that emerged conceras the issue of l e g i h t e  authority. This 

was not so much a question of the "total" group designing the Cumcuium, but whether the 

staffconstituted the "right" group to engage in the task The matter was not expressed 

opedy in the first session, but it was voiced in Petec's journal in which he asked, "Cari we 

create our own curriculum? Are you taking to the right people?" In an entry from the 

same journal, he inguired, "How much 'power' do we have in setting curridun?" The 

data reveals Peter to be the only person raishg this issue early in the Workshop. In 

Session Two, 1 moved in the direction of opening up the design process for stafF 

propos&. 1 rerninded them of my conviction that "God has g&ed this coilege with a staff 

to prepare, equip . . . the new &dm for ministry." The following dialogue ensued: 

Peter: Assumption. That we've got the fkeedorn to do so. 
Ray: That we have the fieedom to . . . 
Peter: Which we dont. 



Ray: WeU, that's an assumption. 
Peter: The international guidelines already lay d o m  a number of things for us. 

As we worked through the "conceptual mapping" exercise in this session, one 

group thought it important to laiow "What is mandateci for us?" Various questions were 

asked within this category: "Who has the 'power' to shape the CUrriCUIum for the future? If 

us, is the fieedom a granteci fieedorn or a 'grabbed' freedom?" As the plenary discussed the 

various options in this exercise, Lorie fiamed her concem: 

1 thhk, for me, what I . . . need to know is what areas of the curriculum are we 
free to look at in depth to see if it can be improved upon, and what are the 
untouchables. Because 1 dont want to spend hours looking at something over 
which 1 have no control. 

And in her reflections, this same officer joumaiied her realization f?om this session: 

You informeci us that every spring the Education Cound gatheted to determine 
what would be a part of the curriculum for the coming yea. - 1 didn't know you 
had that much freedom. 

It was in light of these concems that 1 htroduced documents in Session Three to indicate 

our legitunate authority . As not ed above, their introduction threatened the Workshop's 

sense of commrmity. hiring the discussion of these documents, Barb said, 

1 guess 1 am just tbinking of the question that was r a i d  in the £ k t  session, Who 
has the power? And as 1 tisten to this, 1 know we bave ai l  of these documents, but 
then people can take them and interpret them. Some people can exert a lot of 
power, and then we had someone who said, This is my hobby-horse. 

This session evoked a similar respoase fiom Graham who j o d e d  his concem 

that he was 'Wot nue [the] leader had this bias or assumption, but I wonder ifwe cm 

redy develop a d c u i u m  on our own without the involvement of THQiDHQ." When 1 
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presented gleanings of staff criteria at the start of Session Four, 1 included one that 

"respects the policies that are in place," but I did not suggest anything specifically to do 

with the staffs legitiniate authority. As we planned the Workshopk future later in this 

session, the issue came up again: 

Peter: 

Ray: 
Peter: 

Pm not sure that we nin our own ship. Pve never been convlliced, aithough 
it's been an underlying assumption that we nui our own ship. l'm not 
convuiced that we do. I think tradition, history, directives, aii dong the ihe 
have shaped our course. And . . . 
Weli, 1 think we have acknowledged that in various sessions. 
Stili, we're operating on the assumption that we can still do it. Fm not sure 
we can. 

Another staffmember took the conversation in a Merest direction fiom there, but the 

data discloses the formation of a perceptuai field questionhg the legitimate authority of 

the staff to engage in this task. Mid-way through the Workshop that perception was stili a 

factor. It is evident too that this issue was paramount for Peter. In light of this I would 

argue that these methodologies ma& possible indivduui expressions of deep concem. 

1.4 Whiie some perceptual fields emerged with respect to the officers, both 

individually and corporately, others focused more on the Cumdum. As indicated in the 

previous chapter, I plaaned the first session believing there would be various 

understandings of the curriculum because of Merent involvements with it. nius 1 chose 

to begin with the staff's expenence of it as cadets, and introduced the meaning of the 

word: 

"Curricuium" cornes fiom a Latin word meaning "race course.". . . The point about 



a race is that it has a beginning and an ending, and something gmelling happens in 
between. We have a Welcome Weekend and a Codssioning. Does something 
pnielhg happen in between? 

As this first session came to a close, I put out a provisional d e m o n  for the Workshop: 

"Cmiculurn is what we intentiondy do to help these cadets become ordained officers." 

When Session Two was opened up through "conceptual mapping," a number of 

questions clustered around the notion of curriculum. One requested, "Share what the 

present curridum is and what is happening totdy to cadets as they move through their 

two years at CFOT." Another said, "Examine and evaluate the present curriculum." A 

third mggesteci that we "look carefully at the curriculum as it is and see if the various 

components fit into what we have already deemed important." These, and a few other 

questions, were clustered around the heading: "Investigate the m e n t  curriculum." 

It was in the journals of this session that more personal responses came regarding 

the curriculum. Charies, for instance, acknowledged that an important moment came 

"when 1 reaiized I did not really know what the cumdum was7 &er years on coliege 

staff." Marguerite expresseci it more corporately by saying, "We do not know as a staff 

what the total curridum is - some staffknow more than others - questions that were 

placed on the board v d e d  this thought." Erica journalleci, "Through our discussions m 
learned how little we know about what our curriculum k presentiy." Lone added, "1 

realize I do not have any idea of the whole picîure, which is troubling." And Esther 

concluded, "That we really don? know what the existing curriculum is made up of and 

perhaps are unaware of goals that we should have as a coliege." Not every staff person 



viewed this as a liabilïty. Laura in partïcular j o d e d  that, 

As a newcomer 1 am largely unaware of the scope and content of the present 
curriculum. This is  a deficit but also possibly an asset in that there are fewer bisses, 
boundaries etc. aiready present in my ttillikllig/ perspective. 

Thus within the task of atternpting to plan for the curriculum's changes, a perceptual field 

emerged that asked what curriculum meant. 

1 approached the Thkd Session with a view to responding to this issue. As detailed 

in the previous chapter, I sketched a cadet's experience over the twenty-two months in the 

coUege as an overview of the curriculum. When I asked ifthere were observations, Karlos 

replied: 

There is an assumption that . . . this constitutes "training." We forget, 1 thuik, that 
the training programme is actuaily seven years," as opposed to two. Do we also 
assume that at the end of this training penod we have produced an officer? 

So even as 1 attempted to respond to this early question, it evoked another about the 

curriculum's relationship to the whole of officer trauiing. While 1 did not assume that 

everyone understood our &culun, the data shows a perceptual field forming which asks 

what constituted the curricuium. Even by the seventh session, this question persists. When 

various people waikd through a cadet's experience of the curriculum, the Principal 

responded: 

The . . . thing that's not in focus for me is what does tbis mean in its totaliw Like, 
Pm not sure that 1 can conceptudy put a l i  of this stuff together so that 1 have 
some kind of a comprehensive picture of it all even though it's down on papa 

''The reference here is to the tirne between acceptance as a candidate and confirmation 
of officership in the fïfh year. 
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there, but 1 cadt grasp. 

Even an officer inthtely associateci with the curriculum contnbuted to this percephial 

field of wanting to know what the CUmcuIum was in its entirety. 

1.5 In the "conceptual rnapping" exercise of Session Two, one of the 4 X 1 1 sheets on 

the board asked these questions: 

Who has decided that the existing curriculum is broken? 1s it broken or is it 
needing a tune up? So 1 hope we dont throw the baby out with the bath water. 1s 
the present curriculum broken? Does it need mending? 

This was not the &st tirne questions were raised over the need to create a new 

curriculum. Erica, for instance, jounialled in the f%st session that "there seemed an 

assumption that what had happened in years past was wrong." Karlos added, "Not d we 

are doing is wrong or unproductive." As 1 approached the second session, I employed the 

image from Ephesians 4: 12 to remove any note ofjudgment on the present curriculum. If 

the ctxrriculum needed "mending", it was because, like the nets of the disciples, holes were 

created precisely because "we have been doing our job. "14 But Gary's question later in this 

session had its own images: "1s the curriculum broken, or does it simply need a tune up?" 

While some, k e  Graham, resonated with the image of "mending," others, like Erica, 

questioned it. She continueci with her concem that 1 was makllig an "assumption that the 

coilege curriculum was 'brokent - as we have no reference point to make a good 

'%e connection lies in the use of the Greek word, katarfismos, both in this text and in 
Matt 4:2 1 where it depicts James and John "mending" fishing nets. 
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evaluation." While others voice their growing perception that the curridum needs to 

change, this perceptual question cornimies into at Ieast the fourth session Mer 

introducing that session's intent, Busboy asked, "1s there an assumption that the present 

curriculum is not adequate, or something needs changing?" My instinct in that moment 

was to tum to a more extemal authority, and suggest that the coiiege's recent Self Study 

expressed this need. But this was insufncient for him, and 1 aclmowledged that I held this 

need for change as an assumption. Even by the fourth session, Charles joumalled his 

perception that "It seems like the curridum does not need to be remade, just repaired in a 

few places." Thus, a strong perceptual field questioned the need for sisnificant changes to 

the curriculum even as we attempted to make those changes. In retrospect, it seems that I 

did not indicate clearly enough why I thought it needed changing because 1 assurneci that 

the staff shared my perception of the need for change. 

1.6 While some perceptions questioned the need for creating a new curriculum, 

another perceptual field questioned the Workshop's need fiom another angle of vision. 

M e n  the first session was opened up for questions, Busboy asked, "What is our real 

purpose for king here?" Journals do not seem to pick up on this question, but another 

officer does in the next session. Esther questioned, "Cm I ask why are we doing t h ? "  

Instead of ensuring that I understwd the question, 1 mentioned the dilemma fàced by the 

Education Council each spring as it sought to craft the curriculum without a clear process. 

Ba& added her conviction that a ratiode for curriculum was needed in order to face the 



questions and criticisms of those outside the wllege. And Karlos continued with his 

conviction that "we are rnandated to train people for officership, and we have got to do 

that in the very best possible way we can." Since this question was raised at the session's 

end, t h e  did not permit Esther to respond, and my reading of her journal that day is that 

she did not pursue it. However, Gary did: 

1 think Esther's question deserved a huer m e r  and an acknowledgernent that 
this is directly related to your graduate studies as well as being a practical tool for 
effective training management in the hture. 

Whether Esther intended her question to be heard that way is difticult to know. But it 

certainly was by Gary, so I thought it necessary to ded with tbis as soon as possible. To 

begk Session Three 1 drew attention to this question, and sought to explain the 

relationship between the goals of the Doctor of Mïnistry Programme and our c a h g  as a 

coilege. Unfortunately, Gary was sick and wuid not be present for this session. But the 

issue seems to Lie just beneath the d a c e  of the Workshop, for even in the second to last 

session, Peter r a i d  it again. Perhaps out of some justifieci anger he journalled: 

this may fulfil weil your doctoral research requirements, and certainly this is helpf5.l 
to us as a staff. But I feei the whole issue is urgent enough to the coliege that it 
needs to move fàr beyond these &mm& so that t will address some real problems 
that mently exist here at the coilege. 

There was thus a perceptuai field at work which questioned the relationship between my 

doctoral programme and the purpose of the Workshop. As wiU be documentai, that 

question was answered only as participants actuaily engaged in the Workshop's task. 
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1.7 In my openiog assurnption, 1 expressed the Workshop's p a l  as the creation of a 

new cunicuiun The degree to which that goal was perceived as attainable, forrns another 

perceptual field. At the end of the second session, Charles journalleci his concem that this 

was "Too big a task for such a short the." While the matter of goals & i e d  the whole 

Workshop, it was also a factor in each individual session. Participants jounialled their 

perception as to whether a particular session was "on traclg" or "focused." Busboy 

jountalled his reaction to the second session by sa- "1 found this session a bit nebulous 

and cannot redy comment in any 'real way' on the obscure questions." The same person 

reflecteci ater the next session that "there was a much clearer foais, in my thinking, on 

what we were trying to accomplish in this session." From the same session, Esther 

confesseci that she "really enjoyed today - 1 guess I'm getting more into 'focus' - could be a 

'high' hm the window caulking! "15 Even within a session., its sense of purpose becomes a 

factor. 1 expressed this openly in Session Four when we attempted to sketch a portrait of 

an officer. My own sense of disorientation was voiced: "1 am feefing sornewhat at sea, and 

Pm not quite sure where [this session] has gone and where it is going." From that session, 

Karlos j o d e d ,  "Perhaps the most helpftl thing was the reahtion that this is not an 

easy task and that to achiwe our goal WU not be easy." Lorie came out of that session 

with "a feeling of not nailing things down dEcientiy for you to run with - sort of iike 

drowning." And Marguerite posed the necessary question: "Where does the administration 

'5Wmdows were being replaceci durkig the fd, and the caulkllg made it diEcult to use 
some of the classrooms. 



of our college . . . see the Workshop going?" Even though 1 sought to balance the 

Workshop's chaliengiog goal with support in Session Five, participants stiii came out of it 

with a sense of beùig overwheimed. Marguerite expressed herseIf: 

I have a kind of overwhelming feeling. . . . How can aü of this be . . . put into 
place? How can we give adequate consideration to everything that is listed here? 

Journals that day resonated with her concem. Karlos said, "This is a massive undertaking 

and it seems to me that we must find some way to bring the focus down to a manageable 

level." Sarah voiced her conviction that "1 keep coming back to the overwhelming sense of 

working together to produce a 'product'." Barb noted, "It's overwhelmllig! ! Many people 

said this." Hopes that the new year might offa another perspective were disappointecl for 

some. Laura expressed this most cogently in her journal: 

1 came to the Workshop with a tired, overloaded, scattered mind. Consequently, 1 
wasn't able to focus or concentrate wetl. Therefore, Fm not very helpful in being 
able to complete this fom. . . . My O-dy observation . . . was that we seem to be at 
a stage of information overload; too many üsts, sheets, accumulateci input. 

Charles said simply, "Sometimes 1 feel we are 'drifting' rather than 'sailing'." Thus weii into 

the Workshop, a perceptuat field expressed concenu with the anainability of its goal. The 

revision of that goal becomes an important factor in the Workshop. 

1.8 The realization that the Workshop entailed hard work, touches on another 

percephlal field related to my opening assumption. For in that statement. 1 inviteci 

participants to "have some fun" as we engaged in the work. In that first session there were 

playful moments. such as the laughter surroundhg old photopphs and Karlos asking for 
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another Questioner because she asked tough questions. Perhaps though in her own playful 

mood, Erica chaiienged my "assumption that a 'workshop' expenence is fùn for d." 

As the Workshop moved through the give and take of discussions there were 

playfbl moments, but there were also other reactions. Peter concluded after Session Two 

that "this c m  be more than a 'game.' . . . But it will be HARD work. " When the fourth 

session seemed to bog down, several j o u d  entries noted the dïECUIty of the task we 

faced: Bah j o u d e d ,  "The struggle and fnstration belongs to us ail"; and Karlos 

acknowledged, "1 found this whole exercise dificuit but helpful." While I hoped for an 

element of fiui in the Workshop, perceptions emerged that set that hope alongside the 

realities of some hard work. An implication of this is that the use of aarlt Iemning 

rnethodoogies imtolves b d  work on everyone's part. 

Thus, it is aident nom the data that a perceptud move emerged which questioned 

and challengeci my opening assumption and invitation. Yet the data also discloses that: 

2.1 One ofthe f b t  perceptual fields to take shape, affirmai the need for change in our 

curkuh.m. This was voiced strongly by one of the newer members of the M i n  the fks t  

session. At one point Graham simply asked, "Are we threatened with change? or by 

change?" He followed this theme up in his j o d  when he responded to my histoncal 

overview of Sahation Amy training: "it seexneci Iike a long time suice 'the system' was 



overhauled." Howeveq he cautioned, "Not to change as an end in itseifthough!" From the 

same session Graham j o d e d  his hope that "we might be open enough to a d y  go 

through the process of a metamorphosis in curriculum - and not JüST talk about it." 

One ofthe factors prompthg change was context. in a number of places, the sta f ï  

admit the way changes in our world impacted on the training of cadets. After exploring the 

differences between the tune of our entry as cadets and the m e n t  year, Laura 

acknowledged that the coilege "had to meet the demands ofa changing society, which 

changes the demands of ministry to bring a broader spectrum of possibility thao it used to 

be." Alice joumalIed in Session One that "our curriculum needs to be relevant to our 

times." Diana added that the cunicuium "has to be altered to meet the demands and 

expectations of ministry TODAY and not to assume that change is necessdy wrong. " At 

Session Two's conclusion, Marguerite reflected her conviction that "our curriculum needs 

to be relevant to our times." Peter made this issue concrete when he described his recent 

experience of behg a corps officer: 

Ray, even from the t h e  I became an officer, there has been a change. Fust, when 1 
starteci . . . 1 didn't get the kind of family breakdowns and the problems coming to 
my doorstep that 1 get now. So 1 think people are demanding Eu more. And as the 
demands increase, of course it required good skills and management jua to be able 
to meet some of these. . . . The world is changin& and rapidly. We can't keep up 
with it. And yet the church is, in some ways, way, way back there. 

There emerged then those perceptions that affirmecl the Workshop's goal to create a new 

curriculum because societal changes were evoking changes in minisiry. 
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2.2 If one percephial fieId looked to context as the dynamic for change, another 

viewed the hadequacies of the present curriculum In contrast to those who questioned 

the need to "mend" the cumcdum, these voices spoke early about a specinc shortcoming. 

Graham expressed his view that "Our CUTiicuium is overloaded! Well intentioned, Fm sure. 

Needs to be a focus of what we want to accomplish in 22 months. 'Jack of dl trades and 

master of none'?" Barb journaiied in this third session that "me Topsy, we've continueci to 

add on and add on over the years, without adequate reflection and critique." Marguerite 

expressed her view that "we can't accomplish everything in 22 months. That staff are 

overloaded and we are all feeling it." From her perspective then, the tendency to add more 

and more courses to ded with a changuig world ended up placing more pressure on the 

staff. 

As participants arrived for Session Four, they were invited to place a word on the 

board which they thought described the current c h d u m .  ûfthe nine placed there, ody 

four implied the need for change. They were, hectic; Topsy, nished; kick learning to swim 

in a crowded pool. Sarab, in Session Six, expressed her position in relation to these fields: 

I am concenid at times that we dont get too interested in creating something so 
totdy new that the vital cornponents and important components ofthe past be 
Iost . 

Thus, while percephial fields expressed the need for change to the cunidum, they existed 

alongside the perception that major changes may not be needed. 

2.3 1 have clustered various perceptions around a field named "passion for the 
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Workshop." Right at the beginning, the Principal strikes this note: "For me, this is a rather 

- more than a rather - it is an exciting moment." While some stafkxpressed their 

tentativeness towards the Workshop in opening journais, as noted in the first perceptual 

move, Graham wrote, "1 am excited to be a part of this project!" In the second session 

Barb obsewed "a 'feel' of energy and passion people are bringing - how much weryone 

cmes about what is happening." By the third session Lone sensed that "people are getting 

into this more which is good." It was in this session that much more energy nirrounded 

our discussion of the Army's view of calling, and its implications for training. 

Thus, in my estimation perceptual moves developed eady in the Workshop that 

both endorse and challenge my aated fiamework in the tension between these 

perceptions, the Workshop gained momentun only to have it stall between Sessions Four 

to Six. My contention is that &If Ieaming meth&Iogies have the capcify IO evoke 

mbiguify and disoriencrtïcrtïon becmise they t&e vmying acfullt perceptions serimsiy. At 

the same tirne, by taking those perceptions serious& there is movement wzrhin the 

ambzguzty. Yet the data also discloses th&: 

3. While the Worhhop's rnomentum noticeab& renews in Session Seven. 

irnporiant percepfud chmges were oc-gprior 20 t h  moment. 

3.1  Whatever passion existeci in the early stages of the Workshop diminished 

sigdicantly in its middle sessions. The hensity of its task is refiected in joumals. Lorie 
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realized just "how complex this exercise is. " Barb noted the " sense of hstration of the 

total group," and wondered i f1  was taking on too much ownership of the task, and 

"maybe Luni~g to some degree our passion." By the fifth session, the word 

"overwhelming" is most evident. Sarah joumalled, "1 feel ovewhelmed and possibly sense 

somethhg mrealistic about reaching clear cut results by Feb. 22."16 Diana added that "the 

tendency is to think that we are bandering in the wilderness' when actudy that is not the 

case." On reflection, 1 think Diana hit on a very important image, and in the next chapter 

of the thesis 1 will offer another perspective on this image. After the s k t h  session, Laura 

expressed her own perception that "we seem to be at a stage of information overload: too 

many Lists, sheets, accumulated input." Yet while a sense offàtigue was aident in the first 

session of the new year, Erica did observe that, 

Our newsprint sheets do have hope in them - there is much that we as a staffsee as 
essentiai and agree on - ifwe can agiee on the specific words - the principles are 
ofien in agreement. 

M y  reading of the data suggests that while we were becoming bogged d o m  in fact 

important perceptual changes were taking place. 

3 -2 One noticeable sbift has to do with an understanding of what constituted the 

curriculum. As noted above (1.4), experienced staEacknowledged that they did not r d y  

know what cUmculum entailed. As participants came to the third session, they were 

'6Feb. 22 was scheduled to be the second-to-last session, therefore a the  when we 
shodd have something to propose to the Amy's administration. 
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invited to view cadet commitments through their departmental giasses. Marguerite 

obsewed, 

Tt's aiî curriculum. . . . I think that sornetimes we have the glasses that ody what 
happas in the classroom is curriculum That's my opinion. 

She referred to a cadet's character evaiuation process as part of c u r x i c u i ~  and another 

spoke about the place of "communal living." Journals reflected these insights. Esther 

"leamed that cumcdum involved the whole gamut of training. Pefore I thought basically 

of tirnetable)"; Karlos indicated "it was important to see that curriculum is a totai coiiege 

matter. It goes beyond (Eu beyond) Education and Field Departments." Thus, by Session 

Three a perceptual field begins to ernerge that understands the cuniculum to be more thm 

academic courses. 

The implications of this became apparent to Sarah who, when we portrayeci oficer 

qualities in Session Five, noted the "wmments which reflected departmental defensiveness 

or protectionism as opposed to an objective, open-minded analysis." Mer the three 

departments viewed the curricuium through the lem of time in Session Seven, Peter 

referred to the "two arms of training," oniy to evoke Marguerite's reaction: "You said the 

curriculum was two-armed. I feel it's three-med. We've got three amis going on" 

Graham put it this way: "Every aspect of cunicuium should contribute to cadets' spinhial 

formation. " 

The structural implications of curriculum did not escape the attention of Sarah. In 

response to the New Model in the seventh session, she appreciated its emphasis on 
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but 1 dont think our system lends itseif to that integration 1 think that we're set up 
as, Here's the Education Otncer, and he runs the Education Department; and here's 
the Field Officer, and he nins the Field Department; and here's the Personnel 
Officer. . . . We are set up so this is your job, you protect it. 

So while a mode1 was offered understanding the coilege's curriculum in Session Seven, a 

perceptual field developed which understood curricuîum to mean more than academic 

classes. In my estimation, it made possible new ways of imagining curriculum, and touched 

on the very administrative structure of the college. 

3.3 The naming of the present curriculum contributed to an understanding of the need 

for change. When participants were invited to aame the current cumculum, the word 

"Topsy" was placed on the board. Busboy questioned its meaning, and Bah responded: 

1 was atiaid someone was going to ask thaf and maybe Marguerite can help me, 
laiowing the real story. I know it's part ofa story, but 1 dont know it specifically, 
but it brings to mind the image of sometbing that has son of grown and grown out 
of control. 

Marguerite then added: "Topsy just grewed and grewed and grewed. She had no mother, 

she had no father, she just grewed." Barb's own use of it was to suggest that "we have 

conthued to add on and add on over the years, without adequate reflection and critique." 

Laura expressed concern that the curriculum "just keeps growing and growing, it gets 

bigger and bigger. " Just before Christmas, 1 observed that "we are workuig with a mode1 

that has grown iike Topsy over the."  At the Workshop's end, Graham depicteci the 

ctmicuium as "Topsy - stafftrying to be/ do tw much." Wall the images in the 



Workshop, Topsy "jus grewed and grewed!" 

When we came to Session Seven, representatives from three departments gave 

" tirne profiles" through the leases of their departments. Mer some initial observations 1 

asked what effects this curriculum was having on cadets. Busboy, respondeà, "Weii, 1 

think they are tired, and with tiredness cornes kstration . . . a loss of joy in d s t r y  as ail 

of us can expenence if we get h a t e c i  and tired." That view was challenged by the 

Principal, who heard cadets cornplainhg that the programme was too easy. 1 sought to 

keep the conversation going, and asked what effects the curriculum had on the s t a f f  Laura 

looked at her husband, and told about one moment in ment weeks: 

There's a picture on his desk which was taken May 3 1. A cadet said, "Oh, when 
was that taken? . . . Oh! [he] looks so much younger; I thought it was taken awhile 
ago. 

Peter acknowledged his @t in trying to relate persody with cadets because, "They're 

too busy." Putting that in perspective, Barb added that the issue is "sheer busyness. I dont 

thiak they would say they are too challenged." 

1 do think it is signincant that by the time of this session, new staff members have 

had opportuity to experience the curriculum for a number of months. Esther, who 

questioned the need for change in the Workshop's early going, joumalled: "our present 

system needs to shift and we are ail aware of this now more than ever." From this moment 

on, the need to change the existing cunicuium is not questioned. Thus 1 would suggest 

that clhuIt leamingpennits the integratr'oon of eqerience with new information, 

conMbuting to c h g e .  
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3.4  Another discemible shift iavolved the staff's perception of the Workshop's goal. As 

noted in 1.7, the data discloses a perceptual field which views the initial goal of creating a 

new curriculum as "ovexwhelming." In the midst of sorthg out our attempts to portray a 

fùture officer, Laura ernphasized her conviction that "untü we agree on what our priorities 

are as a coiIege in t e m  of the d c u l u m  . . . 1 think we're going to keep skimming." 

Karlos took the conversation M e r :  

But I thllik the search is not for a curriculum in its entirety, the search is for a 
cnteria And I th& i fwe couid achieve in this exercise a criteria, then that could 
have Iongevity. That could go on fora long the .  That would be a real 
achievement. 

Clarification was sought regarding his comments, but as I approached Session Five the 

need to support the Workshop became evident. As noted previously, I scannai the f h t  

four sessions for criteria the stafhentioned in dialogue, and presented it to them. When 

the staEplanned the Workshop's future, sweral mentioned the need "to bring the focus 

d o m  to a manageable level" and "corne up with reasonable expectatiom." Laura herseif 

added, "1 think if we can at least get the criteria it would be a sense of accomptishing 

something si@cant." Diana journalied, 

The iaformation on criteria was helpfbi information in that it brought into focus a 
progression of thought so fa. The tendency is to thmk that we are "wandering in 
the wildemess" when a d y  that is not the case. 

There developed then a perceptual shift that altered the goal of the Workshop fiom a 

completed curriculum to criteria needed for its design. I was one who struggled most 

strongiy with that change. 
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3.5 While the Workshop seemed to begin with a note of community, perceptions 

emerged which jeopardized it. Threats came nom documents I introduced, and the desire, 

at least on the part of one member, to complete the task even ifit meant doing it without 

everyone. On the other hand, a suggestion was raised in Session Five about adding people 

to the Workshop. One person inquired about including a cadet to add that perspective. 

Another refemed to the Self Study as an important contribution. Barb responded: 

C a .  1 just express a fear that when 1 see us in this group, and how long it has taken 
us to get to this point, we bring another voice in, and how long is it going to take? 

Moments later Karlos picked up this thread: 

I agree with Barb, 1 think The more 1 think about it that in the last five sessions, 
we've spent ten hours together, and we have moulded ourselves unconsciously into 
a comrnunity that is going to be very ditncult to break h o .  

Enca was not quite as convinced that "we have W y  corne into 'community' as mggesteci 

by [Karlos] - 1 think welre stiii working that through." It seems to me that the staf f  reached 

an important decision at this point. In my own preparations for this project I believed the 

question of voices was an important one. My decision was to begin with d the sta& but 

keep the process open to others. The data shows an awareness of wmmunity by this point 

that was Merent than our normai experience of it. Any thought though of opening the 

Workshop to others was weighed against the completion ofthe task. Thus while nobody, 

apart fiorn one member, sought to reduce the Workshop's size, they aiso were not willing 

to add to its size. The perception emerged tbat the Workshop's sense of community was 

strongly related to its mission, which rdects the Army's understanding of commufüty. 
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3 -6 An important perceptual shift focwed around the college's sense of identity. At 

one level the officer s t a f f  nwer questioned the coliege's primary role in officer training. 

But at a cntical moment, the way this task is articulated in relation to God becornes much 

clearer . 

The issue of the college's identity sounded early when Gary posed the question, 

"Does the Salvation Army want another Bible College, or do they want this to rernain the 

Training College?" There was a tendency for çome officers to view the Bible College as 

academic, and the Training College devoted to the practice of ministry. When the 

conceptual mapping opened up the process, one cluster of questions asked, "What is the 

identity of our college?" Throughout the Workshop that question had different 

dimensions. As noted, one set ofconcerns viewed the matter of identity in relation to 

other schooIs: Would the new curriculwn "rnake us an Educationai Institution or a 

Training School?" And when 1 traced the history of theological education in Session 

Three, Barb chaiienged my assumption that "our CFOT is relateci to theoiogical education 

and its history. . . . Did the Amy ever 'design' our schools to be places of theological 

education?" 

Another dimension to this issue involved the tension between the commitment to 

our traditioq and the need for change. The data discloses the staff's cornmitment to this 

college as a Salvation A m y  coilege, designed to train officers. For instance, when we 

co~ected the curriculum to the sketch of future officers in the fourth session, nobody 

questioned this as the only purpose of the cokge. One reason to strengthen that purpose 
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involved the kuld of cadets cornhg to it. Early in the Workshop, Lorie Lamenteci that "with 

a few exceptions, 1 don't think [the cadets are] steeped in Anny tradition." And mid-way 

through the Workshop she continued, 

1 . . . h d  that so many cadets now corne f?om Limited Army background. They've 
been Salvationists for a limited amount of tirne, and ifthere going to be, some of 
them, t h s t  into very traditional Corps, where they will be expected to know the 
Amy. 

A second reason for this commitment had to do with the Amy's roots. When 

portraying officers in Session Four, one group was convinceci that an officer shouid be a 

"lover of souis" like the Founder, because that wodd be "true to our name and nature and 

spirit of the Army." A third factor for this emphasis had to do with the distinctiveness of 

the h y  in our contact. In the same session another group responded to their portrait by 

The attempt is . . . to produce an officer who is able to articulate the essence of the 
Amy. It is . . . so easy to lose the distinctive, and become a faceless, nameless 
church. And we have many distinctives that really need to be saved and activated. 

So f?om a number of directions7 the identity of this college was perceived to be faithfùi to 

its past, that is, a Sdvation Amy coilege directly concemed with the training of fuhue 

officers. What did take place, however, was a noticeable emphasis on the way God 

impacted this question. 

While we prayed in the early sessions, a d  read nom the Bible, references to God 

were more tacit. Enca journalied her concern in the third session that we "had pater  

confidence in the training programme and the Lord working through it in apite of its 



flaws." She also noted that nobody drew attention to the Holy Spirit's role in bringing us 

this fàr. in Session Four, smaii groups exploreci the A m y ' s  international training goid, one 

of which is that cadets will corne to "know God." In that comection one group indicated 

that foundational to knowing God was "a knowledge of the word of ûod." Thus the 

cumculum should teach Scnpture because it "is basic to the evidence of knowing God." 

As fa as the sixth session though, nobody had indicated more expIicitIy that God or the 

Bible had anything to do with the formation of the curriculum As noted in the narrating of 

the Workshop, we used this time to explore f.urther the portrait of an officer, but 1 kept 

asking Why? in response to staf f  suggestions. Over time 1 connecteci our concem with an 

officer portrait to a corps portrait, then to God's portrait. I questioned: "What about God? 

1s our understanding of God changing, or does it need to change?" Mer a moment of 

silence, which was noted in journais, Busboy responded: 

My sense . . . is that we in the Salvation Amy are perhaps going through an 
identity crisis. 1 don't think we know what we are any more. . . . 1 sense within the 
Saivation Amy in Canada, distinctively, we have an identity crisis. 

He elaborated on this by saying that our teaching ministry and the Orders and Regdations 

are ignored to the point that "weryone is right in his owa eyes. And we're sort of in a 

wilderness, and we dont know what we stand for any more." After fbrther discussion the 

plenary came back to this issue, prompted by a conceni that Army preaching is net dways 

"biblically based." The foiiowing conversation then took place: 

Ray: Would anybody lilce to add to this? Why do we want our curriculum to be 
strongly biblicdy based? 

Peter: Our calling is from God, who revealed himselfin a book, and still reveals 



his character and . . . through that book. Otherwise, we disband. 
Ray: OK. So we're speaking of rwelation, that the God that we know, love with 

hem, mind and strength is in some way connecteci with Scripture? 
Sarah: And because the hture of the A m y  depends on the howledge of God and 

carrying out his mission. 
Ray: OK Do you want to take that a bit M e r ,  Sarah? 
Sarah: The whole hture of the Salvation Amy, and what it is we are tqhg to 

accomplish is based on how we know God, and teach him to our people. 
Busboy: ifwe ever get away fiom what God wants us to be, and fiom the 

truth of God's world, then weZl either become a glorifieci Kiwanis 
Club or Rotary Club, and not be fulfilling our spiritual mandate and 
mission. 

Later in her journal, Sarah added: 

1 think the raising of the issue of the "Portrait of God" is vital to our creation of 
curriculum as this does affect how we minister, teach and even learn. Where do we 
fit into Godes mission? 

In my perception, this conversation in the "wildemess" of the Workshop offered a 

turning point with respect to the hctional role of God in relation to the Army's identity 

and the formation of the college's curriculum. It came during a time of critical thinking, 

and it involved a staEmember who considered herself on the margias of the Workshop at 

its beglluiing. 1 made her comments more explicit in the mode1 proposeci in Session Seven. 

However, it was ody over a number of sessions that the relationship between the Anny's 

identity and Godes identity clanfieci and became more expticit. That perceptuai field in my 

estimation was criticai to the Workshop. 1 wouid therefore contend that the patient 

emp/oyment of &/t ieaming rnethodoiogies in mcrrrnmIum design le& evenhrdly to the 

ctiticai issue of zdentity for the iltSfiltSfitution, the cm+mIum, and l e d r s .  This will be 

explored more theologically in the next chapter. 



3.7 When the new model of cmiculum was presented in the seventh session, a 

renewed energy was noticeable. Journals refiected this passion: Gary appreciated the 

" stimdating discussion"; Lama felt it "gave us something to dialogue on and to pursue 

with optimism and enthusiasm" ; and Charles called it "the best session to date. " This is not 

to suggest that everyone endorsed this model. One person, for instance, referred to it as 

"scary." Yet, what does become evident in the data is an orientation to the fitture. 

Marguerite suggested that "ifwe do and when we do shift to this new format, one 

possibility wouid be that we have a staff  conference in June"; but Graham cautioned, "My 

only fear . . . is that if, per chance, you move next June, what does that do to this project 

for us?" Karios expressed his view that "it is important that we all realize that at this stage, 

1 think we've taken a leap today." A passion for the project has been renewed, and even 

developed in places where it did not exkt. 

As this perceptual move demonstrates, whiie the Workshop travelled its own 

wiidemess in the mid-sessions, there were important perceptual SMS taking place. My 

understanding of the data therefore leads to the conviction that: 

4. nese shifls lin percephruZfie1. mid orher factors, contrihted to the varias 

accompIishhmnts of the Workshop. 

When the Principal assumed leadership in the final session, he voiced his own perspective 

on the Workshop's accomplishment: 



And we have done that together - us - nobody eise. We have done it. This Little 
community has done that together with the able leadership of Ray. 1 think that's 
very important. 

In this final section on "viewing the Workshop," 1 address three questions to the data: 

What was accomplished? 

Who accomplished it? 

What contribut ed to those accornplishment s? 

4.1 First, 1 intend to inquire of the data: What was accomplished in the Workshop? As 

the Principal began the transition between the Workshop and the next phase of cumculum 

design, he expressed his conviction that "we understand, 1 thidq much more clearly, what 

curriculum is . . . and partidarly as curricuium pertains to our school." The data does not 

disclose this to be true for everyone, but for many the Workshop helped to envision 

cwicuftim as something more than courses and tirnetables. 

In the nnal set of journal questions, 1 asked participants how they viewed the 

curriculum differently because of the Workshop. Individuais responded: "We have a better 

picture of what represents curriculum" (Marguerite); "he  begun to see it as part ofa 

seven year planH (Erica); "This concentrateci focus on the various aspects of the training 

programme bas certainly broadened my perspective on how v a t  it really is" (Diana); "1 

understand better that aimcuium is total colîege life and 1 am stiU trying to shift my 

mental gears to not get shick into thinking in te- of departments but hotisticdy" 

(Lone); "1 view our curriculum with a larger vision and more insght/wisdom because of 



the Workshop experience and educationt' (Busboy). 

Language reflects, 1 believe, some of the changes in perception. For instance, while 

the word "model" was used sporadicaiiy throughout the Workshop, there is much greater 

use after the seventh session: Karlos noted, "My sense . . . is that we have a model in eont 

of us that is obviously sparking a lot of questions"; Diana thought "the new model . . 

appears to be ideal"; and Charles appreciated the "proposed model cxmicuium." Thus a 

number of the stafound the use of a mode1 in Session Seven to help comprehend the 

As wel as the use of a model, several words and images surfaced in the last few 

sessions which depicted the c ~ c u l u m .  While not so much an image, the word 

"intentional" grew in its prominence. Thus, in contrast to Topsy who just grewed and 

grewed, the new curriculum would be rnuch more intentional. In relation to the whole of 

an officer's learning, Laura spoke of viewllig the curriculum as more "foundational rather 

than finished." She went on: 

1 think before I viewed it as much more of a fished thing. We corne out, and not 
that we stop Ieaming, but this was supposed to be your complete training, 
basically. And now 1 see it as more of a foundation - it's not the finished product. 

The Principal came to a personai vision where "a &cuium department would 

include academics, field and spiritual formation in components and far l es  

departmentakation." Thus, even if there is no clear definition of curriculum by the 

Workshop's end, there is a realization that it means much more than inchidual courses of 

learning, that it has structural implications for the wikge, and vocational implications for 



an officer's learning. 

As noted in 3 -4, the Workshop shifted in its stated goal. The formation of critena 

for a curricuium, instead of a finished design, took hold. That shift eventuated in some 

personal tension. When the seventh session resuited Ui renewed energy, 1 wondered about 

extending the Workshop's boundaries in order to create the c m i d u m  itself. My Thesis 

Cornmittee helped me to perceive the need for boundaries around my own contribution to 

this. For purposes of research, 1 would wnclude my work with the nhth session. 

1 approached that session with the conviction that it was a time to "harvest" the 

work done, and not introduce something new. The Principal responded to the criteria 1 

offered by saying, 

Those who were responsible for CUITiculurn Defore] did it on the ba i s  of. . . 
flying by the seat of their pants, and now we have a set of critena. That is 
remarkable and significantly important. 

ûthers concurred that real accomplishment had taken place. Barb journalied her response: 

"1 think we've clarifieci the issues - made some steps towards a new curriculum and seen 

what a difl?cuit task this really is! ! That's accomplishment ! ! " 

While some voices expressed the conviction that the Workshop had accomplished 

one of its goals, the Principal had no sooner concluded his remafks in the final session 

when Lorie spoke: 

I'm going to say sometbing. . . . My comment to Ray [is] that I dont feel we are 
anywhere near being tinished our work. That although wetre corne to this point, 1 
feel we need to keep going, tu utiîize this - keep hamering away at these t b g s  
together until we feel that we have done what is required of us. 



ûthers voiced similar responses: "1 feel we are ody part way there" (Enta); "the 

Workshop has corne to the crossroads and the fiutration wiil be if nothing Wher 

develops fiom our time spent in this Workshop" (Anchor); "We now have a common base 

(fiamework) on which to erect a building!" (Peter). My own reading of the data suggests 

that whiie many of the staff accepteci the formulation of criteria as a legitimate goal, most 

held on to  a completed curriculum design as the Workshop's real goal. 

4.2 There is a second question that might be asked of the data: Who helped to 

accomptish this? The Principai, as noted, expressed his conviction that this little 

community of oEcers accomplished this task: "Wetre hammered" out a definition of 

curriculum, and "we have wrestied with models of programme." 

It is difncult to determine from the data just how involved all participants felt 

themselves to be. When asked if they would like to take part in continuing the cwidumts  

design, some hesitated: Fiona acknowledged, Siot so important, although would like to 

be kept U i f o d " ;  Diana wrote, "Not important for me to be mirectly involved, but am 

interested in the finished product." Peter indicated he "would be willing and interested to 

be invoived"; and Sarah said, "1 dennitely want to be a part of continuhg the C ~ C U I U R I , "  

Thus while rnany expressed interest in continuing, some felt the fieedom to decline. 

In saying that "we did this together," however, it is helpfid to reflect on those 

participants who expressed wncems over their sense of cornpetency at the beghhg. 

Despite his reservations in the second session, Graham made important contributions 
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throughout the Workshop, and concluded that he "enjoyed being an agent of (healthy/ 

necessary) change." Throughout the Workshop, though, it is Sarah who chronicles her 

joumey of change in this respect. Even with her contributions in the early stages, she 

noted her feelings of inadequacy for this task. In the sixth session she said, "If I were to be 

tnily honest much of these exercises make me see even more dramaticaily my own 

hadequacies. Not equipped to be making these decisions." It is in Session Eight, however, 

that Sarah begins to acknowledge a shift. She joumals, "1 am more and more recogninng 

the desire to be a part of this and recognize the importance of this being an ongoing 

exercise that 1 have a great desire to be involved in." As the Workshop concludes, she 

offered reasons for her change: 

At the beginning 1 felt more intimidated, but as time went by and rny contribution 
was recognwd and responded to, I feit much more relaxed and willing to share. 

In the same journal she continues: 

At first I felt pressured by the time factor but 1 have grown to appreciate being 
included. The fuwe of the A m y  is very important to me, and 1 feel this is one 
contribution towards that. 1 really care about what happens here - 1 appreciate an 
opportunity to contribute. 

And at a more personal lwel she responds to me: 

1 appreciate you, Ray, and your insights md your willingness to listen to 
sometimes even "dwnb" observations. 

Over tirne, some participants grow in their experience of belonging, and that 

seems to be related to the way they perceived their contributiom being received. It is my 

contention that the growing confidence of s m e  voices in the Workshop c m  be amibuted 
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to the appkztion of &If k m i n g  methods. Thus, wMe it is legitimate to speak of the 

staff accomplishing this task "together," there are differences in the way staff members 

perceive their conm'bution. 

4.3 In his opening rernarks of the final session, the Priacipal indicated that the 

Workshop's goal was accomplished "with the able leadership of Ray." In this final section 

a question is posed to the data: What contributeci to the attainment of the above 

accompiishtnents? 

One response to this question could be clustered under the heading of hospitality, 

as defined in this thesis. Here 1 am looking for indications of trust and respect which might 

encourage the staf f  to contribute. More physical expressions of hospitaiity were evident in 

the data. From the opening comments about the need to scheduie time for washroom 

breaks to the obsenation that the staff were sitting in the "same desks" as they did years 

ago, a few voices focused on this aspect. Gary concluded the Workshop by jounialling his 

concem that the "room and desks [were] not very conducive to study for me." Most of the 

staff, however, seerned content with the p hy sical environment. 

Another aspect of hospitality concerns the degree of opemess for participants to 

offer their voices. In the first session, Fiona comment& that "ail were quite open to hear 

what the others had to say." In the second session, she remarked on "the opemess of each 

person to contribute." By Session T h e ,  however, Karlos noted that "some members 

seem to be reticent to jump in and participate." And when we discussed the officer portrait 



in the iïfth session, Sarah's journal made note of "departmental defensiveness." 

My own contribution to this varied, in rny perception. In early sessions, staff 

comment with such remarks as: "Leader creating an environment to fàcilitate IÏeedom of 

expression of each othersf opinions and ideas" (Diana); "1 marvel really how you do not 

ever respond harshly, Ray" (Lorie); "1 appreciate the willingness to be open to ai l  the input 

from the group regardless of how fnistrating some of that must bel' (Karlos). There were 

moments, howwer, when some participants thought I was not so welcorning. For 

instance, when Esther asked why we were engaged in this project in Session Two, Gary 

journalied: "Esther's question deserved a fuler m e r . "  When 1 becarne abrupt with one 

of the Detectives in Session Eight, Barb joumalled, "1 felt you cut Peter off at one point, 

not in the kindest way." In the Workshop's final journais, Charles expressed his perception 

"that present roles rather than what we bring from the past dictated how our opinions 

were accepted or rejected. At least at times." 

The degree to which trust expressed hospitality emerges with the introduction of 

policy documents in Session Three. Erica reflected her perception that accessibility to such 

documents "may mate a sense of distrust to the real value of our input if some work and 

thinking has and is aiready occUmng." As noted in Chapter Three, 1 sought to overcome 

that possible mistrust in the next session. 

For the final session, a specific question in the joumals focused on this matter, and 

the officers responded to this notion of hospitality: "1 feel every opportunity was given to 

Staffto express themselves" (Marguerite); "The enviromnent has been open and receptive 
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for those who wished to express themselvesn (Alice); "Cornfortable, input valued; 1 have 

found the environment cornfort able - welcoming " (Graham); "the atmosphere itseif 

encouraged honesty, respect and fieedom of expression" (Laura). As noted above, Sarah's 

journey was significant for her: "At the beginning 1 felt more intimidated but as tirne went 

by and my contribution was recognized and responded to 1 felt much more relaxed and 

willing to share." 1 concur with adult educaton when they hdicate that the factors of trust 

ami reJpect are critical to adirIt leaming. Thus, my own reading of the data indicates a 

perceptual field where the Workshop's sense of hospitality encouraged staff participation, 

but it did so for some more than others. 

A second factor contibuting to the Workshop's accomplishments, was the degree 

of importance participants atmbuted to it. An assumption here is that the greater the sense 

of importance, the greater wili be the effort to contribute. As has been noted in this 

chapter, the degree of passion for the Workshop was more aident in the early sessions, 

but diminished nom the fourth through the sixth. Barb herseifjoumailed the fourth session 

by wondering if1 was "limiting to some degree our passionn by taking too much 

ownership on my own shoulders. By the eighth session., when the Workshop seemed to 

regain energy, Sarah expressed her own recognition of "the desire to be a part of this and 

recognVe the importance of this being an ongoing exercise." When the Principal spoke in 

the h a 1  session, he touched on this rnatter: 

1 made a cornmitment at the beginning of [the Workshop] to support it because 
6rst of aii, 1 had a Iittle bit of experience pnor to the Workshop in being part of 
Ray's Ministry Base Group . . . and 1 had certallily been given cause to believe in 



what Ray was doing to the extent that 1 wanted to see it brought to some kind of 
firion. . . . And 1 mua say to you a big word of appreciation for your 
cornmitment. You added your comrnitment to Mne, and that cornmitment has been 
unquestionably demonstnned, and 1 am gratefLl to you for that. 

That nnal session offered opporhinity for the a&to express their own sense of 

passion for the Workshop. Two related questions in the journal asked: "How Unportant 

has it been for you to be a part of this Workshop," and "How important is it that you 

continue to be a part of creating the curriculum?" The officers varied in their responses. 

Marguerite responds with "Very importantH to both questions. Graham says, "Vq. . . . I 

want to be a part of this learning process." Where there are notes of hesitancy or 

reluctance, it seerns to have more to do with roles m the coiiege. Fiona, who claimeci "no 

definite part to play," writes that it is "not so important" to continue the task. Alice, who 

appreciated the experience, "even though my contribution has not been great," would be 

content to be "infomed of c w i d u m  developments." Charies added, "Rather neutral 

feelings, maybe because of my role." The data does disclose that those individuals who 

expressed ambivalence about their involvement, were officers who did not have a strong 

teaching role in the college. This fâctor, howwer, was not consistently the case. brie's 

teaching role, for instance, was limited, but it was 'extremely" important for her to take 

part in the Workshop. 

Coming out of this final session, Sarah indicated that "The ftture of the Amy is 

very important to me and 1 feel this is one contribution towards that. I really care as well 

about what happas here - I appreciate an opportunity to contriaute." 
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Thus the data discloses an ambivalent perceptual field regarding the importance of 

the Workshop for participants. Those who expressed reservation, either felt they did not 

contribute as much to the sessions, or their role in the coUege was a factor. Those who 

expressed a greater passion for its importance made connections between the Workshop 

and the Anny's firture. Thus the use of &It learning methodoIogies led to a greater 

sense of invobement for sorne. but no? for aII. 

My viewing ofthe data suggests that a third factor leading to change was the 

stafPs own experience of the curriculum. Even as early as Session Three, Marguerite 

indicated her perspective that "staff are overloaded and we are d feeling it . " My own 

conviction is that newer staffwould not have had much oppodmity at this point to 

experience the realities of the coilege year, but by Session Seven they would. 1 have noted 

the sense of fatigue with which they returned in the new year, and by the time of the full 

day session that was still a factor. When the "time profiles" were presented, I asked what 

effects the total college experience had on cadets. FoUowing a few responses, 1 then asked 

"what effects does the present curriculum have on officer staff?" It was at this point that 

Laura and Graham joked about a cadet's perception of his picture. Peter picked up on the 

notion of busyness: 

1 become in some sense a bweaucrat and a deiivery man in the classroom, because 
1 dont have t h e  . . . with the cadets. They're too busy, I feel guilty if1 even cd 
them. 

Barb added: 

This past week 1 had four people to get together for a cornmittee meeting. . . . It 



took me considerable tirne to schedule that. . . . But it's sheer busyness. 1 don? 
think [these cadets] wouid say they are too chdenged, or it is too deep, or 
whatever. 

My own conviction is that the statPs pastoral concem for the cadets, and their own sense 

of dissatisfaction with the college programme, had a way of bringing their expenence into 

the Workshop. StaEexperience brought certain realities to our work. 

A fourth consideration involves my own leadership. The Principal expressed 

appreciation for it at the Workshop's conclusion. An appropriate consideration asks how 

the staff themselves perceived my contribution. Any such wmments usuaily came nom the 

journdhg; few direct remarks were made to me in any session. Early afikmations of my 

leadership included, "very open faciliator" (Peter); "1 marvel really how you do not ever 

respond harshiy Ray" (Lorie); and "thank you for your initiative" (Graham). Critique of 

my leadership developed dong the way. One of Barb's early journal entries thought I made 

an assumption "that we as a staffare aware of the 'process' by which these workshops are 

proceeding; eg are people 'assumingt your leadership?" Busboy added, "1 found this 

session a bit nebuious and cannot really comment in any ' r d  way' on the obscure 

questions." In Session Fie ,  Charles had an impression of the "leader haWig thought th 

through before, has an awareness not available to me." Yet fiom the same session Busboy 

observed, "As a facilitator you, Ray, are very good. Your warrnth, wisdom and wiliingness 

to hear everyone's opinion is appreciated. You are a very objective leader in these 

sessions." That sense of objectivity was questioned by Charles who concluded the 

Workshop with a perception "that present roles rather than what we bring fiorn the past 
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dictated how our opinions were accepted or rejected. " For the most part, the remaining 

sessions after the preseatation of the new rnodei were afnrming: "You're OK Ray" (Peter); 

"leader ably kept us on track" (Diana); "tendency to get off track . . . was tacâully 

overcome to a large extent by effective leadership" (Karlos); "Thank you Ray for your 

leadership of the Workshop. You were sensitive to the concems anticipated to be raised 

by THQ" (Enca). 

An exception to these comments came in the eighth session when 1 cut a Detective 

off. Peter became more critical of my leadership in this moment: "1 feel that to some 

degree you are now playing the 'adult teaching gamet with us rather than seeking the best 

possible information . . . to quickly help us." His perspective on bat  "game" received a 

more balanced treatment in the final session In the £inai session a great deai of 

appreciation was expressed, especiaily by Sarah: 

1 appreciate yoy Ray, and your insights and your willingness to iisten to 
sometirnes even 'dumb' observations. You have çtarted us on a very important 
joumey - one that must be travelled. We have crossed a few bridges and will cross 
more but 1 see you as the motivating factor behind it ail. Thanks. 

Thus the data indicates a perceptual field which views my leadership as an important 

fàctor Li the Workshop's accumplishrnents. 1 will reflect more theologically on my 

leadership in the final chapter. 

The role of Scnpture provides a fBh dymmic in evoking change. Salvationists 

look to the Word of God as an instrument of change, and how it ~~s that role in the 

Workshop is significant. For instance, there was never any.doubt expressed by staff 
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members that the Bible had a central place in the curriculum. Whenever discussions took 

place about cadet learning, it was assumed that the Scriptmes would be integral to that. 

When Session Four exptored the officer portrait, one group indicated that the curriculum 

should "provide a foundational overview of [the] Word of God . . . because it is basic to . . 

- the evidence of knowing God." Peter was adamant that the curriculum should be 

"biblically baseci" because "our calling is from God who reveaied himseIf in a Book, and 

stili reveals his character through that Book. Otherwise we disband." The data reveals 

some discussion around the degree of tirne devoted to the study of Scripture, but not to its 

centrality . 

However, the role of Scripture in the formation of the curriculum shows in a more 

indirect rnanner. For instance, at one Ievel the language of the Bible supplied part of the 

Workshop's vocabulay and stock of images. Mention has been made of Diana's remark 

that: "the tendency is to think that we are 'wandering in the wildemess' when actually that 

is not the case," (taken fkom the experience of Israd, in Exodus and Numbers). In the 

sixth session Busboy depicteci our context as one where evexyone does what is "right in 

his own eyes" (Judges 2 1 :25). When Charles wanted to stress the intemal between his last 

corps appointment and the present, he said, "1 haven't been in a corps suice 1969, the year 

Noah bu* the ark!" And when Peter connected curriculum renewal with the college's 

structures he ailudeci to the imagery of Jesus (in Mk 2:22): "There's no way you can get 

renewal and keep it in the old wine skin. Now, what the shape of the wine skin should be, 

1 don? know . . . [but] structure is going to change around here." When Laura journailed 



her last remark in the Workshop, she thanked me, in the words of Mordecaï, for bringing 

us "to such a time as this" (Esther 4: 14). 

Occasionaliy a staff member rnakes a more direct reference to Scriptme. Thus, 

when discussing the inter de pendence between " knowing God, ourselves and our mission, " 

Barb refiected on the tife of Jesus: 

He wouid do teaching, and then [the disciples] wodd go out in ministry together 
and then they'd blow it; they couldn't cast out these demons or whatever, and then 
they got back together and they'd talk about it. . . . But it's hard to draw a line and 
Say there he was teachg, and then they were doing, and then they were being - it 
happened at once. 

As noted in the third chapter of this thesis, I incorporateci various biblical readings into 

each session, usuaily in co~ection with a time ofworship. The Parable of the Builders, in 

Luke 6:46-49, may have had an influence on Laura's perception of the curriculum as 

"foundational." The role of Scripture became more explicit when the issue of the college's 

identity took root in Session Skq and was linked with the mission of God as made known 

in Scripture. When 1 htroduced a mode1 for cunicuIum in the seventh session, 1 expiicitly 

drew upon the biblicai concepts of salvation and sabbath. Ra,ther than an overwhelming 

experience of busyness, 1 asked what it might look Wre for our &culum to experience 

sabbath. 1 dso expressed the conviction that if the Army's mission is "to express and 

embody saivation in our worki," that should have an impact on the way we approach 

curriculum. Whether it was because these more explicit references came late in the 

Workshop is d icu i t  to know, but they did not take mot in the thinking ofthe staff. 

Marguerite found my references to sabbath "fuzzy." And Barb said it shodd be taken out 
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of the criteria if it needs explanation. Similady, there is wniaily no mention of sdvation in 

open discussion or the joumals. 

Thus, my own reading of the data is that we utiiized Scriptme in different ways 

throughout the Workshop. My conviction is that the use of a& [eanzing methOCii3Iogies 

pennztted the more conversationaifunction of Scripture to take egect. I vvill explore this 

more fully in the theological reflections ofthe next chapter. 

A sixth consideration examines the degree to which the Workshop's playfulness 

contributed to its accompiishments. Earlier sections of this chapter detail the questionhg 

of my invitation to "have some fun." People did, in Mirent  ways. For instance, when one 

group set out a leming path for cadets to know God through the study of the Bible, 

Charles quipped that one way to accomplish this was for evexyone to "take trips to the 

Hoiy Land. And Anchor wili pay as long as-Charles will endorse the cheque." Another 

group set out characteristics of a new officer, and Karlos added, "Pd Uce their second 

narne to be Jesus!" My own sense of the &ta is that playfulness is less evident through the 

middle sessions. Peter commented that the fifth session seemed to be marked by a "new 

seriousness and imentionaiity. More task-oriented." It was not until the eighth session that 

1 had participants engage in role play, itself a form of playfdness. When 1 introduced the 

cnteria in the final session, 1 spoke of it as an attempt to play with them. At the 

Workshop's conclusion only Barb joumalled her conviction that "at times, we've realiy had 

fiin together." My own perception is that the Worhhop had ztsphyjid moments, but the 

abfa does not ofJer a ciear voice us tu the efect of thisperception on the outcorne. 
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The next consideration has to do with the extemt to which the Workshop engaged 

in critical thinking, and its consequent effect on the outcome. This chapter has chroaicled 

various ways participants questioned and challengeci assumptions. This was fâcilitated, in 

part, by the installation of the Detective role. But when that role was dropped, criticai 

thinking did not. For instance, an important insight came fiom Barb's journal in Session 

Three, when this officer observed that "like Topsy, weke continueci to add on and add on 

over the years, without adequate reflection and critique." In the fourth session Sarah 

thought "that there was a bit of an assumption that we can answer the questions what and 

why in twenty minutes." And in that wune session, the question persisted as to whether 

there was "an assumption that the present curricuium is not adequate, or something needs 

changing?" When the nnal session came to a close, Peter kept the spirit of criticai thinking 

dive by waming members not to aüow these criteria to become "shackles." So while 

criticai thinking opened up the Workshop's process, it aiso kept the process closely 

engaged with the Army's tradition. Its critical inquiry was nwer fkr from concern with the 

tradition, whether represented by the present cuxTiculum or the larger institutional 

structure. Thus adult learning methodoIogies encmaged the use of critical thinking 

which was esenfial ro the outcorne of the Workshop. 

Finally, whiie it is evident that a number offaaoa led to the Workshop's 

accompiishments, 1 would contend that the cumulative effect of changing perceptuai fields 

was a major factor. 1 am not grounding this conviction in any single piece of data, as much 

as an integration of these findings. As a result of the Workshop, 1 believe some ofits 



officers came to view themselves, the curriculum, the Workshop and the coilege 

differently. My conviction is that the employment of &rlt Ieaming methodologies ied tu 

the tram#onnafion of personal caad c o p r a t e  perceptions which played a critical roie in 

the Workhop's artcorne. In the first session, Graham expressed his hope that " we might 

be open enough to achially go through the process of metamorphosis in curriculum - and 

not JUST talk about it. " The word "metamorphosis" is related to the word the apostle 

Paul uses in Romans 12:2 where he exhorts his readers: "Do not be codormed to this 

world, but be transformed (metamorphizo) by the renewing of your minds." Such 

transformation too k place. 

I conclude nom these kdings that viewing the data through the lem of "meaning 

perspectives" has provided an appropriate way to analyze this Curricuium Workshop. This 

method gives insight into the dynamics at work and to the role of participant perspectives. 

These hdings suggest to me that, while other h o r s  were also at work, the 

transformation of perspectives contributed significantly to the curriculum's eventual 

outcome. To a more theologicai articuiation of these findings and the Workshop's 

contributions 1 now tum, 



Chapter Five 

CONVERSING WITH THE WORKSHOP 

To conclude this thesis, I want to shift the image from a viewing oc to conversing 

with, the Workshop. The fxst part of the conversation expresses my own theological 

reflections on the Workshop's process, especially one of its key elements. Then I will 

engage the Workshop's voice with those traditions that located it in the first chapter. This 

final chapter thus develops the notion of the Workshop as conversation. 

When the Workshop was fiarned in the second chapter, 1 indicated that it would be 

theological to the degree that it was f a i W  to the biblicai story, appropriate to our 

context, and transfomative in its effects. I envisioned its theological character primariiy in 

relation to  a final curriculum; fùrther thought convinces me that the process itseif is highly 

theological. The foilowing comments express my perception of the Workshop's 

t heological character. 

The previous chapter viewed the staff's capaciv to indweil the biblicai world. We 

aiiuded to that world with off-handed comments about Noah; we refiected on its stories, 

such as the manner by which the disciples learned from Jesus; and connections were made 

between Jesus' wineskin imagery and the curricuiumls implications for structure. As Fred 

Craddock has noted, biblicai authors themselves employed Scripture to "create a world in 

which the account is to be heard, thereby weaving the fibric of tnist essential for 



communication."' It is that notion of a biblical world through which the staffunderstood 

God, the Amy's mission and the Workshop. As Lindbeck expresses it, "A scriptural world 

is thus able to absorb the universe. It supplies the interpretive framework withùi which 

believers seek to live their iives and understand reality."2 1 would even contend that the 

naming of the existing curriculum as Topsy, nom Uncle Tom's Cabig is an instance of 

Lindbeck's conviction that "most of western literature is midrashic commentary" on the 

biblical story.' The staffdid not simply look <u the Bible, but viewed the task at hand 

through the world of the Bible. We were, in Polanyi's terms, "indwelling" the biblical 

world in order to engage in the task ofcurridum design. By so doing, 1 believe we 

faithfidiy carried forward that biblical stoty with its focus on the gospel of Jesus Christ. 

While the stafhdwelt the biblical world, it did so f?om within a specific context. 

Following Bevan's understanding, 

Theology that is contextuai realizes that culhue, history, contemporary thought 
fom, and so forth are to be considered, dong with scriphue and tradition, as 
valid sources for theological e~pression.~ 

1 believe that the Workshop's context was a factor in several ways. First, our employrnent 

'Fred B. Craddock, "The Sermon and the Uses of Scripture718 Theolopv To&y 42 
(April 1985), 1 1. Craddock focuses here on Luke's use of the Old Testament. 

'George A Lindbeclg ne N m e  of Do& (Phüadelphia: The Westminster Press, 
1984), 117. 

'George A Lindbeck, "The Church's Mission," in -. ed. Frederic 
B. Bumbam (New York: HarperCollins Pubiishers, 1989), 4 1. 



of adult learning methodologies contextuaiized this Workshop. Other cultures may 

suggest different ways adults learn, but these rnethodoIogies were drawn from a North 

American context, and were appropriate for that location. Context also played an 

important role in that the questions dedt with were those of its participants. They were 

local questions, and one could depict this as an instance of what Robert Schreiter names 

"local theology. " He contends that "without a sensitivity to the dtural context, a church 

and its theology either become a vehicle for outside domination or lapse into docetism, as 

though its Lord never became flesh. "' The staff sought changes in the curriculum because 

of their awareness that changing cultural conditions irnpacted the ministry of Saïvation 

Army officers. While wanting to retain our identity as an Amy of Salvation, we 

considered it important to respond to the Caoadian context. And in a more focused 

concern, changes were sought in the ctmidum because of developments in this particular 

coilege. Tension is evident between the coliege's intemational.identity and its 1 0 4  

reaiities, and it is in this tension that a new curricuium was "hamrnered out." 

Whiie other changes might be envisioned for the coiiege, I betieve the Workshop 

introduced appropriate changes. Here 1 concur with Charles Wood that 

There is a kind of fidelity to "tradition," an adherence to old fonns and to the 
memory of old situations, which amounts to betrayal, just as there is a kind of 
fieedom fiom and with tradition which permits a more genuine and radical 

'Robert J. Schreiter, Co- Jmcal Theolo& (Maryknoli: Orbis Books, 1986), 
2 1.  



f a i W e s s  to it .6 

By introducing a curriculum that was more reflective of our context, I believe we were 

more faithfd to our tradition. By seeking to make sense of the gospel in a particuIar 

situation, the Workshop was, in Newbigin's phrase, an "exegesis of the gospel."' 

The degree to which the Workshop was transformative in its effects can be 

assessed in different ways. As noted, the Workshop led to the introduction of a new 

curriculum and a new administrative structure. Any observation of their impact on the 

college lies beyond the scope of this thesis. A more discernable effect concerns the 

transformation of the process by which curriculum is formed. The Workshop instituted a 

process whereby the voices of a l l  the staf f  could be heard. Rather than curr idurn choices 

being made by a few in administrative power, the Workshop empowered others to have a 

place. For instance, as Barb journalled her final comments she said: "It's been important to 

be part of this. h e  found a place to have a 'voice'." Like Jesus inviting Bartimaeus to 

speak when others would silence him, the Workshop welcomed voices to speak who were 

otherwise excluded fiom conversation in the tradition (Mk 10:46-49). My hope is that this 

process would in turn enable staffmembers to also hear and trust their students. 

As has been documented, the transformation of perceptions played an important 

role in the Workshop's accomplishments. This notion is, in my estimation, closeiy tied to 

Wood, V i s e  40. 

Newbigin, Truth-, 35. 



the biblical grammar of conversion and sanctification. lesus, for instance, was vitaily 

concerned with the perceptions of his disciples. As men and women foilowed him their 

perceptions of such matters as community and ambition were confrontecl by those 

embodied in Jesus. W e  he affirmed their perceptions - "Blessed are your eyes, for they 

see, and your ears, for they hear" (Mt 13 : 16) - he dso challenged them: "You of Little 

faith, why are you tallgng about having no bread? Do you stiU not perceive?" (Mt 16:8-9). 

That Jesus tmsted his followers to undergo perspective transformation is evidenced by his 

use of parables, which requires the learner to work out the image or story. Eventuai 

confession of his identity, and the sigdicance of his cross and resurrection constitute 

remarkable transfo~mations for these followers. 

Reflecting on the M e  of the apode Paul, Beverly Gaventa distinguishes between 

conversions that "grow out of the past . . . and those that result in an afhned present at 

the expense of a rejected past."' Another kind of expenence may be caiied 

"transformation" which 

is a radical change of perspective in which some newly gained cognition b ~ g s  
about a changed way of understanding. Unlike a conversion, a transformation does 
not require a rejection or negation of the past or of previously held values. Instead, 
a transformation involves a new perception, a re-cognition, of the past .' 

'~everly R Gaventa, Fra- to (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, l986), 10. 

'Gaventa, 1 O- 1 1. 
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Gaventa argues fiom key Pauline textsIO that he did not reject his past when encountered 

by the risen Christ. Rather, Paul integrated his new understanding of Christ with his past in 

such a way that he did not have to reject it. I would argue that this kind of transformation 

took place in the Workshop. Individual and corporate perspectives changed, but in such a 

way that they could be integrated into a larger story. Salvationist tradition tends to 

distinguish sharply between conversion and subsequent transformation, or sanctification 

The Workshop, 1 believe, demonstrates that trandormation iwolves changes in 

perspective, and the kind of teaching we b ~ g  to that task is critical. Conversely, as with 

the disciples, such transformation of perspective cornes about in the practice of doing, of 

O bedience. 

While work on this project has sharpened my work with these three questions, 

what has changed for me is a much clearer understanding of the role of tradition in each. 

As 1 approached each of those questions 1 became aware of a conversation aIready in 

place. Thus I resopate with Lesslie Newbigin's contention that "d genuine learning [is] 

guided and disciplined by a tradition."" The role of tradition in theology has taken on new 

sigdicance for me. 

On reflection, I beiieve the Holy Spirit worked through the various traditions, 

personaüties and methodologies of this Workshop to evoke transformative leaming. The 

1°She pays particular attention to the more autobiographical elements in Galatians 1 : 11- 
17, Philippians 3:2-11 and Romans 7: 13-25. 
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Workshop can be viewed in my estimation through one of Jesus' parables: "The kingdom 

of heaven is like yeast that a woman took and mixed in with three measures of flour until 

ali of it was leavened" (Mt 13:33). 

Having reflected on the theological process of the Workshop, I wodd like to draw 

attention to one of its defining aspects. In my estimation, the Workshop "tumed" or 

pivoted around the notion of identity. This issue surfaced in numerous ways, such as 

whether the couege was a training school or a Bible. college. However, t was in the 

middle sessions that, in my estimation, the Workshop's struggle with ident i~  became 

linked with the Army's own smiggle for identity. And it is significant that the biblical 

image of "wildemess" was suggested in connection with botb For instance, when the fifth 

session seemed for sorne to becorne ov-helming, Diana journalied that "the tendency is 

to think we are 'wanderïng in the wiidemess' when actually that is not the case." In the 

next session, when Busboy expresseci his conviction the Amy is "perhaps going through 

an identity crisis," he thought "we're sort of in a wildemess, and we dont know what we 

stand for anymore." In Israel's experience, the wildemeu is that moment when the 

pilgrhage, even mission, of God's people seems to lose focus and a sense of direaion- 

Further reflections prompt me to suggest that the struggle of identity within the wiiderness 

takes us to the heart of the Workshop. 

M e r  the calhg of individuals and familes in the Genesis story, the book of 

Exodus focuses on a people whom the Lord depicts as "my people" (Ex 3:7). In a defining 
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text, this liberating God says, "Tndeed, the whole earth is mine, but you shall be for me a 

priestly kingdom and a holy nation" (Ex 1916). As Fretheim notes, the narrative of Exodus 

"is concemed with how these people more and more take on their identity, becorning in 

Me what they already are in the eyes of God."12 When lsrael fiees its Egyptian bondage, 

but loses momentum in the wildemess, that identity becomes fiagile. Lacking Moses' 

visible leadership, the people encourage Aaron to craft "an image of a calf" (Ex 32:4). 

When they bow before the image as the gods "who brought you up out of the land of 

Egypt!" their identity is questioned. In God's view, they were no longer "my people;" 

tuming to Moses, God names them "your people" (v. 7). and is even prepared to consume 

them and make of Moses "a great nation" (v. 10). What follows becomes, in rny 

estimation, a remarkable moment in the biblicai story. Moses refüses the invitation for 

personal greatness, and also refuses to let God off the hook. He insias that these are "your 

people" (v. 11). He b ~ g s  a tenacious logic before God that wonders how onlookers will 

react when they discover God could not bring these people through the wilderness, and 

recalls God's own cornmitment to "Abraham, Isaac, and Israel" (v. 13). When this 

conversation resumes after Moses has it out with Aaron and the people, he seeh favour 

from this God: 

For how SM it be known that 1 have found Eivour in your sight, I and your 
people, unless you go with us? In this way, we shall be distinct, 1 and your people, 
fiom every people on the face of the earth (v. 16). 

12Terence E. Fretheim, m o d ~  (Louisville: John Knox Press, 199 1 ), 22. 



Remarkably, God responds to Moses by saying: "1 wili do the very thing that you have 

asked" (v. 17). Thus, it is within the wildemess that the c a h g s  of Gods people, 

leadership, and even God are "hammered out. " The biblical understanding is that the 

identity of God's people is defined by their relation to this saving God, who is also 

remarkably open to the voice of leadership. 

It rnay be recalled that one of Barb's eariy journals wondered if1 needed to cl* 

my leadership to the staff My tentative Salvationism seemed to carry over into this 

Workshop. The previous chapter demonstrates how for some that kind of leadership 

invited them into the conversation. But it was in the seventh session, in the ddemess,  

that my voice found its place. Like Moses, who leamed to trust his own voice instead of 

Aaron's, part of my joumey in the Workshop was to trust my voice in the conversation. 

The issue of identity thus touched me in a personal way. 

It is also significant in my view that, foliowing this critical moment in the Exodus 

story, God relocates fiom the distance of Sinai to a mobile tabernacle in the wilderness. in 

Fretheim's words, 

God is not Iike the gods who remain at some remove fkom a messy world, enjoying 
theù own Me, often uncaring and oblivious to the troubles of the creatures. God 
leaves the mountain of remoteness and inefEb1e rnajesty and tabernacles right in 
the centre of a human c~rnmwilty.~~ 

It is my conviction that issues of identity wiU be determineci increasingly in a "rnessy 

world." Donaid Schon puts it this way for educators: Tan the prevailing concepts of 



professional education ever yield a curricuium adequate to the cornplex, unstable, 

uncertain, and conflictual world of practice?"14 The extent to which this is m e  for a 

school's curriculum, is also the case for the institution sponsoring it. In this instance7 the 

Saivation Army wiil discover its identity in relation to this God who tabernacles in this 

messy world. 

This implies of course, that there is a relationship between a people's identity and 

a school's curriculum. That there is has been demonstrated when Great Britain Iost some 

of its international influence. Its Conservative Government in the 1980s legislated changes 

to create a national secondary school curriculum in order to recover its national identity. 

Ironically, a cornparison of 1988 subjects with those in 1904 shows virtualiy no change. In 

e f f i  the values of a particular segment of the nation shaped the curriculum. This has 

prompted Ivor Goodson to comment: "It would seem possible that declining nations in 

their post-irnperial phase have nowhere to go but to rmeat into the bunker of the school 

cunicul~m."~' The danger for the Salvation Army, and other expressions of the church, is 

to look to a "golden eni" to detennine its identity, and establish a curricuIun for its fùture 

leaders based on that era. The Salvation Anny has known its moments of power and 

prestige, ami the danger is that we d o w  only those moments to define us. And when our 

journey seems disonenteci, the ternptation is to craft our own go& to lead us on, such as 



the managerial gods of our culture. This Workshop 1 believe calis the Amy to seek an 

understanding of Gods identity shaped by the gospel in order to seek a gospel-shaped 

understanding of our identity. 

The wildemess tefi also draws attention to the importance of naming. Israel is 

nitmeci by God, and the nniggle over identity is a struggle over that name. Earlier chapters 

of this thesis detailed ways in which Salvationists stniggie with their name. The Workshop 

however has deepened my confidence in The Salvation Army's name being integral to its 

identity. 

First, the Workshop embodied "salvation" in that it eeed and empowered the 

teachers of this school to take responsibility for its curriculum. While I endorse the Army's 

system of international training colleges, with similar aims, 1 also believe it is essential for 

each coliege to establish its own nimcuium. To impose a c ~ c u i u m  on teachers is to 

m i m a  the teacher, and the consequent effect is for the teacher to mistrust the leamer. 1 

agree when Goodson says, 

To be in bondage to a syllabus is a misfortme for a teacher, and a misfortune for 
the school that he [sic] taches. To be in bondage to a qdiabus which is binding on 
ai i  schools aiike is of di misfortunes the gravest."" 

This thesis documents the journey of some staffmembers for whom this sense of 

empowerment was real, and redemptive. 

As weli, my own conviction is that the Workshop engaged in a fom of warfare as 



fiameci by Donald Schon. He argues that institutions as well as indMduals have 

epistemologies. His concem is that the research university in parti~uiar 'bu Oevelopd an 

epistemoiogy that discounts the importance of practice in forming theory. The inability of 

such an approach to deal with many of life's realities prompts a new form of "action 

research. " His conviction is that major universities are bound by a "technical rationalityu 

which makes the practicurn of secondary value. Introducing the role of practice as primas, 

means, for Schon, "becoming involved in an epistemological battle. " l7 1 believe this project 

engaged in such a battle. While its primary context addressed a Salvation Anny college. it 

has implications beyond that context. Its warfare refuses an epistemology that marginalizes 

practice in relation to theory because its own practice of obedieme will not be 

marginaiized in relation to knowing God. 

That we did this as an educational task is, 1 believe, signïficant for the Salvation 

Arrny, which has tended to margmahe education within its He. Here 1 concur with Walter 

Brueggemann that "every community that wants to Iast beyond a shgIe generation must 

concern itseif with education." In his estimation, 

Education has to do with the maintenance of a commuuity through the 
generations. This maintenance must assure enough continuity of vision, value, and 
perception so that the comme@ sustains its self-identity. At the same the ,  such 
maintenance must assure enough fieedom and novelty so that the community can 
survive in and be pertinent to new circurnstances. Thus, education must attend 
both to processes of codnuity and diswntinuity in order to avoid fossüiang into 
irrelevance on the one hanci, and relativizing into disappearance on the other 

"~onald A Schon, 'The New Scholarship Requires a New Epistemology," çhanoe 27 
(Nov-Dec 1995), 32. 



hand. 

The issue of identity thus lies deep in the hart of Saivatiooist f '  and becornes centml 

to the concerns of this Workshop. 

e Wor&o~'s Volce 

Having discoursed with the Workshop, 1 would like in this final section to project 

its voice to the various traditions that converged on it. This thesis entered the Workshop 

Ma the traditions of Salvation Army training colieges, theological education and adult 

education; I would iike to conclude by voicing its contributions to those same traditions. 

My fnst words are directed to "2130," and to the system of Salvation Army 

training. While valuable criteria have been estabiished for the Toronto c ~ c u l u m ,  a 

process has been launched which 1 hope will not be lost. This process need not be copied 

slavishly, but it has taken seriously the educational nature of cUmculum design. As for the 

wider picture, even at the tirne of writing this chapter, the Amy is undergoing important 

discussions about the fuhue of its colieges in this Temtory. While it is important to k e n  

to many voices, I wodd trust that the voices of its teachers would be primary. Likewise, 

when any international planning is done for the Army's training system, the experience of 

this Workshop has something important to contribute. Eve~y wllege will enter such 

discussions with its own perceptions about training. If we want to work together on 

'Walter Bmeggemann, J'he Creative Word (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1982), 1. 



training issues, we wiil need to consider the way adults leam. My own conviction is that 

the Army has a unique opportunity through its coileges to discuss how curricuium can 

retain its international dimensions but be fàiW to its local context. Our tradition in the 

"training ofthe heart" is important, but the new curriculum integrates that focus with 

training the mind and the hand. That relationship is 1 believe important for Salvation Army 

training. 

Second, I would like to express the sipniIicance of this Workshop to the 

Movement that spawned the coifege. The Salvation Army, as indicated earfier in this 

thesis, has a certain ambivalence about education and theology. We value such notions as 

training and doing; not so much theological reflection and education. This has been 

expressed by Phil Needham: 

The A m y ' s  predilection for action as opposed to reflection needs reassessment. 
Amies, of course, are by nature actionaienteci. Theirs is not to ask why, ody to 
h d  the most effêctive means of achieving the received objective. Historidy, The 
Salvation Amy's strength has been the ability to respond quickly to missionary 
challenges. It has been scarce on theological tools with which criticdy to evaluate 
it s responses. lg 

1 m a  that this Workshop will help to overcome unhelpful fears and duaiities, and offer a 

theologicai tool. It is my conviction that theological thinking is our need as a Movement. 

For instance, nurnerous understandings of leadership are at work in our culture, especidy 

those dominateci by manageriai images. Cadets corne to our colkges, and officers engage 

'?hi1 Needham, - r  
. . " 

(Atlanta: The Salvation Army Suppiies, 1987), 
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in their task, with notions of leadership aiready formed by those cultural images. The need 

in m y  view is to understand leadership ftom within the Christian story, which is a 

theological task And any transformation of perceptions already at work is an educational 

task. This Workshop models both dimensions ofthat process. 

As weU, this thesis suggests ways of understanding the notion of "sdvation 

warfare" today. While there are very real dangers in this imagery, 1 view it as integral to 

the gospel as public news. The ideological fiameworks that oppress people in our world 

are dairent f?om those of our founding years. Put more biblicdly, our struggie is. stiU 

against the "cosrnic powers of this present darknessn (Eph 6: 12) which become embodied 

in education, health care systems, hockey arenas, our streets, and The Salvation Army. 

The Saivationist mission is to discern them, name them, and engage with them in the kind 

of warfare that embodies saving grace. 

To the tradition of theological education, more broadly speaking, 1 would offer the 

gft of this Workshop for its own discourse. Drawing on his understanding of the 

hmeneutical model of Deuteronomy, Walter Bnieggema~l~l suggests that 

The task for theological educaîion . . . is to keep the crucial, reflective 
conversation going between the script that we hold to be authoritative and the 
contexî of American society in which other scripts are powerhliy at work." 

This Workshop offers one model by which to keep that conversation going. It struggles in 

its own way with issues of hgmentation and power. But it keeps going, and in that 

'Walter Brueggemann, "The Case For An Alternative Reading," Theoloprcal 
23 (Spring 1987): 1 03. 



respect I believe has something to Say to the tradition of theological education. 

In partidar, recent publications, such as those of Farley and Kelsey, have drawn 

attention to the way curriculum mnXests the theologicai character of a school. This study 

concurs with that, but takes it M e r .  It suggests that not only the mrriculum's shape, but 

ztsprocess of design, is theological in character. To retum to Bmeggemann's notion of 

scripts, it would be helpfiil nom my perspective, for theologicai education to become 

more aware not simply of the shape of the biblical canon, but of its process of formaton. 

He continues, 

As educators, we should pay attention to the canonical process in Israel. For ifwe 
can understand how Israel dealt with these difllcult matters of wntuiuity and 
discontinuity, of stability and flexiiility, we may arrive at a new sense of authority 
in educarion. We may understand afresh how the Bible is the live Word of Gad." 

For instance, an understanding of how the collection of individuai Psalms took on the 

shape of a Psaiter, would point in that direction. An understanding of the biblical process 

should offer important clues conceming the theological chsracter of the biblical script. 

To the world of adult education, I would first express my indebtedness for the 

tools appropriateci in this project. The insights and suggestions offered through this 

emerging discipline has been most helpfd to me. Much of this work confinm those 

insights, especidy the role of critical thinking in perspective transformation. 1 would 

suggest, however, thai this study b ~ g s  its own cntical rdection to the world of addt 

leatning. For instance, Mezirow places value in a contractual group rather than an organic 
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relationship "predicated upon wmplete identification with the g r o ~ p . " ~  His fear is thai an 

organic group might abandon "critical dialogue in favour of blind deference to group 

codes, n o m ,  authority, or ide~logy."~ Participants who engaged in this study were not 

so much an organic or contractuai group, as a covenantal group. My own perception is 

that our covenantal relationship did not hamper critical refiection of our tradition, and in 

fact its coxnmitments were a factor in keeping the process going in moments of darkness. 

Beyond specific issues, 1 would üke to offer my conviction to the world of adult 

education that its work is deeply theological in character. When, for instance, Mezirow 

claims that "our need to understand our experiences is perhaps our most distinctively 

human attrib~te,"~' he voices a theological concem. As Sharon Parks puts it, "It is in the 

activity of findimg and being found by meaning that we as modern persons corne closest to 

recogniMg our participation in the life of faith? Biblically put, humans are created in the 

"image of God" (see Gen 1:26-27), and this instinct for meaning refiects that conviction. 1 

have sought in this thesis to develop some of the theological dimensions of adult leaming 

theory, such as its emphask on hospitality in teachg. One aspect of adult learning, in my 

estimation, bears such theological reflection. Stephen Brooffield makes use of the notion 

=Sharon Parks, Cntid Y e w  Y o u m  the S d  for Faitk - .  
o m m w  (San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1986), 14. 
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of integrdion as a stage in tramformative learning: "HaWig decided on the worth, 

acniracy, and validity of aew ways of thinking or living, we begin to fïnd ways to uitegrate 

these into the fhnc of our lives. "26 Mezirow, from another angle of vision, betieves that 

"meaning is making sense of or gMng coherence to our experiences. "27 What I want to 

address is the assurnption in these statements that any notion of integration or coherence 

implies an underlying reality capabLe of generating coherence or integration. Ln my 

estimation, such a reality is located in the Christian story. This is not to proof-text that 

story, or to eLiminate its incoherences, but to express the conviction that the human 

instinct for coherence and integration has a basis in a story, whose main character is 

depicted as one in whom "ail things hold together" (Col 1 : 17). That theologicai reality 

underlies, in my estimation, any notion of curriculum as coherent learning. 

While not addressed in the opening chapter, this study can also be a voice in the 

discourse of curriculum studies. For hance,  our own wresthg with the effects of a 

curriculum is reflected in ment events in the city of Wianipeg. The suicide of an intem at 

the civs university hospital has prompted an investigation, in that the suicide rate for 

resident doctors is six times the national average. While acknowledging the complexity of 

the issue, there are calls to investigate the role of cmiculurn, which tends to place 



extraordinary demands on exhausted interns? Effects of a cumculum on students and 

s t a f f  have a role in curridum study. 

With respect to the process of design, Ivor Goodson contends that much 

nirriculum study tends to be "ahistoricai" in the sense of ignoring a particular curriculum's 

hiaory. It is Mie, Goodson argues, 

to place historkal study at the centre of the curricuIum enterprise, to exhume the 
early work on curricdar history, and the spasmodic subsequent work, and 
systematically to rehabilitate the study of the social construaion of school subjects 
and the school Cum~ulum.~ 

His critique focuses on the way school subjects tend to be valued primarily for their 

professional importance or teaching careers, not primarily for the students. Goodson, and 

others, thus speak of the "impregnable fortress of the school subject." Like Donald Schon, 

Goodson wants to avoid both a "flight to theory" and a "flight to practice." His own 

proposal is on "m~cuIlum as social c o ~ c t i o n ,  fkst at the lwel of prescription itself, 

but also at the levels of process, practice and discourse."" As with my previous comments 

on adult leamkg, 1 would suggest that conversation about "social construction" inevitably 

raises theologicai issues. However, Goodson concludes: 

More recentiy I have been wrestling with how to integrate different foci and levels 
of adysis.  In developing an integrated socid constnictionist perspective this work 

'*~lexandra Paul, "Doctor Suicide Soaring," Free Press, 11 J ~ ~ u Y  1997, 
A3. 



pursues the promise that the theoretical and the practical, or structure and agency, 
might be reconnected in Our vision of curricuium scholarship." 

1 contend that this study can offer a voice in this pursuit. It is thoroughly contextual, yet 

consciously draws on the traditions represented in the Workshop. While designeci with a 

Salvation Army college in mind, this project has implications for the wider cultural 

attempts to understand school cunida, especidy to discem what happens when the craft 

of teaching is taken senously in curriculum design. 

Findy, 1 want to indicate ways the Workshop converses with me. Here 1 refiect 

not just on the event itseK but the totality of this project. As indicated, an important 

learning for me has been the role of tradition. 1 have not dways appreciated tradition's 

place, thinlsng that it ofken stifled Me. When 1 watched "Fiddler on the Roof' in 1972,I 

identified with Tevye's ùaughters seekhg change. But when my own daughter perfonned 

it in 1995, my feet were planted much more with Tevye. This thesis commenceci with an 

awareness that at least three traditions came together as, in the phrase of Alasdair 

MacIntyre, "histoncally extended, sociaily embodied argument[s]. w32 The uniqueness of 

this project, 1 believe, is the way distinct traditions were brought together. We were, in my 

estimation, breaking new ground by viewing the notion of curriculum through the biblical 

story as embodied in the life of the Salvation Amy. W e  the Workshop inherited various 

32Quoted in William C. Placher, Ynêgologetic Theology (Louisville; John Knox Press, 
1989), 108. 



conversations, it can now claim its voice within them, and I have learned fi-om this. 

This project aiso encourages me to c lah  my voice in those conversations, to bring it nom 

the footnotes to the body of the text. A realization of its legitimate place in the Workshop, 

and in the traditions it represents, constitutes my own transformation. 1 Ieave this project a 

very diEerent person. 

To conclude, this thesis documents the way various traditions and individuals came 

together for a CurriCUIum Workshop. As they did so, perspectives were brought to the 

event which set it in motion and in tension. The thesis has reflected on the way those 

perceptions were transfomeci, and in tum becarne transforrning perceptions. For this too 

expresses an immense dvation! 



Thesis Proposal 



DOCTOR OF MINISTRY THESIS PROPOSAL 

Leamhg to Educate: 
An Application of Adult Learning Theory to Curriculum Design 

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT OF APPLIED RESEARCH THESIS 

My ministry base is located at The Saivation Arrny's CoUege For Officer Trainin& 
in Toronto. Its programme prepares women and men for officer-leadership within the 
Canada-Bermuda Territory' of The Saivation Amy, whose Mission Statement reads: 

The Salvation Amy, as an international movement, is an 
evangelical branch of the Christian church. 

Its message is based on the Bible; its minisûy is motivated by love 
for God and a practical concem for the needs of humanity. 

Its mission is to preach the Gospel of Jesus Christ, supply basic 
hurnan needs, provide personal counselling and undertake the spinhial and 
moral regeneration and physical rehabilitation of ail persons in need who 
corne within its sphere of influence regardiess of race, colour, creed, sex or 
age. 

The Toronto coiiege oversees a satellite training centre in Montreal; another college is 
based in St. John's, Newfoundland.' Each coiiege constitutes part of an international 
network of training colleges, which are ultimateiy responsible to The Army's International 
Headquarters in London, England. 

The Canadian coileges train students3 within a two year programme, culminating in 
their ordination and first appointment as officers. Their programmes constitute part of a 
learning continuum for a fuhue officer. Pnor to studies at our college a "candidate" must 

A Salvation Army Territory can consist of part of a nation, or a combination of 
nations. In this study 1 wili limit my focus to the Canadian context of this Temtory. 

For purposes of this study, focus wiii be limiteci to my rninistry base at the Toronto 
coilege. 1 have some involvement with the Montreal campus, but littie with the 
NewfoundIand college. 

Students at training coileges are cded "cadets", in keeping with the rniiitary tradition. 
For the purpose of reading this Propod 1 will use the terni "mident". 



fuifil certain req~irernents.~ M e r  ordination there are post-coliege expectations of an 
~ t n c e r . ~  Specific expressions of a college's programme Vary within The Salvation Army 
world, but pohcy States that it should train officers who: "know God; know themselves; 
know their mi~sion".~ 

In recent years, the training coiieges in Canada have developed a relationship with 
the Catherine Booth Bible College, in Wimiipeg. Upon graduation our students are 
granted approximately one-third of needed credits towards a B.A in Biblical and 
Theological Shidies in theû programme.' 

Each September a new group of students is admitteci to the college, and given a 
Sessionai name.' Students entering in the fd of 1994 will be narned "Messengers of the 
Tmth". Most of a student's leamhg and practice of ministry takes place then with the 
same group of students, or Session. This is done with the intent to numue a strong sense 

Candidate lessons include some basic Bible studies; reading of Salvation Army history 
and doctrine; and practical experiences in leadership. Several concems have been raised 
about the process, and at the moment t is under review. 

M e r  ordination a new officer serves a probationary £ive year period as  a Lieutenant. 
During this t h e  the officer must participate in two residentiai workshops, scheduled in the 
second and fourth years, and complete two courses of study. His or her otficership then 
cornes under consideration for con.fïrmatioq and "promotion" to the rank of Captain. 

Quoted in Orders pnd R e R  of Armv Officers, . . 
by 

International Headquarters (London: Salvation Amy, 199 l), 9. It is anticipated that each 
college will wntextualize the meanhg of these goals for its Territory 

Our coilege is responding to this task in its first Intemal Self Study. This process 
has adapted a mode1 used by Salvation Amy coikges in the United States. Amoog the 
thirteen standards exaoained is one that h@es about our coliege's goals and objectives. 
The Self Study recommends that the coliege creates a "profile" ofnew officers in ternis of 
character and s u s .  It is likely that such considerations will emerge in the course of the 
action in ministry in this study. 

' The Toronto coiiege has aiso begun offering courses fbiiy accredited by Catherine 
Booth Bible CoUege. They are accessible not only to our students but to both laity and 
officers off-campus. Othenvise our cmicuium is designeci with our d e n t s  in mind. 

The Toronto coUege's students are usuaiiy d r a m  nom provinces other than 
Newfoundland. Currently there are forty three men and women enroileci in our college. 
The current Sessional names are "Crusaders For Christ" and "Messengers of Hope." 



of corporate identie. This has meant however that students learned f?om the same 
courses, regardless of previous educational and cultural background. Our college has 
attempted to introduce some diversity into its programme in response to the inadequacies 
of this approach. 

The Toronto facilities opened in 1960.' At that time most students were single, and 
in their early twenties. Now, they tend to be marcied, with chiIdren, and their average age 
is close to thirty. In 1960, few students would corne with post-secondary leaniing. Now, 
their education ranges fiom grade twelve to the graduate level in various disciplines. Thus 
there is an increasing diversity in our students' social and educational backgrounds. 

Our coiiege is staffed by both employees and Salvation Amy officers. Employees 
hold such positions as secretarial, day care, maintenance and Iibrarian. Presently, there are 
swenteen officers whose experience ranges nom about seven years to  thirty, and includes 
various aspects of Salvation A m y  work Married couples are usualiy appointed to the 
coilege together; there are three single women officers on staff. Educational qualifications 
range fiom a high school diploma tu graduate levels; about one-third have a theological 
degree apart from o u  own college system. The various departments of the college are 
administered by an appropriate c o u d ,  overseen ultimately by the Administrative Council. 
These departments include Persomel, Home, Business and Finance, Field, and Education. 

My appointment to the college is as its Education Ofncer. 1 teach various courses, 
oversee the library, and evaluate midents in ministry situations. This office places me on 
various councils within the college, and on The Salvation A m y ' s  Temtorial Education 
Board. 

My research interest has grown out of one responsibility in this practice of 
ministry. The Education Council, which is made up of six officers and which 1 chair, is 
mandated to design and implement the college's academic curriculum. It is this task that 
has becorne the focus ofrny work in the D. Min. ProgrammeI and to which this Thesis 
Proposai is directed. 

Training centres in Canada can be traced back to 1887.1nitidy7 they were called 
training "homes" and "garrisons", with programmes lasting five months. In 19 15 a new 
Training College was opened on Davisville Ave. in Toronto, with a Dine month 
programme, senhg most of the Canadian Territory until 1960. A western college, based 
in Wuinpeg, lasted for about twenty years, when the Depression forced its closing. For a . . 
bnef histow of training colieges in Canada see R G. Moyles, Blood and F m  ui 
C d  (Toronto: Peter Martin Associates, 1977), 283-286. 



STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 

To set the stage for this study's Research Problem, it is important to distinguish the 
terms leaming, teaching, and education. I take leamhg to be a complex process of change 
that takes place in a person when faced with new situations and ideas. It can lead to 
different skills, convictions, emotions, seif-understanding, and relationships. Teaching is 
the more intentional action designed to help learning take place. It can be both prolonged 
and occasional; it can come âom such sources as books, film, or persons; it evokes 
leaniing through new information and questions, in an atmosphere of trust and respect. 
Education is taken here to be the structure that provides a 6ramework for teaching and 
leaming. In a school setting it consists of such factors as the instih>tionls policies; its goals 
and objectives; its resources and symbols; t h e  ailotted to leamuig; and its meaning of 
success and failure. i t  thus includes the curriculum. 

Signifïcant attention has been paid in recent years to the way adults leam. 
Implications have been drawn fiom this for the way teachers mi& teach. This study is 
concemed with the implications of adult leamkg and teaching for education, especidy the 
cuniculum. It recognizes that education can facilitate or hinder teaching and leaniing. 

In Our coliege, as in others, learning is explicitly sought in courses of study. The 
fashioning of these courses into something whole constitutes a curricuium, but that is not 
easily accomplished. David Kelsey describes the tension this way: 

Usd  metaphoricdy, curriculum ought to designate çomething singuiar,.a 
unined movement of shidy.. . .The ever-present danger is that a given 
number of such courses adds up only to a clutch of courses and not a 
course of study.1° 

This Proposal concenis the way our cumdum cm in fact be a "course of study", and not 
simply a "clutch of courses". 

Each spring, attention is given to our college's curridum in anticipation of the 
comuig academic year. Atternpts are made to reflect on the m e n t  cwiculum and suggest 

'O David H. Kelsey, To U n d e r u  God Tr& (Louisville: Westminster, 1 WZ), 2 10. 
The metaphoricd suggestiveness of the word "curriculum" derives from its Latin origin, 
meaning "race course". 



changes. In doing this, international expectations play a part; IL the Self Study offers 
feedback to various parts of our cuniculum; students and stafbay express suggestions 
through a personal letter to the appropriate ~ouncil . '~ But when it cornes to the process of 
designhg the cunicuium there are no clear guidelines to follow. 

The need for a clear process is heightened by two factors. First, our Self Study 
discloses the reality that the average length of appointment for officers to the coliege is 
less than three years. Due to a number of factors, our college is expenencing its fourth 
Principal in the five years 1 have been there. It is my experience that such inconsistent 
continuity makes curriculum planning difncult. Second, there is an increasing complenty 
felt in different ways. Internally, there has been a growing complexity to our student 
population. As noted above, our students are more diverse in age, expenence, fonnal 
education and marital status than they were thirty years ago. Extemaily, the hcreasing 
complexity of our culture places pressure on The Sdvation Army's mission, and in tum on 
Our curriculum. Thus we have found it necessary to consider cornputer finances, f d y  
violence and pluraiism for our les-g. These factors, the& coatnbute to our need for an 
intentional process of curridum design. 

Besides this sense of need, 1 have a growing conviction about the way a curriculum 
shodd be designed. My own experience has shown that curridum decisions raise 
questions around values, goals and teaching methodologies. For instance, ifwe add a new 
course in "Confiict Management" do we delete a course in biblical studies to make room 
for it? As weii, time aiiotted for any course afkcts decisions c o n c h g  teaching 
methodology, in that certain forms of learning require more tirne. My growing conviction 
is that curriculum decisiors themselves are leaming situations, and not simply 
administrative matters. My hope is that our cokge's educational structure might grow out 
of the soiI of adult learning methodology. 

Thus, in my estimation there is need for an intentionai process of curricuium 
design, but my conviction is that this process should be a leamhg expenence. Therefore in 
this study, 

AS well as the goals indicated above, Or- for Training Collepes . . 
states that a training progrme shouid include courses in: Bible; Doctrine; Salvation 
Amy studies; Pastoral ministry; Platfonn ministry (worship and preaching); Church and 
society; Evangeiism; and Church Growth. 

l2 Because ours is a two year programme, attention is given to an in-coming Session's 
two years. My expenence is that we seldom look much beyond that duration in our 
planning. 



1 wsnt to investigate the effects of employing adult learning theory on 
a process of cumculum design at The Saivation Army's Coiiege For 
Ofiicer Training, in Toronto. 

THEORETICAL FM.MEW0R.K AND ASSUMPTIONS 

There are a number of theological convictions present in this study. Fust, 1 believe 
leamhg is integral to the Christian faïth. In Matthew's gospel, Jesus issues an invitation: 
"Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me ..." (Mt. 11:29)." Whatwer it means to 
follow lesus, Iearning is implied. The metaphor of the yoke also implies that such leanllng 
is connecteci with doing; and suice Iesus also wears the yoke, such leamhg is not 
imposed. " 

Second, 1 believe that leadership is essential to the mission of the chwch, and that 
such leadership is also learned. The gospels consistently portray Jesus teaching those 
whom he appoints to leadership roles. The exact foms of leadership Vary with historical 
context; there is no one single form that is sufn~ient .~~ 

Third, 1 am convinced that a primary fùnction of leadership in the church today is 
to "equip" its members for mission. This is expresseci by the d e r  to the Ephesians: "The 
gifts [God] gave were that some would be.:.pastors and teachers, to equip the saints for 
the work of ministry.. . " (4: 1 1 - 12). The Greek underlying the word "equipt' (m) is 
nch in meaning, with its implications of mending and heding. Thus, 1 believe our 
cumculum should envision leaders who wüi equip Salvationists in their personal and 
corporate mission. 

A fourth theological conviction has to do with the mission and teaching of Jesus. 1 
concur with Paul Achtemeir that "there is compebg evidence that Mark saw in Jesus' 

l3 AU biblical references in this study are taken f?om the N N  
!ihiQn. 

14 T. W. Manson proposes that the Aramaic here is closer to our s e m e  of "apprentice" 
than "pupil" . See Douglas R A m e ,  (LouisMlle: John Knox, 1993), 129. 

l5 The diversity of forms is implied in Paul's statement to the Corinthian church that 
"God has appointed in the church ... forms of leadership" (1 Cor. 1229). 



activity as teacher the central thrust of his mission as the one who announced the 
inbreaking of God's de". '6  1 am also convinced that the gospels portray Jesus' teachg as 
a "course of study" rather than a " clutch of courses". For instance, the f it  eight chapters 
in Mark are domùiated by the question, Who is this man?'' When that question elicits a 
response f?om the disciples, "w [Jesus] began to teach them that the Son of Man m u t  
undergo great dering. .  . " (Mk. 8:3 1, emphasis mine). Mission structures the t eaching of 
Jesus. 

Fuiaiiy, I believe that Christian fath is an interpreted fàith. Although rooted in 
history, the faith and mission of the church constantiy needs to be understood and 
embodied in its own context. The writers of the gospels did this for their situations, and it 
is required of us. It is especially required of our college, as it seeks to prepare leadership 
for The Salvation Amy in this age and context. 

B. Adult Learning Theory 

In addition to the above theological base, this shidy relies on adult education 
theory. Such theory is derived nom authors like Stephen ~rookfieId*', Don Brundage and 
Dorothy ~ackeracher", and Jack Mezirodo. I will also be utilizing my leaming nom Bill 
Lord's course, "Adult Leamhg and the Church", which I took during the spring semester 
of 1993. I am also drawing on my personal experiences as a teacher. 

1 will incorporate various theones into this study, including the foUowing: 

First, 1 will facilitate the action component with an awareness of the Kolb Leamhg 
Theory2' Kolb's mode1 helps me to be aware that there will be Merent leamhg styles on 

l6 Paul J. Achtemeir, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986), 74. 

l7 See for example, 4141; 652; 8:29. 

la Especiaily n e  Skillfid Teacfier (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1990). 

19 to Pro- .. (Toronto: 

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 1980). 

20 T f o d v e  D-ns of Ad& Le- (San Francisco: lossey-Bass, 1991). 

21 See David A. Kolb, 
. . 

" (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1984). 
Kolb sets up polarities of "expenence/conceptu~tioar', and "reflection/actionr' in order 
to indicate preferences of learnllig. 



the part of those who take part. My own preferences lie in the direction of "reflection and 
conceptuaikation". On the assumption that i teach in a similar rnanner, I will need to be 
aware of the need to push myselfin the direction of "action". 

Second, an important element in adult learning acknowledges the dimension of 
experience that adults bring to it. The staffwho take part in thh  study come with their 
expenence of ofncership, especiaily of the college; wen new staff are Likely to have come 
through it as students. They will also have certain convictions as to the kind of officer that 
is needed today. Such experience is paradoxical: it wiU both contribute to the forxning of 
our curriculum, and it could inhibit changeP 1 wiil be seeking then to work with their 
experience in this study. 

Third, an important principle concems the refiective capacities ofthe addt. As 
Brooffield expresses it, "critical thinking is one of the intellechial fhctions most 
characteristic of addt We"? This realization carries si@cance for this study. 1 am 
trusting that our staffwill not only reflect on their experiences, but examine the 
assumptions that mderlay them. Such examination of assumptions is important to 
cmiculum design. 

A fourth theory views adult leamers, in Wodkowski's words, as "highly pragmatic 
leamers" ." This includes those who will take part in the action of this study . The 
implication of this for me is that 1 carmot take motivation for granted. It will be necessary 
for me to deal with the relevance of this study for the officers at the college, and to assis 
their sense of cornpetence? 

F i d y ,  a principle of adult learning constantly asks of the teacher: 1s what I am 

Brundage and Mackeracher put the issue this way: "The past experience of adult 
Ieamers must be acknowledged as  an active cumponent in learning, respectai as a 
potential resource for learning, and accepteci as a valid representation of the learner's 
experience. Past exp-ce can be both an enhancement to new leaming and an . . . . 
unavoidable obstaclen. See && L m  Po Pro- 
Pl- 35. 

Brooffield, 20. 

" Raymond J. Wlodkowski, -otrv@n to L m  . . 
(San Francisco: 

Jossey-Bass, 1 99 1), 6. 

25 Part ofthis will come out in responses to Question 5 in AppendBc A. 



doing helping the leamer to The practicai sigdcance of this will be speiied out in 
the Action in Ministry section of this proposd. 

ûther insights into adult learning wiU be brought into the study as required. 

From the theological and educational theory bases indicated above, there are 
certain assumptions at work in this study. One is that cunicuium is important to learning 
at our college. This is not to Say that aii learning takes place through the c h c h .  
Important learning does take place in ways unstructureci and unsought. But there is an 
important role for a curriculum to give intentionality to leaming? 

Second, the curriculum helps to disclose our college's operative theology. David 
Kelsey puts it this way: "A ...p lace to look for syrnptoms of a theological school's impiicit 
ethos-shaping theological cornmitments is the structure of the curridum it requires of its 
students and the relative richness of the courses it offers theni".* Related to this is an 
assumption that the proces by which the cmiculum is formeci also discloses the coilege's 
operative theology. 

A third assumption pertains to the role of staff in the formation of the cmiculum. 
Whoever might ultimatefy be involved in its design, 1 agree with Conneliy and Clandinin 
that "curriculum deveiopment and curriculum planning are hdamentaliy questions of 
teacher thinking and teacher doing"." 

Note, one assumption 1 am agt rnaking at the outset of this study is the need to 
organire Our curriculum into traditional theological disciplines. At present, it is streamed 
into areas of Biblical, Theological, Ministry Skills, Leadership, and Field. We may, in fact, 
end up with a similar structure, but 1 will take Edward Farley's concems seriously and 

26 See, for instance, Brookfield, 210. 

'' Eisner, for instance, speaks of a curriculum having three dimensions: explicit, implicit 
and nd. For a bnef discussion of this see F. Michael Comelly and D. Jean Clandinin, 

(Toronto: OISE Press, 1988), 153-155. 

28 David K. Kelsey, To U s  GOU vrr 
--el-A &ouisiIle: Westminster, 1 992), 49-50. 

Connelly and Clandinin, 4. 



facilitate this study without assuming thern." 

ACTION IN MZNISTRY 

For the action component of this study, I will facilitate a workshop, with the 
officer s t a  to design our coliege's curriculum. The workshop wiU take place over ten 
sessions, five in the f d  and five in the winter. This creates an interval of about two weeks 
between each session, excluding December. Each session requires two and one-half hours; 
the precise thne of the day and week needs to be worked out with the staff 

M e r  consultation with the Principal, it has been agreed that ail of the officer staf f  
will participate. I am aware that the question of whose "voices" should shape a curriculum 
is important. For instance, how ought the shidents or laity be represented? But 1 would 
like nich a question to be part of the leamhg during the workshop. 

1 wiU facilitate the workshop as a teacher-leamer. In that 1 have a personal vision 
for the curriculum, and also represent the Education Department, biases wiii Sect my 
faciüation. For instance, our coilege tends to fimction on a theory-to-practice mode1 of 
learning; it is my conviction that a more reflection-&action mode1 needs to be considered. 
As well, 1 th& we are asking our students to take too many courses in a given semester; 
this too needs to be Iooked at. Therefore 1 will seek feedback regarding those biases fiom 
participants' reflection~.~' 

Each session will be Eramed by worship and time for responding to the guided 
reflections. A break wilI be created during it. 

For the opening 1 am asking the Principal to rnake some introductory rmarks. 
Then I will take t h e  to offer background, hopes and assumptions that 1 bring to the 
experience. Mer business concems, the first few sessions will explore the interaction 1 
anticipate nsing fiom three questions:" 

Theological schools are usuaiiy stnictured into departments such as: biblical; 
theological; historical; pastoral or practical. Farley's contention is that such 
departmentalization has " fiagmented" theological leaming . See Edward Farley, 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983). 

31 See Appendk & Question 6. 

32 The fkst question concluded a ment StafTDevelopment Day; the second was raised 
in Our Self Study. 



1. Who are the students when they arrive at Our coiiege? 
2. Who do we hope they will be when they leave our college? 
3. What kind of staffdo we need to be to accompiish this task? 

By exploring responses to these questions, 1 believe the workshop will be well under way 
in addressing curriculum issues. Subsequent sessions will evolve out of the first, utilking 
such adult leanüng principles and methodologies as: the importance of disorientation; the 
need for safkty, respect and trust; feedback; the examinhg of assumptions; corporate 
planning; conceptual mapping. AU the while a focus on the group goal of designing the 
curriculum will be maint ained. 

The workshop's conclusion is important, but its precise nature depends on what 
has preceded it. 1 want, however, that participants symbolize their experience of the 
workshop in some concrete way. A meal for participants will follow the finai session. 

The tirne frame for the study will be: 

Preparation: During the sumrner of L994,I will plan the mechanics of the 
workshop; r a d  m e r  on adult leaming theory and issues in theological 
education; and give some imaginative thought to the workshop. 

Execution: The workshop itselftakes place during the fa11 and winter semesters of 
our college year in 1994-95, so that it concludes by the March break of 1995. 

Data: The data will be gathered and analyzed d u ~ g  the course of the workshop, 
but will be completed during the spring of 1995. 

Thesis: I will vurite the thesis during the sumrner and fd of 1995 so that it is 
completed by December of that year. 

OPERATIVE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

For my research methodology 1 WU be drawing primarily on the work of Strauss 
and Corbinu Theirs is an appropriate tool because of an emphasis on analyzing "process". 
The goal of this methodology is the construction of a theory inductively grounded in the 
data. 

" Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin, Bpsics of w v e  
. . 

(Newbury Park: 
Sage Publications, 1990). 



Data Collection: Data wili corne fiom four sources in the study's action: 

1. Verbath Notes: These wili be transcribed fiom a tape recorder set up for the 
workshop. 
2. Materiais Constnicted: It is anticipated that the workshop wdi r e d t  in various 
iists, diagrams, and other materials that constitute data for the study. 
3. Participant Refiections: Participants wiU be asked to reflect on each session at 
its conclusion. Guided questions will be provided, and the written responses used 
as data? 
4. Personal Renections: I will journal my expenence of the workshop keeping the 
same guided questions in min& but will also push these reflections in the direction 
of theoreticai d y s i s .  

Data Analysis: Strauss and Corbin describe a method of "coding" in order to 
analyze &ta. The fkst step, caüed "open coding," names the data with concepts and 
categories. 1 am interested here to name those moments that help or deflect the process of 
designing the curriculum. This sep  "fractures the data!"" The second step, d e d  "axial 
coding," puis the data back together in new ways "by making connections between 
categories and sub-~ate~ories."~ These new categories are then analyzed with a view to 
the creation of a core category, which deepens the integation of the data. An analysis of 
"process" wiil note changes that take place through various actions and interactions. 

Data Interpretation: 1 will use Strauss and Corbin's concept of a "conditional 
matrix'' to interpret the data. This approach understands the design of our curriculum 
through wer widening circles of context: the action itse& the persons involved; the 
college; the organization of The Salvation Army, our cuitural context; and the global 
context. The goal of this step provides a fiamework that will integrate the praious steps 
of analysis into a grounded theory. 

Data Evaiuation: Strauss and Corbin estabiish three areas by which to evaluate the 
grounded theory. Fust, 1 d assess the reliability and credibility of the data; second, some 
judgment wiU be made with respect to the research process; thirâ, an assessrnent of the 
empincal grounding is needed to demonstrate the shidy's "explanatory power. "" 

Y See Appendix C. 

35 Strauss and Corbin, 97. 

" Strauss and Corbin, 97. 

" These criteria are speiled out in Strauss and Corbîn, 249-258. 



Evaiuating the Study: 1 wiU then engage rny findings with this Proposal's intention, 
theology, leaming theory and assumptions in order to waiuate the study. To do this I wiil 
as k: 

1. How does the action in ministqr confirm or question the assumptions, theology 
and leaming theory of this study? 
2. What does the action in ministry contribute to an understanding of the college's 
operative theology? 
3. What does the action in mlliistry disclose about the effects of employing adult 
learning theory in this process of & d u m  design? 

Adult educators are becoming aware of ethical issues invoived in their work.'* h 
this study, the issue of power in forming a chcuium is criticai, but it is an issue that 1 
trust will corne out in the process of the workshop. An important ethical issue for me is 
that 1 respect the integrity of the process set up for the action in ministry. 

NSKS AM) LIMITATIONS 

A major limitation for this study is that its concem is with design; implementation 
of that design is another matter. This does not rnean that implementation would be 
ignored. But there are many factors that would go beyond the scope of this study to 
realize its implernentation. For instance, the design of the curriculum would iikely have a 
bearing on the various s e m k s  presented by Territorial Departments. That involves a 
whole set of dynamics in itself. What the design of the curriculum would do is enable us to 
go to those Departments with a proposal, and a rationale for th& presentations. 

Other limitations relate to the awareness that the explicit curriculum is only part of 
our coiiege's learning. Curriculum issues draw boundaries around the study, yet they 
cannot be completely watertight. For instance, community has a strong bearing on our 
leaming. Husbands and wives ofien need to re-aegotiate roles so that leamhg can be 
balanced. Yet it is not the purpose ofthis midy to concem itselfwith our sense of 
community, and go into detail regarding those issues. 

CONTRIBUTIONS OF STUDY 

One of my hopes is that this study will help provide guidelines for the design of our 

A recent publication seeks to offer guidance in this area. See Wph G. Brockett ed., 
n F d u a  (New York: Teachers CoUege Press, 1988). 



curriculum. That in itself wodd be most welcome for me and the coilege. 

1 hope too that the study wili develop a stronger sense of "corporate character" in 
our tea~hing.~~ There is a corporate character of learning at our coliege, but 1 believe we 
could benefit fiom a greater sense of corporate teaching. 1 anticipate the study 
contributing to this. 

As weil, 1 believe the study will help to develop teaching skills for our staff Few 
officers are appointai to our college with a teaching background, yet rnost are expected to 
teach in some area. in contrast to bringiog in "authorities" to develop nich skïiis, Stephen 
Brookfield suggests an alternative approach, which is "to ask teachers to experience 
leaniing. ..to reflect on how this feels, and to interpret this for their own tea~hing".~ The 
action cornponent will help with this. 

Most Saivation Army coileges in the western world are patterned after the same 
pnorities; therefore this study could contribute to their approach to curriculum design. 

W~th respect to the wider context of church, 1 have become more aware, in 
moving through the D. Min Programme, just how fertiie the moment is for thinking about 
theological cumcula. Fundamental questions are being raised about the nature of a 
theologicai school, and its curriculum. 1 would iike this study to be heard in that 
conversation. 

The issue of forming currîcula is very much alive in the Ontario schooling system. 1 
would like to keep that horizon in rnind as 1 work through the study. 

" This phrase is used in George Schner's, E d u c b  For MiOjStrY (Kansas: Sheed and 
Ward, 1993). He goes on to say, "The practical manifestations of the corporate character 
could take on a variety of forms: teaching as a team,. . xorporately owning the curricdum 
of a given program" : 140. 

Brooffield, 4 1. 





GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

A brief definition of t e m  is provided here for the reader. 1 have drawn from my own 
understanding and The Salvation Amy's 1994 Year Book, which is listed in the 
Bibliography. 

Cabinet: This is a s m d  group of officers mandated to advise the Territorial Commander. 
It consists of the Chief Secretary and heads of various departments at Territorial 
Headquarters (THO): Personnel; Program; Business Administration. As weU, the 
Temtonal President of Women's Organizations and another woman representative, serve 
on the cabinet. 

Cadet: A Salvation Amy cadet is an officer-in-training. In contrast to other ecclesiastical 
traditions, a cadet has gone through a strong process of calling prior to corning to the 
coilege. Qualincations require a potential cadet to be within an age range of 18-40; have a 
minimum of grade 12 education; and carry the judgment of local and divisional 
Salvationists. Acceptance as a cadet means that The Saivation Army takes on certain 
obligations, such as housing, food, and medical plan. 

Candidate: A candidate designates a man or woman undergoing the process of caUing for 
officership. It is required that a candidate be a soldier within The Arrny, but during this 
process is required to complete lessons, and take on various responsibilities. 

Chief Secretary: The Chief Secretary is the chief administrative officer within a tenitory. 
He or she oversees the intemal hctioning of The Amy in that temtory. 

Chief of the S t a  This officer assists the General as the second-in-command of the 
Army7s mission throughout the intexnationai world. 

Corps: This is the Salvation Army designation for a local wngregation. 

Divisionai Headquarters @BQ): In organizational structure, DHQ coordinates 
Salvation Amy operations in a partidar region. Normally a region wiU consia of 
between twenty and thirty corps, but they are also denned geographicaily. Thus a Division 
may as srnail in area as Metro Toronto, and as large as Saskatchewan. Each division is led 
by a Divisional Commander, and has a fidi support staff. In recent years there has been a 
restnicturing which has placeû more responsibility on the Divisional level, so that not just 
corps but Wtually aii Salvation Army operations in that region now corne under the 
authority of t k t  Division. - 

Education Council: This councii at the coliege was made up of the Principal, Assistant 



Principal, Field Coordinator, Education Officer (chair), Assistant Education Officer, and 
one Sectional Ofncer. At the t h e  of the research, four positions were held by men, and 
two by women. 

becutive ORi~cers: Those officers who are department heads or divisional leaders are 
considered executive officers. They meet annually to discuss issues pertinent to the 
territory . 

High Council: "Composed of the Chief of the Staff, aU active commissioners, and 
colonels of two years' standing who hold temtorial commands. The High Council elects 
the Generd in accordance with the Salvation Army Act 1980." ( M M  Y u o o k  37). 

International College For Officers (ICO): Five times a year, a representative group of 
Saivation Army officen gariiei in London, England for a two month leaming experience. 
Delegates are appointed by various temtones, and while Enghsh is ahost a necessity, 
translation is available in some Ianguages. About twenty-five officers make up each 
session. 

Internationai Headquarters (IEQ): The international centre for the Salvation Army is 
located in its birthplace, London, England. The Amy is led by its General, and that office 
dong with a fidl international support s a i s  located at EQ. Wlth respect to its training 
college system, IHQ issues policies which are considered binding to al1 colleges. 

OBCIOTS: These are references to the Ontario Bible College and Ontario Theological 
Seminary, located in the north of Toronto. 

Outside Review Team (ORT): This is a s d  group who came to the Toronto coilege to 
review the preiiminary work of the interna1 Self Study. The group was composed of both 
Salvationists and non-Saivationists, officer and laity. 

Red Book: This is the name given to the manual for policies at the Toronto coliege. It is 
so named simply because red three-ringed binders are used to wntain them. 

Secretary for Penonnd: This officer is responsible for personnel empioyed within a 
territory In the past that has most often meant officers. Now, however, there is an 
increasing use of laity. This office is thus responsible for the appointment process within 
the temtov. 

Seif Study: A few years ago the Toronto coiiege conducted an intemal Self Study. The 
results of the Study became available as the Workshop began. 



Session: When cadets enter a Salvation Army college for training* they do so as a group. 
This collective entity of cadets is called a Session. Each Session has a name, by which they 
are identifieci within the Salvation Amy world. For instance, the curent names were 
Messagers of Hope (1993-95), and Messengers of the Tmth (1994-96). 

Song Book: Reflecthg the worhg-class background of The Salvation Army, use of 
"church language" was replaced by the vocabulary of the streets. Thus the Hymn Book 
became the Song Book. 

Staft Officers appointed to a Saivation Amy college are narned its staff. There are a 
number of roles to fulfil within the college, such as Business Manager or Assistant 
Principal. Most staffmembers teach, but not d. OEEcers are not appointed to teach 
particular subjects; these are determined once named to the appointment. 

Territorid Commaader (TC): A territory is led by the Temtorial Commander. He or 
she is accountable to the Generai for the operations of the Sdvation Army in that territory 
Commissiorter Donald Kerr has been the TC during the course of this Workshop. 

Territorial Headquarten (THQ): The centraking authority for The Army lies with its 
temtorial staff. A territory can coasist of the expression of The Army of a nation (eg 
Germany), within a nation (eg the United States has four temtories by region, and a 
National Commander), or by joining various nations together (the Toronto Coliege serves 
the Canada-Bermuda Territory). In recent years there has been a restructurhg which has 
placed more authority in the Divisions and less at THQ. The Territory is led by a 
Temtorial Commander, and a full support staff. 

Territorial Raponse Team (TRT): When the Self Shidy was completed it was 
forwarded to THQ for assessrnent and approval by a s d  group of ofncers, cded the 
TRT. 
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JOURNAL QUESTIONS USED IN THE WORKSHOP 

A. The fdlowing format was used in the j o u d s  for the first eight sessions: 

1. What was an important moment for you in today's session, and what made it so? 

2. What did you leam about our curriculum today, and how did you learn this? 

3. What was helpful for you today in the task of creating our curriculum? Why? 

4. What was less helpfbl for you today in the task of creating our curriculum? Why? 

S. What implications has this session raised for any roles you have in the college? 

6. Where did you expenence tension in today's session, and how did you respond to it? 

7. What biases or assumptions did you sense in the leader today? HOW appropriate were 
they, in your opinion? 

Other Comrnents: 

B. -4s noted in the thesis, an adjustment was made to permit the officers to decline these 
questions and respond more f k l y  ifthey so chose. 



C. For the 1st session, the j o d s  questions were given out before the session so that the 
officers would corne havhg aiready given thought to them. 

1. How would you describe the environment in which the Workshop has taken place? For 
instance, to what degree have you felt heard, respected and fke to express younelf' 

2. How important has it been for you to be a part of this Workshop? Please explah your 
response. 

3. In what ways do you view our curriculum differentiy because of this Workshop? 

4. As we approach this point in the Workshop's jowey, what is your sense of 
accomplishment/ hstration? 

5 .  How important is it that you continue to be a part ofcreating the curidum? Please 
explain. 

Other Comments: 
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Session 

1 
Tbeory 

Personal story is a way of equalizi.ug 
power 

Addts bring the capacity for aiticai 
thinkuig. 
Adults are motivateù to leam d e n  they 
sense their work is valued. 

Chnership is nwtured as aduits believe 
they have an active roIe in decisicm 
making. 
Trust is essential to adult learning. 

Adults wili leam with greater conviction 
when t h l  form an insight themselves. 

Metaphor plays a .  important role in adulî 
learning. 

Teachers o h  need to h d  a way to 
encourage the more silent voices to speak. 

Addt learning often takes place when 
tension is i n t~oducd  

There is a need to b e responsive by 
making adjustments when teaching adults. 

There is a need to keep a creative tension 
between challenge and a sense of 
accomplishment ad& need to lem.  

Method 
Provide opporhinity in ûiads for 
participants to mail mernories of their 
own experience as cadets. 

htroduce the roles of Detective and 
Questicmer. 
PIace phrases fkom the fkst session on the 
board. 

Utilize an exercise cded  "conceptuai 
mapping" in order to plot a course of 
action. 

Respond to questions that irnply potential 
mistrust 
Use the metaphor of "departmental 
lenses" with which to view the meaning of 
curriculum and draw their own 
conclusions. 

- - - - - - 

Invite participants to depict the cwrent 
curriculum with an image or metaphor. 

Give each participant three pennies, 
limiting his or her contribution to three, 
thus seekhg to Qaw out ohers. 
When portraying a new officer, 
participants were asked to consider both 
WHAT we wanted to do, and HOW we 
might do it, thus creating tension. 

Drop the roles of Detective and 
Questions and invite different approaches 
to the joumals. 
Giean insights about criteria the 
participants had already expressed in 
sessions thus fat. 



.-CONTINUED ". ADULT UARNING THEORIES EMPLOYED IN THE SESSIONS 

The question WHY is an effective way to 
seek the underlying assumptio~ls of addts. 

While seeking to draw out the involvement 
of adult leamers, there is a time and place 
for teachers to offer their personal vision. 

Adults values the opportunity to share in a 
task 

Adults appreciate variety in teaching 
methodology . 

Adults are motivaîed when they think their 
work will rnake a difference. 
At an event's closing, this is a time for 
ad& to sense tfieir accomplishment, not 
to introduce something new. 

Reflection is an important fomi of learning 
for adults. 

When seeking cnteria for an officer's 
porhait, keep asking ihis question. 
Present my personal vision about 
curriculum for the coiiege. 

Rather than seek volunteers, in keeping 
with SalvatiOnjSf tradition 1 approached 
individuais about a task 
intromice role play as a means of 
imagining the future, and overcome 
wdthem dichotomies. 
Plan to take this work to the level of 
cornmiment. 
Hiilvest the work done to this point in the 
form of criteria for the curriculum. 

Provide the opportunity in the journak 
and in the session for staff  to reflect on the 
wfiole of the Workshop. 
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F ADULT lWCTFTODOLOGFS SMPLOYEI) 

While it wouId be dlBfuIt to indicate di the efiects ofthe v d u s  lewning 
methodolbgies employeri, the follmuing me off ied  as an expression ofthe important 
findïngs mus, the employment of various aodult lemnittg methodologies in this 
Workshop: 

proved to be an effective way for understanding the perceptions of participants, 
especially through the use of journals 

made possible expressions of deep personal concem to participants 

involved hard work on everyone's part 

had the capacity to evoke ambiguity and disorientation because the various 
perceptions were taken seriously 

also had the capacity to sustain momentum because the various perceptions were 
taken seriously 

pennitted the integration of experience with new information thus conaibuting to 
change 

led eventually to issues of identity for the amiduni, the institution and its leaders 

made possible the growing confidence of marginal voices 

required trust and respect, critical to addt leaming 

encouraged people to participate but did not guarantee it 

permitted a more conversatiod hct ion of Saipture to take &éct 

permitted more playfid moments but did not ensure their effects 

encouraged the use of d c a i  thinking which was essentiai to the outcome of the 
Workshop 

made possible the transformation of personal and wrporate perceptions which were 
critical to the outcome of this Workshop. 
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1. CRITERIA - A need was sensed in the Workshop for some means of estabtishing 
continuity for the curriculum, so that it does not rise and fd with personaiities. Thus, 
the formation of critena upon which to base the curriculum, became a Workshop goal. 

Cnteria are value-based standards by which the curriculum rnay be formed and 
evaluated. 

As such any criteria for our cwicuium wodd be based on values we held important, 
and themselves be evaluated by clear indicators. 

In establishing these standards, it is recognized that there cm be both primary and 
secondary criteria. 

It is recognized that the criteria themselves are not isolated standards, but have an 
interactive nature arnong them. 

It was established that the cnteria formed would be a working took, thus open to 
revision in Iight of further work. 

2. Education - Various educational considerations guided our thinking during the 
Workshop. The issues of pre- and post- CFOT learning came up numerous times, and 
the need for our curricuium to be considerd foundational was stressed. 

2.1 Tirne: T h e  became an important concem during the Workshop. Tension between 
expectations and the realities of tirne d a c e d  constantly. It is recognV;ed that the 
current model of training in the Salvation Army is based on cadets staying in the 
college for 22 months. It is quite exceptional that any cadet be asked to stay beyond 
that boundary of tirne. Thus the cokge's Cumdum is clearly bounded in the .  
Learning expectations are required to fit w i t h  that t h e  b e .  

2. i .a (Primary) - Leaming goals will be manageable within the tirne dotted to 
training. 

2.1 .b (Secondary) - Learning expectations wili correspond to the time made 
avdable within the coilege program, and time wiil be made avdable to match 
learning expectations. 



2.1 .c (Secondary) - Duplication of learning experiences wiii be avoided where 
possible, unless intendeci to reinforce leaming. This will apply to leaming 
within the coilege, and its relationship to required pre- and post- coUege 
studies. 

2.1 .d (Secondary) - The community life of parents wiU fhction as a guide in 
formulating time expectations. 

2.1 .e (Secondary) - The biblical notion of sabbath suggests that the cumculum 
will entail hard work, but it wiil not be driven; it wili involve meaningful work, 
but not busywork. 

2.1 .f (Secondary) - The curriculum will consider its context withui an officer's 
total training, and thus r e c o e e  i ts  iirnitations. 

2.2.a (Primary) - Leaming at this coilege wiil be considered foundational. 

2.2.b (Secondaqr) - The capacity to leam wiii be considered important, as weil 
as leaming particular compet encies. 

2.3 .a (Primary) - The cumculurn will have a clearly stated focus or goal. That goal is 
expressed as foliows: 

The CFOT nirriculum is designed so that cadets will develop the capacity to 
integrate their understanding ofûod's mission depicted in the Bible, with The 
Salvation Anny's mission in our world, and with the character and 
cornpetencies required to help realize that mission. 

2.3.b (Secondary) - Core courses in the cwiculum wiIi reflect primary areas of 
Scripture, Salvation Army tradition, Field, and integration. 

2.3 .c (Secondary) - A balance will be sou@ in the core areas of learning. 

2.3 .d (Secondary) - Elective courses will be created to allow for more 
specibtion and personal interest of both cadets and staff 

2.3.e (Secondary) - The biblical concept of "sakation" will act as a theological 
focus for the curricuium. 

2.4.a (Primary) - The c-cdurn at CFOT will take seriously the fact of having adults 
as leamers. 



2.4.b (Secondary) - Leaming d be approached in such a way as to encourage 
the ownership of that Ieaniing by the cadets. 

2.5.a (Primq) - There will be clear accountability built into the curriculum for the 
cadet. 

2.5.b (Secondary) - There will be clear consequemes if a cadet does not meet 
the requkements of the curriculum. 

3. CORE AREAS OF LEARNING: The Workshop pointed to the need for this 
coiiege to determine core areas of learning in light of the complexities fàcing officers, 
and the increasing demands placed upon the curriculum. These wre areas reflect the 
goal of the cumculum. 

3.1 Bible: It has been expressed in the Workshop that the Army's mission is integrally 
iinked with the mission of God. The capacity to understand and respond to that 
mission led us into the area of revelation, and in particuiar the role of scripture. 

3.1 .a (Primasr) - Because the scriptures act as a prirnary means of knowing God, 
CFOT's curriculum will have a strong emphasis on the normative role of scripture. 

3.1. b (Secondary) - The teaching of scripture will have a focus on the mission 
of God in order that the Army's sense of mission niay be linked with it. 

3 .1  .c (Secondary) - Cadets will develop the capacity to form an overview of 
scripture, as weii as leam to work in de@ with it. 

3. l .d (Secondary) - Cadets wiU experience th& learning of the Bible in an 
organic way, rather than fiagmentary. 

3.2 Tradition: It was clearly expressed during the Workshop that it is essential for this 
college to retain its identity as a Salvation Amy coikge. In order to accomplish this 
the foUowing criteria were suggested: 

3.2.a (Prkmy) - The curriculum wiU express its identity as a Salvatim Army Training 
Coiiege. 

3.2.b (Secondary) - The curriculum will respect its own history and makers. 

3.2.c (Rimary) - The curriculum will acknowledge accountability to international and 
territorial policies. 



3.2.d (Secondary) - DHQ and THQ's role in the college wiU be one of helping 
with awareness of that accountability, whiie CFOT wiU have a primary concem 
for SUS. 

3.2. e (Primary) - This curriculum will be designed with the "portrait" of a Salvation 
Amy officer in rnind. 

3.2.f (Secondary) - One goal of the curridum is to help cadets become 
convinced Salvationists. 

3 -2.g (Secondary) - "Reasonable leadership" will f om the expectations of this 
cuniculurn, in light of the boundq of 22 months, and our wiliingness to think 
in terms of capacity to l e m  as weli as competencies. 

3 -2. h (Secondary) - While the realities of Corps officership will assume the 
focus of the curricdum, it will recognize its acwuntability to ali expressions of 
officers hip. 

3 -3 Because God is a God of mission, an officer's rninistry wiIl assume an important 
place in our curricuium. That mission wüi also be integrdy related to the Army's 
stated mission in this territory 

3.3 .a (Primary) - The place and fiinction of corps leadership is essential in determinhg 
skills sought. 

3.3.b (Secondary) - The partidar skills sought will be determineci by the 
following considerations: the context of our age; the realities likely 
encountered in a first appointment; qualities needed to equip laity to firIfil their 
cdings. 

3.3.c (Secondary) - Cornpetencies sought will be clearly artidated. 

4. SPIRITUAL FORMATION - As well as a cadet's understanding and cornpetencies, 
it was acknowledged in the Workshop that character is still an essential goal of 
Salvation Amy training. This emphasis on character was expresseci with different 
terminology, such as "spiritual formation", but its concern is with the whole person we 
are training. 

4.1 Backgrounds: The curriculum will take into consideration the kind of cadets who 
corne to us at this moment in our history. Such characteristics include the realization 
that they are adults, with an increasing emphasis on parents; increasiagly they seem to 



be coming with a history of abusive pasts; their experience with the Army is quite 
varied; and their ducational backgrounds are quite diverse. 

4.2 (Primary) - The curriculum seeks to reflect the diverse needs, experiences and 
aspirations of the cadets who corne to the coliege for training. 

4.2.a (Primary) - The curricuium wili seek to foster an environment where growth is 
atFrmed, transformation is sought, and spiritual disciplines become a reality. 

4.2.b (Secondary) - The Cumcuium will seek to produce officers of integrity. 

4.2.c (Secondary) - The curriculum WU seek to produce ofncers who take 
responsibility for their own numiring. 

4.2.d (Secondary) - The ctmïcuIum d seek to produce officers who know 
how to manage their t h e .  

4.2.e (Secondary) - The curriculum wiU seek to produce officers who leam 
how to work towards depth. 

4.2.f (Secondary) - The curriculum d seek to produce officers who have a 
large capacity for work 

4.2.g (Secondary) - The Cumculum wili seek to produce officers who respect 
various gender and family roles. 

4.2.h (Secondary) - The c u m d u n  WU seek to produce officers who are 
capable of selfevaluation, and receive the evaiuation of others. 

4.3 INTEGRATION - The Workshop developed a strong concem for the coherence 
of a cadet's learning. This was especidy evident when it examineci the relationship 
between an officer's knowing, doing and being. In lia of the implications of 
"salvation" for leaming, there emerged a conceni for the integration ofthat les-g. 

4.3 .a (Primary) Cadets will be characterized by th& capacity to intwate their various 
forms of leaming. 

4.3.b (Secondary) - The curricuium i t s e l f d  be charactetized by a sense of 
coherence. 



4.3.c (Secondary) - The experience of integration will be an intentional feature 
of a cadet's leaming. 

4.3 .d (Secondary) - Curriculum criteria wiIi relate to ail departments in order 
to effect such integration. 

4.3.e (Secondary) - The administrative structures of the couege will reinforce 
the goals of the curriculum, including that of imegration. 

5 .  EVALUAnON - The Workshop expressed concern at various points for the way 
the c u m d u m  might be evaitxated. The foilowing criteria seek to express that concem. 

5.1 .a (Primary) - The curriculum itself will be open to testhg and validation. 

5.1 .b (Secondary) - The curridum will be evaiuated by its effects on both 
ofiïcers and cadets. 

5.1. c (Secondary) - The curricuium wili be waluated by its capacity to act as a 
voice in territorial planning. 

5 .  l .d (Secondary) - The curriculum d be considered effective when aU parts 
of the college's program can be seen to be operative in the cadet's Me. 

6.  STAFF - Concem was expressed in the Workshop for the implications of the 
curriculum for staffat the cuilege. The foUowing criteria seek to address that concern. 

6. La (Primary) - The curriculum wili express what the CFOT staffis capable oc and 
prepared to, offer. 

6.1.b (Secondary) - The capabilities of the staffwill be an important factor in 
determiaing the curriculum for a &en year. 

6.1 .c (Secondq) - Curri(3UhlII1 assipnments will be set up to bring togeîher 
coilege needs with staffbackgrounds, gifts and interests. 

6 .  l .d (Secondary) - Cadet feedback wili be considered in staff assignments to 
curriculum 

6.l.e (Secoadq) - Consideration should be given to a statfposition that seeks 
to integrate the difrent  areas of the program. . 



7. PROCESS: The process by which this cumcdum is formed has b e n  a centrai 
concem of the Workshop. It is too early to discern the thinking of the Workshop on 
this matter, but some cnteria have been suggested. 

7.5.a (Prirnary) - There wiil be a clear process established for the design of the 
curridum. 

7.5.b (Secondary) - While others may be included in this process, CFOT staff 
should have priority in forming it. 

7.5.c (Secondary) - The process itself should be considered an ongoing task of 
this college. 
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